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ABSTRACT
Semantic Role Labelling (SRL) is the process of automatically finding the semantic roles of
terms in a sentence. It is an essential task towards creating a machine-meaningful
representation of textual information. One public linguistic resource commonly used for this
task is the FrameNet Project. FrameNet is a human and machine-readable lexical database
containing a considerable number of annotated sentences, those annotations link sentence
fragments to semantic frames. However, while the annotations across all the documents covered
in the dataset link to most of the frames, a large group of frames lack annotations in the
documents pointing to them. In this paper, we present a data augmentation method for
FrameNet documents that increases by over 13% the total number of annotations. Our
approach relies on lexical, syntactic, and semantic aspects of the sentences to provide
additional annotations. We evaluate the proposed augmentation method by comparing the
performance of a state-of-the-art semantic-role-labelling system, trained using a dataset with
and without augmentation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A large proportion of humankind’s knowledge is stored in textual form. Nevertheless, such
unstructured information is hard to search, catalog, and query. To circumvent this difficulty, one
needs to automate the extraction of information from texts, making it amenable for querying. It
relates to the emerging area of Machine Reading [1], a task within the broader area of Natural
Language Processing, NLP. Machine Reading is concerned explicitly with creating machinefriendly, yet nuanced, representations of text. A crucial task in Machine Reading is the Semantic
Role Labeling task, SRL [2]. SRL consists of mapping elements of a given sentence to predefined
sets of semantic roles. There are two main kinds of labeling: (i) deep labeling, i.e., the mapping
of tokens of the sentence to somewhat complex semantic structures by building a composable
representation of the utterance meaning; and (ii) shallow labeling, that consists of mapping the
tokens to an abstract semantic role. For instance, figure 1 shows two shallow roles, namely,
Content and Paradigm, which provide meaning to two subsets of tokens in the sentence. The
present work is concerned with shallow labeling, which is itself far from a trivial computational
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task and is hardly feasible without a good set of labeled sentences, whereby “good” we mean a
set of sentences whose tokens are annotated with their expected deep roles in relatively good
coverage.

Figure 1: An example of shallow semantic roles assigned to tokens in a sentence.

One popular source of annotated sentences to support Machine Reading is FrameNet, a publicly
available electronic language resource [3]. It consists of a network of concepts (called frames)
such as Run, Motive and Location. Each frame is composed of frame elements, which define
semantic roles in the (thereby semi-structured) domains. A key technical challenge, however, is
that FrameNet’s set distribution of examples forms a long tail — a few frame elements have
several examples over their related frames. In contrast, most of them have only one or none
example at all — making it difficult to tackle less popular frame elements. This need gets even
more pressing when we target specific domains within FrameNet.
In this paper, we propose a data augmentation method to enlarge the set of annotations and its
distribution in FrameNet. The technique leverages on partial structure present in the annotation of
frame elements in the sentences. That is, we carry out matching of frame elements over different
frames — relying on notions of lexical, syntactic, or semantic equivalence — so that sentences
receive new (inferred) annotations. We take advantage of the inter-frame connections to enrich
the information available in the resource.
In the next section, we describe the analyzers that enable us to process natural language
sentences, the SRL method that supports our evaluation, and we provide a more detailed view on
FrameNet. Then we also introduce background aspects, preparing towards our research problem.
In section 3 we present the augmentation method we propose in this paper. In section 4 we report
its evaluation, based on comparing the performance of a state-of-the-art semantic-role-labeling
method, with and without augmentation. In section 5, we situate this work within the literature
through a discussion of related work. In section 6, we conclude the paper and point challenges
and future work.

2. BACKGROUND
There are three core materials used in our work: the sentence analyzers, the semantic-rolelabeling method, and FrameNet itself. Boxer and spaCy are, respectively, the semantic and
syntactic analyzers. Open-Sesame is the semantic-role-labeling method that supports the
evaluation of our proposed method. FrameNet provides us with the annotated sentences that can
support machine-reading and that we want to augment.

2.1. Boxer and Spacy: Semantic and Syntactic Analyzers
Boxer is an open-domain semantic analyzer [5] based on Combinatorial Categorical Grammars
and Discourse Representation Theory. It generates a neo-Davidsonian representation of
sentences. We also use it as a syntactic analyzer, the dependence tree parser, and the part-ofspeech tagging system provided by the spaCy NLP library (version 2.0.11).
To process the different representations that we generate, we convert them all to a standard
logical form. The Boxer analysis result is a bit tricky to normalize. Although it is already
provided in first-order logic, we still need to do variable grounding, followed by Skolemization.
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We also remove any negated terms and unbound variables left in order to have a simple graph
structure. Figures 2 and 3 show examples of those analyzers in action.

Figure 2: Semantic Analysis by Boxer. Predicates (e.g., ‘v1arrest’) define the so-called thematic roles such
as agent, theme, action etc., other semantic roles such as person name (pernam) and even nouns like beach.
Every predicate (except for the person name one) is prefixed by its syntactic role as well.

Figure 3: Syntactic Analysis by spaCy. The node labels (associated with the sentence tokens, e.g., ‘VERB’)
give the part-of-speech tags, and the edge labels (associated with the tokens relationships, e.g., ‘conj’) are
universal dependence labels.

2.2. Open-Sesame: the Supportive Semantic-Role-Labeling Method
Open-Sesame [6] is a state-of-the-art method for frame semantic parsing. This method is based
on a segmental recurrent neural network [7], that supports its aim argument identification. It does
not rely on syntactic representations during the testing phase, only during training. This way, this
system presents itself as a cheaper alternative — regarding computational resources and human
effort — to develop the syntactic parsers, while stays a competitive approach to the traditional
pipeline that we follow in our work.

2.3. Framenet
We provide in this section a more detailed overview of FrameNet that suffices for the purpose of
this paper. For a rigorous and comprehensive description of the FrameNet project, we refer the
reader to Fillmore et al. [3]. In this work, we use FrameNet version 1.5.
FrameNet is an interconnected network of frames which provides the grounding for a crossdomain semantic representation. In this context, frames represent concepts like Arrest, Coming to
Believe and Event. Those concepts also describe semantic roles that entities might have related to
those concepts. For instance, some of the semantic roles described in the frame Arrest are
Authority, Suspect and Place. Those semantic roles are called frame elements. Each frame
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element occurring in a frame has its definition, written in a human-friendly form. Those
definitions usually carry an example sentence where the frame elements are annotated as well as
the frame itself. This way, we have both frame annotations, also called targets, and frameelement annotations together. For simplicity, we are going to refer to frame-element annotations
just as annotations for the rest of the paper.

2.4. The Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) task from FrameNet’s point of view
Here, we revisit the semantic role labeling (SRL) task, focusing on how FrameNet supports it as a
resource. In doing so, we prepare for our specific research problem of augmenting FrameNet’s
semi-structured data in the next section.
In FrameNet, the sentences are annotated by humans. The general task of automatically
generating those annotations is called frame-semantic parsing, which has SRL as one of its three
components. Given a sentence, (i) target identification is the task of finding which token in the
sentence should be matched to a frame; (ii) frame identification means to take a given token and
assign it to a specific frame, and (iii) argument identification (SRL) is the task of matching frame
elements that are members of the selected frames to the correct tokens in the sentence.
The SRL task induces our semi-structured data augmentation problem since SRL relies on a good
set of annotated sentences as examples.
As discussed in the previous sections, FrameNet is a widely used resource supporting several
NLP tasks. However, as a manually-built resource, it is error-prone and incomplete. For instance,
fig. 7a shows that the frame coverage in FrameNet, that is, the number of frames that appear in at
least one annotated sentence divided by the total number of frames, is only 70%.
In this work, we intend to increase this coverage so that NLP tasks in general — and SRL in
particular — benefit from more frame annotations available. If we can achieve some increase in
frame annotations coverage, even if it is not very large, it is bound to provide a relevant
contribution to the machine reading community. That is because annotated sentences feed in all
machine reading pipelines.

3. AUGMENTATION OF FRAMENET EXAMPLES
We start to state the data augmentation problem by introducing an example and follow it with our
proposed methodology.
3.1. The Data Augmentation Problem
Consider the sentence “Most of us know where we took a photo but have a harder time
remembering the time we took it.”, and assume that Create physical artwork be one correct frame
identified with this sentence. The annotation of this sentence concerning the structure of frame
Create physical artwork is depicted in Fig. 4. There are three frame elements of that frame,
namely, Creator, Representation, and Location of representation, which are mapped to subsets of
tokens in the sentence.
From a general point of view, the data augmentation problem in this context is to ask how we
could create a new annotation of this sentence using the tokens already mapped to frame elements
of the frame Create physical artwork. The goal is to use the already marked tokens to annotate the
sentence for another frame.
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Figure 4: Create physical artwork annotation with respect to the frame Intentionally create.

Now consider Intentionally create, another frame which is related to Create physical artwork by
the ‘has sub-frame of’ relation, as shown in Fig. 5. We exploit such inter-frame relations and then
model the data augmentation problem accordingly. In our running example, the problem is
reduced to whether or not we could build a new annotation of the sentence in terms of the
structure of frame Create physical artwork. The new annotation must comprise not only the frame
itself using the target token, but also its frame elements, namely, Creator, Created entity, and
Place. It is quite intuitive that Creator from Create physical artwork should map to the frame
element of same name from Intentionally create. The frame elements Created entity and Place
from Create physical artwork should map to Created entity, and Place from Intentionally create,
respectively.

Figure 5: Intentionally create and Create physical artwork frames

3.2. The Notion of Frame Elements Equivalence
Frame elements equivalence is a rather vague concept. We model it in terms of three different
notions of equivalence: lexical, semantic, and syntactic. We say that two frame elements from X
and Y, respectively, are lexically equivalent if they have the same name. Two frame elements are
said syntactically equivalent if there is at least one pair of examples from X and Y where these
frame elements appear, and they have the same path of syntactic roles to the target in a syntactic
representation. The semantic similarity follows the same concept of the syntactic equivalence,
but, instead, we require a path of semantic roles turned into a semantic representation.
Consider the frames X and Y and an annotated sentence x with annotations of frame elements in
X. Given that X is related to Y through one of the possible inter-frame relations (e.g., ‘is subframe of’), we want to find what annotations we could extend to Y. That is, we want to know if
there can be a new annotation of the sentence regarding the frame elements belonging to Y. So,
we will say that x is transferable from X to Y if all the frame element annotations in x are
transferable to Y. Recall from section 2 that there are two kinds of annotations in an annotated
sentence, namely: targets and frame element annotations. The second one we call annotations. An
annotation is transferable from X to Y if its frame element is equivalent to one frame element in
Y. This assured, we can rewrite the sentence annotation using frame elements of Y, and we can
add a new annotation to the sentence.
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Let us recall the example depicted in figure 5. In order to know if this annotation can be adapted
to another frame Create physical artwork, we first have to check if all frame elements of
Intentionally create in the annotated sentence are equivalent to some frame element in Create
physical artwork. Using the notion of lexical equivalence, we consider Creator to be the same as
Creator in Create physical artwork as they both have the same name. Using the syntactic
equivalence, we need to check if Created entity is equivalent to Representation. To do that, we
take an example of Created entity from Intentionally create and one example of Representation
from Create physical artwork and check if the syntactic path to the target is the same, as exhibited
in figure 6. Since each frame element in the annotation is equivalent to some frame element in
Create physical artwork, we can copy this example to Create physical artwork. If there were any
frame elements left that have not an equivalent frame element in Create physical artwork, then
the next step would be to check their semantic equivalence the same way we did for the syntactic
equivalence.
The same method described before for expanding a frame example is used to expand annotated
sentences from the FrameNet Project annotated documents. We show the results of this heuristic
on whether we can borrow an annotated sentence in section 4.
It is clear that ‘ways for people with disability to enter the workforce’ is not necessarily a piece of
physical artwork as this augmented annotation suggests.

3.3. Frame Relations
To elaborate the proposed heuristics, we start by splitting the FrameNet inter-frame relations into
two sets: (i) The set of hierarchical relations, depicted in the table 1, are the ones based in the
inheritance and part-of concepts, and their reciprocal. (ii) The set of non-hierarchical relations
comprises all the other relations and is depicted in table 2. This split is used to evaluate the effect
of inheritance on the creation of new annotations. For instance, it is reasonable to think that
annotations transferred from the frame Create physical artwork to its parent frame Intentionally
create would be correct. Usually, the creation of an artwork is intentional, and all elements from
the former frame have a corresponding element in the next frame.

Syntactic representation of example in Intentionally create
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Syntactic representation of example in Create physical artwork
Figure 6: Syntactic representation of an example in the frame element descriptions

This way, when we say that the frame ‘Coming to believe’ inherits from ‘Event’, it means that
‘Coming to Believe’ is an ‘Event’. And when we say that a ‘Halt’ is a subframe of ‘Motion’ it
means that the concept ‘halt’ is part of the concept of ‘motion’.
Table 1. Hierarchical relations
Relation
Inherits from
Is Inherited by
Subframe of
Has Subframe(s)

is a frame of the same kind of the parent
the children frames have the same kind
is a part of the parent frame
is composed by those frames
Table 2. Non-hierarchical relations

Relation
Perspective on
Is Perspectivized in
Uses
Is Used by
Precedes
Is Preceded by
Is Inchoative of
Is Causative of
See also

might be composed by those frames
might be part of the parent frame

the children are the cause of the root
the root is the cause of the children
Informational relation.

4. EXPERIMENTS
The purpose of the augmentation method we propose here is to increase the number of available
training examples and expand the coverage over less popular frames. This augmentation is
particularly useful once we consider the difficulty in manually expanding the FrameNet example
set and also the difficulty of adding new documents.

4.1. Data
Our dataset consists of annotated sentences from the collection of annotated documents made
available in FrameNet release 1.5. This collection consists of 78 documents annotated by
FrameNet’s staff; we use the same test set as [6, 8]. Those documents hold together almost 5946
annotated sentences. In those annotated sentences is a total of 23944 frame annotations and
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48133 frame element annotations related to those frame annotations. The prefix, that is, the part
of the document name before ‘ ’ refers to the source of the document, and the suffix is the
document name. In total, there are more than 130000 sentences in the FrameNet project with
some kind of annotation. More on the construction of this dataset and FrameNet, in general, is
found in [9].

4.2. Evaluation Setting
We evaluate the augmentation strategies based on the improvement of the performance of a stateof-the art method in the literature, Open-Sesame. Each one of the multiple training instances is
carried out until the same termination criterion is reached, for conformity and ease of
comparison, the criterion is the same used in the Open-Sesame paper, we also used the default
parameters reported in that paper [6]. This criterion is met when there where no updates in the
best loss score reported after 28 validation epochs.
We used the same GloVe embedding [10] and optimized the model using ADAM [11], with a
learning rate of 0.0005, and moving average parameter of 0.01. We also set the moving average
variance to 0.9999, and we set the parameter (to prevent numerical instability) to 10−8; no
learning rate decay is used, as done in the original Open-Sesame paper.

4.3. Results
We evaluated three kinds of augmentation in this project, namely lexical, syntactic, and semantic
analysis (described in section 3). The overall gain on number of annotations from each one of
those strategies is depicted in figures 7b, 7c, and 7d, respectively. We see a moderate increase of
over roughly 13% of the original coverage using the different kinds of augmentations separately
depicted in figure 8. This gain indicates that besides the noise addition, the augmentation strategy
was beneficial to the semantic-role-labeling task.
The impact of the augmentation method on the performance of the SRL parser is expressed in
table 3. Values in bold are the best values reported. We report precision, recall, and f1-score
metrics micro-averaged. Our experimentation shows a small improvement in Open-Sesame’s
performance when trained on datasets that undertook the augmentation strategies developed here.
This improvement indicates that even with added noise, the use of the augmentation benefited the
semantic parser. The annotations from the semantic and syntactic augmentation strategies did not
perform better than the lexical strategy. Errors in the logical representations might cause it due to
incorrect parsing of the sentences.

(a) No augmentation

(b) Semantic augmentation
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(c) Lexical Augmentation
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(d) Syntactic augmentation
Figure 7: Augmentation frame coverage

Figure 8: Comparison of Sesame F1 Score
Table 3. Performance of Sesame with the different augmentations

Semantic

Syntactic

Lexical

All
Hierarchical

Precision Recall
F-1
0.5946
0.5497 0.5712
0.5880
0.5060 0.5439

Non-hierarchical

0.5975

0.5397 0.5671

All
Hierarchical

0.5939
0.6041

0.5337 0.5622
0.4939 0.5434

Non-hierarchical

0.6001

0.5595 0.5791

All
Hierarchical

0.6083
0.6136

0.5955 0.6018
0.5598 0.5854

Non-hierarchical

0.6374

0.5865 0.6109

0.5977

0.6030 0.6004

No augmentation

5. RELATED WORK
We considered the three main areas that we have built our contribution upon on, namely:
Language resources augmentation, Sentence Representation, and Semantic Role Labeling.

5.1. Language Resources Augmentation
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that builds a data augmentation strategy
relying only upon the data provided by FrameNet. Other venues of work combine additional
language resources with FrameNet to produce SRL parsers. Shi and Mihalcea [12], Giuglea and
Moschitti [13], Palmer [14], Laparra and Rigau [15], Tonelli et al. [16], and Green et al. [17] are
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examples of work that combine other language resources, such as PropBank [18], VerbNet [19],
and WordNet [20] with FrameNet Baker et al. [3], to complement each other or even to generate
more frames. It is also possible to combine more than one of those resources; for example, the
Predicate Matrix [21] is a new language resource created through the automatic combination of
WordNet, Framenet, and Verbnet. Pavlick et al. [22] presents a FrameNet augmentation based on
expanding the resources Lexical Units, LUs. They based their augmentation method on automatic
paraphrasing using the Paraphrase Database (PPDB) [23] curated by manual crowd sourcing.
The model proposed by Mousselly Sergieh and Gurevych [24] is based on word embedding to
identify a mapping between Wikidata relations [25] and FrameNet frames and to annotate the
arguments of each relationship with the semantic roles from the second resource. This is an
example of a case where FrameNet is used to enrich other resources and is a clear contrast with
our work that aims to enhance FrameNet without the use of external corpora, but only on parsing
methods. This choice makes this approach flexible and agnostic of external data sources used to
train those parsers.

5.2. Logical Form and Sentence Representation
Textual data is found in unstructured ways, as mentioned throughout this paper, and we want to
make it as structured as possible, so it is machine-processable. Logical forms can be used to
express both the syntactic and semantic aspects of the sentences of a textual document, and much
work has been done on building such logical forms.
A usual step is to parse a sentence into a syntactic representation and use this intermediary
representation to generate a semantic representation of the meaning covered in the sentence. In
particular, [26] devise a system based on the lambda calculus for deriving neo-Davidsonian
logical forms from dependency trees. They evaluate the quality of such logical forms derived
from the dependency trees of the sentences by feeding those logical forms to a semantic parser.
This semantic parser consists of a graph matching algorithm that matches the structure of the
logical form to Freebase, a collaboratively created tuple-based knowledge base that later on was
used to power Google’s Knowledge Graph initiative, [27]. It generates a robust representation of
the sentences and can be compared with our current approach in future work. Using this approach
as our semantic parser would be a promising comparison since one of their claims is that this
representation outperforms a CCG-based representation which composes the Boxer method, used
in our work.
Similarly, to our work, [26] creates a new neo-Davidsonian representation of sentences that might
improve our current method. [28] combine logical and distributional representations. They use
similarity metrics to create weighted rules using Markov Logic Networks [29]. Beltagy et al. [28]
show that besides estimating the similarity between sentences, this method can also recognize
textual entailment. One can use this textual entailment as another feature for our augmentation
purposes.
In the same way, we rely on Boxer to obtain a logic-based parsed output. Previous work has
already started from this tool to extract and represent meaning in a structured, machineprocessable format from text documents. In particular, [28, 30] combined the parsed logical
representation with distributional semantics and Markov Logic Networks. The distributional
semantics is used to construct a unified knowledge base from different sources, while MLN is
used to perform inference. The neo-Davidsonian representation and MLN are also employed to
solve the Science and Math challenge, an NLP competition that aims to produce systems that can
answer fifth-grade science exams, as done in [31].
The difficulties of directly applying those methods without any tinkering to our problem are that
we calculate if substructures in the sentence are similar, focusing on specific terms. It is not clear
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how to apply this concept to most of those methods since they are not concerned with specific
terms of the sentence, but the sentence as a whole.

5.3. Semantic Role Labeling
The Semantic Role Labeling, SRL, is the problem of finding semantic roles to entities located in
textual documents. SRL is a fruitful area of research containing work that takes advantage of
multiple language resources, including FrameNet. The most recent and state-of-the-art
approaches are mostly based on statistical methods, in particular, machine learning methods.
The model presented in [4] uses latent variables and semi-supervised learning to improve frame
disambiguation for targets unseen at training time. On the other hand, the work shown in [32]
consists of a frame identification that is coupled into an argument parsing method to perform
FSP. Sling, [33], is a framework for frame-semantic parsing that performs neural-network parsing
with bidirectional LSTM input encoding and a transition based recurrent unit. It takes as input
only the tokens of the sentence, skipping any previous syntactic or semantic parser. Both methods
are machine-learning based.
The semantic parser developed in [13] connects VerbNet and FrameNet by mapping the
FrameNet frames to the VerbNet Intersective Levin classes. To further increase the verb
coverage, they use the lexicon contained in PropBank and the PropBank semantic annotations to
evaluate their system.

6. CONCLUSION
Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) is an essential task towards creating a machine-meaningful
representation of textual information. FrameNet is the main supportive resource for this task.
However, as a manually-built resource, it is error-prone and incomplete. A large group of frames
lacks useful annotations. In this work, we present a data augmentation method for FrameNet
documents that increases by over 13% the total number of annotations. As a result, a new dataset
is now available for SRL and frame semantic parsing in general. We also show that the
annotations generated can improve the performance of a semantic-role-labeling method.
The augmentation methods present in the literature are usually methods for combining FrameNet
with other linguistic resources. This work presents an approach to augment the data available in
FrameNet using sentence examples in the resource’s element descriptions themselves. This way,
one can apply our method after (or before) applying some other method present in the literature
for a more incisive expansion without necessarily adding redundant information.
A first line of future research is to investigate the impact of this data augmentation in
combination with other methods present in the literature. Another possible investigation venture
is the exploration of the inter-frame relationships. We suspect that it is possible to further explore
the connections amongst frames to infer new relationships amongst frame elements. We also
intend to test the method on other electronic (linguistic) resources. For example, WordNet seems
a relatively close opportunity for short- to mid-term research.
Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) is an essential task towards creating a machine-meaningful
representation of textual information. FrameNet is the primary supportive resource for this task.
However, as a manually-built resource, it is error-prone and incomplete. A large group of frames
lacks useful annotations. In this work, we present a data augmentation method for FrameNet
documents that increases by over 13% the total number of annotations. As a result, a new dataset
is now available for SRL and frame semantic parsing in general. We also show that the
annotations generated can improve the performance of a semantic-role-labeling method.
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The augmentation methods present in the literature are usually methods for combining FrameNet
with other linguistic resources. This work presents an approach to augment the data available in
FrameNet using sentence examples in the resource’s element descriptions themselves. This way,
one can apply our method after (or before) applying some other method present in the literature
for a more incisive expansion without necessarily adding redundant information.
The first line of future research is to investigate the impact of this data augmentation in
combination with other methods present in the literature. Another possible investigation venture
is the exploration of inter-frame relationships. We suspect that it is possible to explore the
connections amongst frames further to infer new relationships amongst frame elements. We also
intend to test the method on other electronic (linguistic) resources. For example, WordNet seems
a relatively close opportunity for short- to mid-term research.
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ABSTRACT
High-dimensional of image data is an obstacle for clustering. One of methods to solve it is
feature representation learning. However, if the image is distorted or suffers from the influence
of noise, the extraction of effective features may be difficult. In this paper, an end-to-end feature
learning model is proposed to extract denoising low-dimensional representations from distorted
images, and these denoising features are evaluated by comparing with several feature
representation methods in clustering task. First, some related works about classical feature
learning are introduced. Then the architecture and working mechanism of denoising feature
learning model are presented. As the structural characteristics of this model, it can obtain
essential information from image to decrease reconstruction error. When facing with corrupted
data, it also runs a robust clustering result. Finally, compared to other unsupervised feature
learning methods, extensive experiments demonstrate that the obtained feature representations
by proposed model run a competitive clustering performance. The low-dimensional
representations can replace the original datasets primely.

KEYWORDS
Unsupervised Learning, Feature Representation, Auto-encoder, Clustering

1. INTRODUCTION
In machine learning and data analysis, difficulties in information processing are caused by large
dimensions. Meanwhile, if image datasets are distorted or suffer from noise, the extraction of
effective features becomes more difficult. Consequently, learning reusable feature representations
from a large number of unlabelled datasets has become a research hotspot. High-dimensional
images always need a pre-processing such as dimensionality reduction [1]. Feature representation
learning is an effective method [2]. Feature learning can be categorized into supervised based and
unsupervised based. Supervised based methods have reached remarkable performance. Linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) [3] makes the distance between different types of samples larger,
and the distance between similar samples smaller. Locality sensitive discriminant analysis
(LSDA) [4] belongs to manifold learning algorithm. Its main idea is to maximize the edge of
different classes in each local region. However, as the increasing of data and unmarked label,
supervised based methods may have an impact on its accuracy.
The emergence of unsupervised feature learning is better solved ‘curse of dimensionality’ as well
as unmarked labels. Unsupervised feature learning is classified into two parts: linear based and
non-linear based. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical method [5]. It uses
orthogonal transformation to convert a set of variables that may be related into a set of linearly
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): MLNLP, BDIoT, ITCCMA, CSITY, DTMN, AIFZ, SIGPRO - 2020
pp. 15-27, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
DOI: 10.5121/csit.2020.101202
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uncorrelated variables. The converted set of variables is called the principal component. Locality
preserving projections (LPP) builds a graph on the data set. This graph contains the information
of the node’s neighbours [6]. The algorithm mainly finds an optimal linear approximation when
the high-dimensional data depends on the embedding of the low-dimensional manifold in the
surrounding space. PCA and LPP are two linear feature learning algorithms. Neighbourhood
preserving embedding selects neighbours to reconstruct linear weights for each point. The core of
isometric feature mapping (Isomap) is to find and utilize the characteristics of manifold space,
introduce geodesic distance and propose corresponding distance calculation [7]. Locally linear
embedding (LLE) is a new feature learning algorithm for non-linear data [8]. It can keep the
original manifold structure after dimensionality reduction as far as possible. Isometric projection
(IsoP) discovers the in-trinsic geometrical structure of data set [9].
In recent years, auto-encoder (AE) and its family are proposed to realize dimensionality reduction
and feature learning. Auto-encoder is an unsupervised learning algorithm (the training example is
not marked), which uses back propagation algorithm and makes the target value equal to the
input value [10]. It is a neural network which contains three layers. The dimension of hidden
layer is much smaller than input layer. Sparse auto-encoder (SAE) limits the number of hidden
units to learn more useful features [11]. A neuron is active if its output value is close to 1,
otherwise it is not active if its output value is close to 0. Variational auto-encoder (VAE) is an
important generation model. It proposes a gradient estimation called stochastic gradient variable
bayes [12]. The core of adversarial auto-encoder (AAE) is to use a generator and a discriminator
for adversary learning [13]. It’s a combination of VAE and adversarial network.
The above methods run a great performance on feature extraction. However, when facing with
distorted images, existing unsupervised feature learning methods may be affected. In this paper,
an end-to-end feature learning model is proposed to extract denoising low-dimensional
representations from distorted image datasets. These denoising features perform well in
unsupervised clustering task. As the structural characteristics of this model, it can obtain essential
information from image to decrease reconstruction error. Facing corrupted data, it also runs a
better result. For evaluating their performance, these features are sent into 𝑘-means clustering
[14]. Three evaluation metrics are selected for comparison including clustering accuracy (ACC),
normalized mutual information (NMI) and adjusted rand index (ARI).
The following parts of this paper are arranged as follows. Some works related to classical feature
learning are showed in Section 2. In Section 3, the structure and working mechanism of denoising
feature learning model are presented. In Section 4, extensive experiments on eight standard
datasets illustrate the effectiveness of presented model. Eventually, this paper is concluded in
Section 5.

2. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we introduce several classical feature learning algorithms which are classified into
two kinds: unsupervised feature learning and supervised feature learning.

2.1. Unsupervised Feature Learning
The unsupervised feature learning algorithms are categorized into two types: linear and nonlinear. The core of linear feature learning algorithms is to obtain a linear mapping relation.
Principal component analysis and isometric projection are commonly used linear feature learning
algorithms. As for non-linear datasets, linear feature learning algorithms probably meet some
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problems. Neighbourhood preserving embedding [15] and isometric feature mapping are two
famous non-linear feature learning algorithms.
2.1.1.

Isometric Projection

Isometric projection is a linear feature learning algorithm. Nevertheless, isometric projection can
handle more complex datasets such as manifold data [16] which is embedded in high-dimensional
space. Given a dataset 𝑋 ∈ ℝ𝑑×𝑛 , isometric projection finds a mapping function 𝑓 that makes 𝑦𝑖
= 𝑓(𝑥𝑖) where {𝑦𝑖 }𝑖=1 𝑛 ∈ ℝ𝑘 . Isometric projection defines 𝑑𝑀 the geodesic distance [17]
measure on 𝑀 which is a non-linear manifold embedded in ℝ𝑑 and 𝑑𝐸 the standard Euclidean
distance. Then optimization objective function is formalized as follows
arg min ∑𝑖,𝑗 (𝑑𝑀 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗 ) − 𝑑𝐸 (𝑓(𝑥𝑖 ), 𝑓(𝑥𝑗 )))2
𝑓

(1)

where the mapping function 𝑓 is to let Euclidean distances can offer an effective approximation
to the geodesic distances on 𝑀.
2.1.2.

Isometric Feature Mapping

Isometric feature mapping is a kind of manifold learning [18] method which is used in feature
learning of non-linear data. Isomap algorithm has three steps. First step confirms neighbourhood
for each point. There are two ways: 𝑘 nearest neighbours (𝑘-Isomap) and all points in radius ϵ
(ϵIsomap). 𝑑(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗) represents distance in input space, such that we obtain a weighted graph 𝐺.
Second, if 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗 are linked by an edge, initialize shortest path distances 𝑑𝐺 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗 ) = 𝑑(𝑥𝑖 ,
𝑥𝑗 ) or else 𝑑𝐺 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗 ) = ∞. Then 𝑑𝐺 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗 ) is constantly replaced by min{𝑑𝐺 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗 ),
𝑑𝐺 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑝 ) + 𝑑𝐺 (𝑥𝑝 , 𝑥𝑗 )} , 𝑝 = 1, 2, … , 𝑁. 𝑁 is the number of whole points. Afterwards Isomap
creates a matrix 𝐷𝐺 that consists of the shortest path distances. In the finally step, MDS is applied
in 𝐷𝐺 . Consider the 𝑘 -dimensional Euclidean space 𝑌 that preserves most information of
manifolds intrinsic geometry, 𝐷𝑌 matrix is composed of Euclidean distances {𝑑𝑌 (𝑖, 𝑗 ) =
‖𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 ‖}. Then the cost function is denoted as
𝐸 = ‖𝛾(𝐷𝐺 ) − 𝛾(𝐷𝑌)‖𝐿 2

(2)

Where 𝛾 indicates an operator that converts distances to inner products.
2.1.3.

Principal Component

Analysis Principal component analysis is a statistical method. It uses orthogonal transformation
to convert a set of variables that may be related into a set of linearly uncorrelated variables. The
converted set of variables is named the principal component. Consider an input image
dataset 𝑋 = [𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ], we obtain its normalized matrix 𝑋′. Covariance matrix 𝐶 can be
presented as follows
1

𝐶 = 𝑋′𝑋′
𝑛

𝑇

(3)

Then we calculate the eigen values and eigenvectors about covariance matrix 𝐶. After that, 𝑘
eigenvectors corresponding to 𝑘 largest eigen values are selected. These eigenvectors are utilized
to construct the projection matrix 𝑊 which is ordered by eigen values descend. Finally, low
dimensional feature representations 𝑌 ∈ ℝ𝑘×𝑛 are formalized by: 𝑌 = 𝑊𝑋.
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2.2. Supervised Feature Learning
Supervised feature learning algorithms require sufficient labels, nevertheless, they perform a
commendable result. In some cases, supervised feature learning algorithms can be improved into
semi-supervised and then significantly reduce the need for labels. In this section, we mainly
introduce supervised feature learning algorithms linear discriminant analysis, locality sensitive
discriminant analysis and semi-supervised algorithm stacked label consistent auto-encoder
(SLCA).
2.2.1.

Linear Discriminant

Analysis As a classical algorithm in pattern recognition, the basic idea of linear discriminant
analysis is to project high-dimensional pattern samples into the optimal discriminant vector
space. Given a dataset{𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑛 } ∈ ℝ𝑑 ,{𝑦1 , … , 𝑦𝑛 } ∈ ℝ𝑘 (𝑘 ≪ 𝑑), attempt to find mapping
matrix 𝐴 = (𝑎1 , … , 𝑎𝑘 ) ∈ ℝ𝑑×𝑘 such that 𝑦𝑖 = 𝐴𝑇 𝑥𝑖 . Suppose all samples are sorted into 𝑐
classes. The objective function is denoted as follows
𝑎𝑇𝑆 𝑎

𝑎𝑜𝑝𝑡 = arg max 𝑎𝑇 𝑆 𝑏𝑎
𝑎

𝑤

(4)

𝑆𝑏 = ∑𝑐𝑖=1 𝑚𝑖 (𝑢𝑖 − 𝑢)(𝑢𝑖 − 𝑢)𝑇

(5)
𝑇

𝑚

𝑖
(𝑥𝑗𝑖 − 𝑢𝑖 )(𝑥𝑗𝑖 − 𝑢𝑖 ) )
𝑆𝑤 = ∑𝑐𝑖=1(∑𝑗=1

(6)

where 𝑆𝑤 is within-class scatter matrix while 𝑆𝑏 is between-class scatter matrix. 𝑢 means the
total sample mean vector and 𝑚𝑖 is the number of data points in 𝑖-th class. 𝑢𝑖 represents the
average vector of 𝑖-th class. The eigenvectors related to the largest eigen values constitute the
basic functions of LDA:
𝑆𝑏 𝑎 = 𝜆𝑆𝑤 𝑎

(7)

the aim of LDA is to preserve global class relationship between sample points. And as a
classification, it is hoped that the coupling degree between classes is low and the degree of
aggregation within classes is high.
2.2.2.

Locality Sensitive Discriminant

Analysis Locality sensitive discriminant analysis is a popular data-analytic tool which can
discover the local manifold structure. Local structure is more important if lacking of sufficient
training samples. LSDA defines a projection by finding the local manifold structure and the
projection maximizes the margin between sample points. Given 𝑛 data points {𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑛 } ∈
ℝ𝑑 , denote 𝑁(𝑥𝑖 ) = {𝑥𝑖1 , … , 𝑥𝑖𝑘 } the 𝑘 nearest neighbors of 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑙 (𝑥𝑖 ) the class label of 𝑥𝑖 .For
each data point, 𝑁(𝑥𝑖 ) is divided into two subsets 𝑁𝑤 (𝑥𝑖 ) and 𝑁𝑏 (𝑥𝑖 ). 𝑁𝑤 (𝑥𝑖 ) indicates the
neighbours sharing the same label while 𝑁𝑏 (𝑥𝑖 ) means the neighbours owning different labels
𝑁𝑤 (𝑥𝑖 ) = {𝑥𝑖𝑗 |𝑙(𝑥𝑖𝑗 ) = 𝑙 (𝑥𝑖 ), 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘}
𝑁𝑏 (𝑥𝑖 ) = {𝑥𝑖𝑗 |𝑙(𝑥𝑖𝑗 ) ≠ 𝑙 (𝑥𝑖 ), 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘}

(8)
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It’s obvious that 𝑁𝑤 (𝑥𝑖 ) ∩ 𝑁𝑏 (𝑥𝑖 ) = ∅ and 𝑁𝑤 (𝑥𝑖 ) ∪ 𝑁𝑏 (𝑥𝑖 ) = 𝑁(𝑥𝑖 ).Then the weight matrices
are defined as 𝑊𝑤,𝑖𝑗 = 1 if 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑏 (𝑥𝑗 ) or 𝑥𝑗 ∈ 𝑁𝑏 (𝑥𝑖 ). Let y = (𝑦1 , … , 𝑦𝑚 )𝑇 be a map,
theobjective functions are formalized as
min ∑𝑖𝑗(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 )2 𝑊𝑤,𝑖𝑗
𝑊

max ∑𝑖𝑗(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 )2 𝑊𝑏,𝑖𝑗
𝑊

(9)
(10)

The objective function (9) attempts to ensure that 𝑦𝑖 and 𝑦𝑗 are close while 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗 are close and
own same label.Maximizing (10) is to ensure that 𝑦𝑖 and 𝑦𝑗 are far apart if 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗 are close and
have different labels.
2.2.3.

Stacked Label Consistent Auto-encoder

Stacked label consistent auto-encoder is a semi-supervised method which combines
reconstruction and classification [19]. Its architecture is consist of two-layer stacked autoencoder. Stacked label consistent auto-encoder aims to create a linear map between innermost
layer and class labels which constitutes the class label consistency penalty. The optimization
objective function is presented as
min

𝑊1 ,𝑊2 ,𝑊1′ ,𝑊2′ ,𝐷

‖𝑋 − 𝑊1′ ∅(𝑊2′ ∅(𝑊2 ∅(𝑊1 𝑋)))‖2𝐹 + λ‖𝐿 − 𝐷∅(𝑊2 ∅(𝑊1 𝑋))‖2𝐹

(11)

Here, 𝑋 is the input data matrix, 𝐷 the linear map and 𝐿 the class labels. 𝑊𝑖 and 𝑊𝑖 ′ represent
the weight between layers. Existing backpropagation techniques can’t learn this architecture
because there are two outputs. Stacked label consistent auto-encoder solves this problem by the
Split Bregman technique. Formulation (11) requires all input samples have corresponding class
labels. However, it is difficult to gain all labels and semi-supervision method is allowed. This
leads to
min

𝑊1 ,𝑊2 ,𝑊1′ ,𝑊2′ ,𝐷

‖𝑋 − 𝑊1′ ∅(𝑊2′ ∅(𝑊2 ∅(𝑊1 𝑋)))‖2𝐹 + λ‖𝐿 − 𝐷∅(𝑊2 ∅(𝑊1 𝑋𝑆 ))‖2𝐹

(12)

where the training data 𝑋 = [𝑋𝑈 |𝑋𝑆 ]and the subscripts denote unsupervised or supervised.

3. UNSUPERVISED DENOISING FEATURE LEARNING
IMAGE

FOR

DISTORTED

Facing with distorted images, existing unsupervised feature learning methods may be not
robust. For solving unsupervised clustering task of distorted images, an end-to-end
feature learning model is presented to extract denoising low-dimensional representations.
As the model is based on auto-encoder, next we introduce the structure of auto-encoder.
Auto-encoder is a neural network which uses back propagation. Consider an input
image 𝑋 ∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑛 . Auto-encoder aims to reconstruct a matrix 𝑋 ′ which is similar to input data. In
this process, auto-encoder network makes a hidden representation 𝑌 ∈ ℝ𝑑×𝑛 from 𝑋 (𝑑 ≪ m).
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Figure 1. The structure of auto-encoder neural network

As demonstrated in Figure 1, the structure of auto-encoder is split into three parts: input
layer, hidden layer and output layer. The process of encoder is denoted as 𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑥)and
𝑥 ′ = 𝑔(𝑦)means decoder. The optimization objective function of auto-encoder is
represented as
minΘ(𝑊, 𝑏) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1‖𝑥𝑖 − 𝑔(𝑓(𝑥𝑖 ))‖22

(13)

𝑊,𝑏

where 𝑊 and 𝑏 mean the weight and the bias of neural network. Predefined activation
1
function usually uses sigmoid function 𝑆(𝑥 ) = 1+𝑒 −𝑥 .
If input datasets are distorted or suffer from noise, the features obtained by auto-encoder may be
affected. Denoising feature learning model aims to enhance the robustness of feature. It is
capable of reconstructing clean data from distorted data. Sometimes the reconstructed images
could obtain a better performance than original images. Meanwhile it reduces the risk of overfitting.

Figure 2. The framework of proposed model

The structure of proposed model is showed in Figure 2. Model accepts distorted data as
input and output a clean data. Consider an original image dataset 𝑋 = [𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ] ∈
ℝ𝑚×𝑛 . As the influence of distortion or noise, corrupted dataset ̂
𝑋 is formed. In the
training process, corrupted dataset can besimulated by adding random zero into input
data. Denoising low-dimensional representation is denoted as 𝑌 ∈ ℝ𝑑×𝑛 .Finally, the
reconstructed data 𝑋 ′ can be presented as
𝑌 = 𝑓𝑊,𝑏 (𝑋̂) = 𝛼(𝑊 (1) 𝑋̂ + 𝑏 (1) )

(14)

𝑋 ′ = 𝑔𝑊,𝑏 (𝑌) = 𝛼(𝑊 (2) 𝑌 + 𝑏(2) ) = 𝛼(𝑊 (2) 𝛼(𝑊 (1) 𝑋̂ + 𝑏(1) ) + 𝑏 (2) )

(15)
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where 𝛼 means activation function. Ordinarily activation function is using logistic
1
sigmoid function 𝛼 (𝑥 ) =
−𝑥 . Each layer is defined to share the same network
1+𝑒

parameters. As a consequence, the weight 𝑊 (1) = 𝑊 (2) = 𝑊 and bias 𝑏 =
[𝑏(1) ; 𝑏(2) ]. 𝑊 is a𝑑 × 𝑚 matrix and 𝑏 is a𝑛-dimensional vector. The optimization
objective function of model is presented as
minΘ(𝑊, 𝑏) = 𝐿(𝑋, 𝑋 ′ ) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐿(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖′ ) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1‖𝑥𝑖 − 𝑔(𝑓(𝑥̂𝑖 ))‖22
𝑊,𝑏

(16)

where 𝐿 is a cross-entropy loss function. The parameters of model network are denoted
as 𝜃 = {𝑊, 𝑏}.They are constantly renovated via iterative descent of 𝐿. The detailed steps
of denoising feature learning model are summarized as Algorithm 1.

4. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In experiment stage, first we introduce eight public image databases. Then three popular
clustering evaluation metrics and their working principles are demonstrated in the second section.
Except presented model, seven common dimensional reduction algorithms are used to obtain
feature representations. Experimental results on eight image datasets are recorded in three tables.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for presented model
Input: Original data 𝑿 = {𝒙𝒊 }𝒏𝒊=𝟏 in ℝ𝒎 , the dimension of hidden layer 𝒅 and
learning rate 𝛔.
Output: Low-dimensional feature representation 𝒀 ∈ ℝ𝒅×𝒏 .
̂ = {𝒙
̂𝒊 }𝒏𝒊=𝟏 ;
1: Generate corrupted data 𝑿
(𝟏)
2: Initialize weight matrix 𝑾 ∈ ℝ𝒅×𝒎 , bias vector 𝒃(𝟏) and choose an
activation function α.
3: repeat
̂𝒊 (𝒊 = 𝟏, … , 𝒏 )do
4: foreach point 𝒙
5:
Compute 𝒚𝒊 by Formula (14);
6:
Utilize Formula (15) to obtain 𝒙′𝒊 ;
7:
Update 𝑾and 𝒃by the following Formula 𝑾(𝒊+𝟏) ← 𝑾(𝒊) −
𝝏
𝝏
𝛂 𝝏𝑾(𝒊) 𝚯(𝜽)and 𝒃(𝒊+𝟏) ← 𝒃(𝒊) − 𝛂 𝝏𝒃(𝒊) 𝚯(𝜽)with gradient descent method;
8: end for
9:until convergence
10:return𝒀.
4.1. Data Sets
In this section, we will introduce eight public standard datasets. These image datasets are
Chars74K, USPS, Yale-B, COIL-20, ORL, CIFAR-10, Fashion-MNIST, SMSHP. The details of
them are given in Table I. Specific description of eight image datasets are showed below.
The Chars74K dataset [20] contains two parts: English and Kannada. English symbols have three
kinds. First kind contains 7705 characters come from natural images. Second one has 3410 hand
drawn characters which use a tablet PC. The last one has 62992 synthesised characters which
originate from computer fonts. This dataset is divided into 62 classes (a-z, A-Z, 0-9) and the pixel
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size of each image is 32*32. We select a subset of Chars74K dataset. It has 44,044 training
images and 8788 test images with 52 classes (a-z, A-Z).
USPS is a handwritten digit image dataset [21]. It owns 9298 handwritten digit images in total.
Size of each image is 16*16. USPS is divided into two parts: 7291 training samples and 2007 test
samples. The two subsets contain 10 different categories. Label ‘1’ means digit 1 and label ‘0’
represents digit 10.
The extended Yale Face Database B (YaleB) [22] is a face image database. YaleB includes 38
individuals and each individual has 64 images. We resize these image into 32*32 pixels. YaleB is
divided to two subsets. Training one has 1928 samples and test one has 486 samples. They
contain 38 different classes.
Columbia University Image Library (COIL-20) is an object image dataset. It is gray-scale.
COIL20 has 20 objects and each object owns 72 images. They are taken from different angles.
The size of these image is 32*32 pixels. COIL-20 contains 1440 samples. Each sample is
represented by a 1024-dimensional vector. We divide the dataset into two subsets. First has 1140
training examples and second owns 300 test examples.
Olivetti Research Laboratory (ORL) [23] is a face image dataset. It contains 40 subjects with
different ages, sexes and races. There are 10 images in each subject. ORL was made at different
times, varying the lighting, facial details (glasses / no glasses) and expressions (smiling / not
smiling, open / closed eyes). Each image is resized to 1024-dimensional vector. The dataset has
40 classes in all.
Cifar-10 is a standard color image dataset. It is made up of 60000 images which originate from a
larger scale dataset. Cifar-10 contains 10 classes (cat, dog, automobile, bird, airplane, deer, ship,
frog, horse, truck). There are 6000 images in each class. The size of image is 32*32. It is split
into two subsets. Training samples have 1928 images and test samples own 486 images. They
contain 38 different classes.
Fashion-MNIST is a clothing image dataset. It contains 10 classes (bag, coat, trouser, shirt,
sandal, T-shirt, dress, pullover, sneaker, ankle boot). Fashion-MNIST includes 60,000 training
samples and 10,000 testing samples. The size of each image is 28*28 pixels. Each sample is
represented as a 784-dimensional feature vector.
SMSHP (Sebastien Marcel Static Hand Posture) is a hand-posture image dataset [24]. It consists
of 5531 images. SMSHP is divided into 6 different types (point, five, v, a, b, c). For simplicity,
the size of these hand posture images is denoted as 32*32 pixels. They are split into two subsets.
First one has training images and second one owns 1106 test images. Each example is unified as
a 1,024-dimensional feature vector.
Table 1. A brief description of the tested datasets.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

datasets
Chars74K
COIL-20
USPS
ORL
YaleB
Cifar-10
SMSHP
Fashion-MNIST

# samples
52832
1440
9298
400
2414
60000
5531
70000

# features
1024
1024
256
1024
1024
3072
1024
784

# classes
52
20
10
40
38
10
6
10
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4.2. Parameter Setting
In this paper, learning rate of all methods is set as 0.01. For an objective comparison, we reduce
each dataset into 𝑘-dimension uniformly. Where the number of hidden layer units 𝑘 is set as 40.
The size of each bach is denoted as 100. And we fix the number of training as 50. For simulating
distorted image, we add random noises into those eight image datasets. Ten samples from each
processed dataset are demonstrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The samples of distorted datasets.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics
In this section, we mainly introduce the evaluation metric of clustering. In the final stage of
experiment, the 𝑘-means algorithm is used to calculate performance of extracted features.
Consider a sample dataset 𝐷 = {𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑛 }.The clusters obtained by 𝑘-means algorithm for
clustering are denoted as 𝐶 = {𝐶1 , … , 𝐶𝑛 }.Then the square error can be computed by
𝐸 = ∑𝑘𝑖=1 ∑𝑥∈𝐶𝑖‖𝑥 − 𝑢𝑖 ‖22

(17)

1

where 𝑢𝑖 = |𝐶 | ∑𝑥∈𝐶𝑖 𝑥.The core of algorithm is to minimize 𝐸.
𝑖

Clustering accuracy is an important reference index of clustering performance [25]. It is used to
compare predicted labels with real labels provided by data. The value of clustering accuracy can
be presented as
𝐴𝐶𝐶 =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝛿(𝑠𝑖 ,𝑚𝑎𝑝(𝑟𝑖 ))
𝑛

(18)

where 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑠𝑖 represent predicted label and real label separately. The number of data is set
as 𝑛. 𝛿(𝑥, 𝑦) = 1 if 𝑥 = 𝑦, otherwise𝛿 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 0.Normalized mutual information can be used to
measure the similarity of clustering results [26]. Consider a mutual information 𝐼 = (Ω; 𝐶).It
represents the increase of category information Ω by giving cluster information 𝐶. Then
normalized mutual information is presented as
𝐼(Ω;𝐶)

𝑁𝑀𝐼 = (𝐻(Ω)+𝐻(𝐶))/2

(19)

where 𝐻 means entropy. Adjusted Rand index is a functionto calculate the distribution similarity
of two labels [27]. Thisfunction has no requirements for the definition form of label.
𝐴𝑅𝐼 =

𝑛
𝑎
𝑏
𝑛
∑𝑖𝑗( 𝑖𝑗 )−[∑𝑖( 𝑖) ∑𝑗( 𝑗 )]/( )
2
2
2
2
𝑎
𝑎
𝑛
1
𝑏
𝑏
[∑𝑖( 𝑖 )+∑𝑗( 𝑗 )]−[∑𝑖( 𝑖 ) ∑𝑗( 𝑗 )]/( )
2
2
2
2
2
2

(20)
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where 𝐴𝑅𝐼 ∈ [−1, 1].The higher the value, the more consistent the clustering results with the
real situation.

4.4. Experimental Results
In this section, comprehensive experiments are presented. In addition to denoising feature
learning model, we run several classical feature learning algorithms for comparison. These
methods include PCA, NPE, LPP, Isomap, LLE, IsoP and auto-encoder. For assessing the
performance of feature representation, we choose 𝑘-means algorithm to make a clustering. Three
popular evaluation metrics ACC, NMI and ARI are used for revealing an intuitive result.
Meanwhile the original data without dimensionality reduction is also sent into 𝑘-means as the
baseline. Finally, all the experimental results on eight processed image datasets are displayed in
three tables.
From the Table 2 - 3, it is intuitive that the low-dimensional feature representations extracted by
denoising model run a better performance. In Table 2, the clustering accuracy of denoising model
ranks first on seven image datasets except USPS. In Yale-B dataset, the feature representations
extracted via denoising model perform a favorable result compared with the baseline. In Table 3,
the performance of denoising model reach first on six datasets. On Chars74K image dataset,
normalized mutual information of denoising model is 60.8% while baseline is 45.3%, with a
greater improvement. On CIFAR-10, denoising model reaches second best result which is close
to locality preserving projections. In Table 4, the adjusted rand index of denoising model ranks
first on six datasets while classic unsupervised feature learning algorithms also perform well.
Especially on the extended Yale Face Database, the adjusted rand index of denoising model
reaches a bigger improvement.
Table 2. Clustering accuracy (mean% + std%) with different unsupervised feature learning methods
dataset/metho
d
Baseline
PCA
NPE
LPP
Isomap
LLE
IsoP
Auto-encoder
Ours

Chars74
K
31.8±0.9
34.5±1.6
35.6±0.8
33.2±1.5
24.6±0.3
28.9±1.2
34.3±2.5
32.6±1.2
37.2±0.6

USPS

Yale-B

COIL-20

ORL

65.6±1.8
68.2±2.3
71.3±1.8
68.5±1.4
67.3±2.6
64.2±1.5
70.2±0.9
67.4±2.4
69.5±0.8

11.3±0.4
12.2±0.3
28.2±1.5
30.3±1.4
32.6±2.1
27.4±1.7
25.3±0.8
19.7±0.4
33.8±1.2

56.1±2.7
65.7±1.4
61.3±2.3
66.7±0.5
68.6±1.7
60.2±1.1
65.3±2.8
59.9±1.3
70.4±2.2

63.6±1.8
64.8±2.6
72.7±1.4
68.6±2.5
59.8±2.6
53.6±1.7
62.4±2.1
65.6±3.5
74.5±2.3

CIFAR10
23.9±0.3
24.5±1.2
21.3±0.5
24.2±0.8
23.9±1.2
25.4±2.3
26.3±1.6
29.7±0.9
32.5±1.1

FMNIST
54.4±1.2
59.3±0.7
52.4±0.9
58.1±3.3
57.2±2.9
53.7±1.8
54.2±1.3
58.2±2.6
61.5±1.4

SMSHP
38.7±1.5
36.5±1.1
36.8±1.2
38.3±0.9
34.5±0.4
33.6±1.5
35.2±1.2
34.3±0.8
39.9±0.6

Table 3. Normalized mutual information (mean% + std%) with different unsupervised
feature learning methods.
dataset/metho
d
Baseline
PCA
NPE
LPP
Isomap
LLE
IsoP
Auto-encoder
Ours

Chars74
K
45.3±0.7
50.6±2.3
55.5±0.8
53.4±0.9
45.3±1.2
52.7±1.6
49.6±2.3
49.2±1.5
60.8±2.2

USPS

Yale-B

COIL-20

ORL

63.6±1.6
61.0±0.2
63.2±0.8
67.6±1.9
65.9±2.2
63.2±2.8
58.3±1.5
56.7±2.4
68.1±2.3

12.8±0.5
14.3±0.4
37.6±1.6
35.4±0.3
36.8±2.0
23.5±1.4
29.3±2.3
22.6±1.2
39.6±0.8

74.9±1.8
76.7±2.3
74.6±0.6
76.8±1.4
73.5±2.1
72.3±4.2
78.5±3.6
75.2±1.9
79.1±2.3

73.4±2.2
76.8±1.5
80.2±3.2
77.9±1.8
74.1±2.3
73.8±2.7
75.7±1.3
77.3±2.6
82.4±2.4

CIFAR10
8.6±0.6
8.2±0.4
8.5±0.3
9.8±0.6
9.2±0.1
7.6±0.2
8.2±0.7
7.4±0.3
9.6±0.2

FMNIST
54.5±1.4
53.2±1.6
52.1±0.7
58.7±2.2
54.6±0.8
53.4±0.6
52.6±0.9
56.2±1.8
62.5±1.3

SMSHP
7.1±0.8
8.4±0.6
11.9±0.8
9.3±1.2
8.8±0.7
12.0±0.5
9.2±0.3
8.3±0.5
10.1±0.6
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Table 4. Adjusted rand index (mean% + std%) with different unsupervised
feature learning methods.
dataset/metho
d
Baseline
PCA
NPE
LPP
Isomap
LLE
IsoP
Auto-encoder
Ours

Chars74
K
20.8±0.9
23.5±0.4
24.3±2.2
20.7±0.8
21.1±0.6
19.3±0.4
22.5±0.3
23.2±0.6
26.4±0.5

USPS

Yale-B

COIL-20

ORL

53.6±2.2
60.2±0.6
56.6±0.7
62.2±1.3
62.7±2.4
56.7±3.2
58.2±2.8
61.8±3.5
65.9±2.3

2.3±0.2
3.5±0.4
13.6±0.3
12.4±0.5
13.8±0.2
9.2±0.8
11.8±0.7
6.9±0.2
14.6±0.4

50.7±3.6
55.3±1.8
53.3±2.5
61.8±3.2
60.5±1.3
51.4±2.6
64.3±3.2
52.5±2.4
54.9±2.1

48.4±2.1
49.6±2.0
53.6±1.4
46.8±2.3
38.9±0.6
45.6±0.7
40.4±1.5
42.3±2.3
55.7±1.6

CIFAR10
4.5±0.6
5.1±0.6
5.7±0.4
4.2±0.1
4.7±0.6
6.1±0.2
6.7±0.5
7.3±0.8
7.5±0.4

FMNIST
38.6±0.9
41.2±0.7
33.7±1.3
42.3±2.5
40.7±1.8
46.3±0.7
43.6±1.2
42.1±0.5
44.7±0.3

SMSHP
4.4±0.2
6.1±0.3
5.4±0.1
4.8±0.9
3.7±0.2
4.5±0.3
5.1±0.2
7.3±0.6
8.8±0.4

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, facing the problem regard to high-dimensional of distorted images, an end-to-end
denoising feature learning model was proposed to obtain high robust feature representations.
Then the extracted features were evaluated by 𝑘-means clustering. Compared to other
unsupervised feature learning methods, extensive experiments on eight processed image datasets
demonstrated that denoising model ran a competitive performance. The low-dimensional
representation could replace the original dataset primely. But in the experiment, it was obvious
that larger dimensions and categories caused a bad influence on clustering performance. In the
future work, we will be concerned with the image datasets which own many categories. We may
add semi-supervised training to attempt a better result.
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ABSTRACT
Natural Disasters, events that are frequently occurring around the world, taking away homes
and innocent lives within minutes or even seconds with the only goal of destruction. Only when
we see it on the news of fatalities around the globe when we realize how fragile human life is.
The most concerning problem is that current disaster training procedures are not sufficient in
preparing the general public in the case of natural disasters such as earthquakes which can
wipe out thousands of homes and cause massive casualties if not properly prepared for. To
address this situation, the first prototype that we came up with was the Safety Lifetime
earthquake simulation game. We believe simulation-based learning would be better at covering
more information as well as making the lessons more memorable. As a prototype, Safety
Lifetime only contains the simulation of a real earthquake, and lessons to guide the user
through what to do during an earthquake, what items to collect, what is the safest sheltering
location, and more. In order to verify the effectiveness of the training system, we performed a
small-scale user study. 10 users are divided into two groups. Group A is given the booklet
earthquake educational materials, while Group B is provided with the game system. Each group
spends 10 minutes to learn the content, followed by finishing a quiz. The result shows that the
average score of the Group A is 8.5/10, while the average score of the Group B is 9.3/10.

KEYWORDS
Disaster training, earthquake, simulation-based learning, training system.

1. INTRODUCTION
There have been cases of extreme natural disasters that have happened throughout the years. Here
we take Earthquake as an example as they are the most prominent threat in California. At least
369 people die - most in and around Mexico City - during a magnitude 7.1 earthquake in 2017. in
2018, more than 460 people are killed after a 6.9 magnitude earthquake hit the Indonesian island
of Lombok [3]. It leveled homes, mosques, and businesses, displacing some 350,000 people. In
the United States, the infamous San Francisco Earthquake in 1908 caused more than 3000 death
Only when we see it on the news of fatalities around the globe when we realize how fragile
human life is. This year started with dramatic events such as kobe’s unfortunate death, the
coronavirus, and the rumors of a world war which really makes you wonder how life could be
gone in an instant, which will change everything. Natural disasters, like earthquakes, are sudden
and almost unpredictable, so it is good to always take precautions and be prepared for when these
events strike. However, the central problem of this is the lack of natural disaster survival
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): MLNLP, BDIoT, ITCCMA, CSITY, DTMN, AIFZ, SIGPRO - 2020
pp. 29-36, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
DOI: 10.5121/csit.2020.101203
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education. As reported in a FEMA survey in 2015, nearly 60 percent of American Adults have
not participated in natural disaster training [1]. This is even more detrimental when considering
that 80 percent of Americans live in counties that have been hit by a weather-related disaster
since 2007 as reported by the Washington Post in 2018 [2]. The people in high rate earthquake
countries like China and Indonesia almost have no access to education about these natural
disasters, which is the reason why this simulation/program would serve as a protection and
education for the safety of these individuals [14].
Natural disasters are extremely dangerous and have devastating effects, especially on those who
are inadequately prepared [4] [5]. Currently, for most adults, earthquake and natural disaster
training systems present the survival information in a word-based format such as websites and
booklets or in a video and lecture-based format as seen on YouTube and television. The first
practical problem with current disaster training systems is the lack of coverage as few American
would actively seek out the information online if it is not directly presented to them. In addition,
it must be recognized that text-based learning is not effective at conveying large quantities of
information in a concise or enjoyable way. Though readily accessible, the long articles and texts
on the many websites are often complemented by very few pictures in between and may
discourage learners to read through information in its entirety. This will lead to a less
comprehensive and potentially flawed understanding of the earthquake survival process. As a
result, the learner may struggle to recall much of the information presented due to the lack of
constant learner engagement. Though video-based learning addresses some of the flaws
mentioned above, it is still problematic as most videos only explain a part of earthquake survival
but do not present the information regarding earthquake survival in a holistic manner. In addition,
the lack of learner engagement remains problematic with video-based learning as well. The
reality is that people are not educated to face any of these devastating events, nor have an
understanding of what to do during situations of a disaster under the current system.
In this paper, we utilized Unity and visual studios to create a game like simulation on earthquake
and added in the lessons, with audio recording and quizzes at the end for the users to take so that
they have understood the material they have learned in each lesson [6] [7] [11]. Our goal in
creating this project is to introduce earthquake survival knowledge in a more concise and
interesting way by presenting them in the form of a game. In order to verify the effectiveness of
our simulation-based training system, we performed a small-scale user study. We selected 20
users of similar educational background. The 20 users are divided into two groups. Group A is
given booklets of earthquake educational materials, while Group B is provided with the game
system, Safety Lifetime. Each group spends 10 minutes to learn the content and is asked to finish
a quiz at the end of the 10-minute studying period. The contents of the quiz are all covered in the
booklets and the simulation, and none of the questions overlap with the questions that were part
of the simulation. The Quiz taking environments are the same, and all communications or outside
interference have been monitored and deterred. The result shows that the average score of Group
A is 8.5/10, while the average score of Group B is 9.3/10. This 0.8 difference is quite significant
as this is only a ten-question quiz, and there is an eight percent increase in two groups of people
with very similar educational backgrounds. However, this result cannot definitively prove the
simulation’s effectiveness as slight variations in the subjects’ inherent earthquake survival
knowledge can have a noticeable impact in a small subject pool. The subjects from Group B may
have another advantage. The quizzes within the simulation may have better prepared them for the
test quiz given to them at the end of their 10-minute studying period. Nonetheless, the simulation
was able to achieve our initial goal for the project. It seemed to be effective at educating the test
groups as it presents a more engaging game-based learning method. Its true effectiveness can be
proven upon more comprehensive testing with bigger subject groups chosen specifically for their
similar level of earthquake survival knowledge before the experiment.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the challenges we faced in
designing our prototype; Section 3 further elaborates on the simulation’s design process and
creation as well as giving further details regarding specific components of the simulation; Section
4 explains the details regarding our experimentation; Section 5 presents the related works on this
topic, some of which inspired the creation of this project. Finally, Section 6 gives the concluding
remarks, as well as elaborating on future developments of this project.

2. CHALLENGES
There are a couple of challenges in the project. They will be discussed one by one in this section.

2.1. Challenge 1: The Differences in User Platforms.
In order to further spread awareness and educate people on natural disasters survival, it is
important to make our simulation and game accessible to as many people as possible. It is
difficult to make the simulation and game compatible with the vast variety of platforms that the
user may wish to use. Some of the simulations and games may need to be reprogrammed to be
compatible to different platforms but this remains an issue we will focus on later in the project’s
development.

2.2. Challenge 2: The Difficulty to Give Important Additional Information to Users.
The purpose of our simulation and game is to present more interactive and educational lessons on
natural disaster survival. However, immediately we realized that California does a fairly good job
on public education regarding earthquake survival, our primary objective of interest. Everyone in
California and most likely in the United States will have some basic knowledge on the concept of
duck and cover. Though there is some additional information involved with earthquake survival,
many of them are merely suggestions that will not significantly enhance the users’ chance of
survival. Inclusion of those insignificant details will only distract the user of the essential ideas
behind earthquake survival. In short, to develop our intended lessons, we aim to add important
additional information to enhance the prevalent lessons on Earthquake survival while
simultaneously avoid overloading the users with information. We realized that current
Earthquake lessons only focus on the things to do during an earthquake and not so much before
or after. The methods of Earthquake preparations are often tedious and difficult for users to
remember from traditional lessons. As a result, we chose to develop a three-staged lesson with
additional emphasis on the essential safety procedures before and after the Earthquake. In doing
so, we hope to present a more complete and interactive lesson of the necessary procedures in
Earthquake survival.

2.3. Challenge 3: The Difficulty to Set Up Complex Branching Pathways in the
Game.
Currently in the game, one must complete all the tasks in the game in order to proceed to the
other lessons. While this serves our purpose in reinforcing the lessons we gave previously before
the simulation, this does not seem to be an accurate reflection of the sequence of real-life events.
For example, not bringing bandages in the survival kit does not prevent the earthquake from
happening as it does in the simulation when it prevents the lesson’s progression. However, in real
life, the lack of bandages increases one’s risk for infections after the Earthquake which the
simulation does not show. In conclusion, while our first prototype gives the user a better
knowledge in the complete procedure of earthquake survival, it does not adequately show the
reason behind the actions in procedure. Thus, this problem may negatively affect the
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effectiveness of the simulations in making the lessons more memorable. This is a problem we
will later address as we introduce more complexities into our prototype.

3. SOLUTION
3.1. Overview of the Solution
Safety Lifetime is a game-based learning system created through Unity using a C# Script [12]
[13]. Our method is inspired by the introduction of simulation-based learning in colleges and
medical programs as they have shown to be more effective than more traditional styles of
learning. In this simulation, we ask the learner to apply basic earthquake survival knowledge they
learned into situations of realistic scenarios during a real earthquake. The first lesson and
simulation would be what to do before an earthquake happens, and what items to pick up that will
be best in that situation. The second lesson focuses on during the earthquake, including where the
best places for hiding are, and the best shelters. The third will be around after the disastrous
event, what to do and where the safest place is. In doing so, we also hope to address the lack of
consistent learner engagement seen in current earthquake survival training programs, and
therefore make the lessons more interesting and memorable.

Figure 1: components of the Safety Lifetime system

As a demonstration of the components, we should look to this flow diagram that we have created.
Upon the main menu, there will be a button for the learner to select the earthquake unit if you
wish to precede. We broke the entire lesson into three smaller lessons: lesson one for earthquake
preparation, lesson two for safety during an earthquake, and lesson three for what to do after an
earthquake. The lessons must be learned in order, and upon completion, the learner will have the
option to take lesson four which is a compilation of all the previous lessons if the learner wants to
review the material in a do to prepare for an earthquake. After the video, lesson one of the
simulations will run and require the learner to pick up items essential to earthquake preparation.
Once the first-person character comes within the sphere collider, the learner can hit P to collect
the item. The collection of all six items trigger the next event which will be a six-problem quiz.
If the learner gets less than five wrong on the quiz, it will trigger the event for the video of lesson
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two where the learner will learn about duck-and-cover. The simulation for lesson two will start
after the learner finishes the video of lesson two and require the learner to hide in a spot marked
by a small green ball under a table for duck-and-cover. We used the Unity animator to rotate the
head of the first-person character at various angles to create the earthquake affect, and we used
the same script as the previous lesson to trigger the quiz event. Once the first-person character
comes within the collider of the green ball, it will automatically collect the ball and thus trigger
the next event. We added a few seconds lag to more realistically simulate the earthquake, and the
quiz will start in three seconds after initial collection of the green ball. The completion of the quiz
will take the learner to the video of lesson three which will cover the safety procedure after an
earthquake. Similarly, after the end of the video, the learner will be required to apply their
knowledge in a simulation where they have to first contact local authorities and move to a safe
clearing out of the house. The completion of the simulation will take the learner to the final quiz.
After completion of the final quiz, the lesson will end.

3.2. Implementation
In Safety Lifetime, when a character is moving out of the house, there is an object outside that
represents the action of contacting emergency services, and for it to be activated the character
needs to be near or at one place with the project, and press key (p) to activate the action.
However, it is hard to assign the letter to represent the action of picking up and using the item.
The way I solved the problem is using the concept called collider in unity, assigning the player
and the sign as colliders. When they collide with each other, it generates an event which would
show that the player has activated the action at the item’s spot. Another challenge was I did not
know how to create an easier way for the quiz to move onto the next scene after the user answers
5 questions right. There are multiple quizzes, which means I have to write a function multiple
time. I solved that problem by creating one function called correct choice() which transitions into
the next scene when called to run.
// PlayerMovement
private void PlayerMovement( float horizontal, float vertical )
{
bool grounded = controller.isGrounded;
Vector3 moveDirection = myTransform.forward * vertical;
moveDirection += myTransform.right * horizontal;
moveDirection.y = -10f;
if(jump)
{
jump = false;
moveDirection.y = 25f;
isPorjectileCube = !isPorjectileCube;
}
if (grounded) {
moveDirection *= 7f;
controller.Move( moveDirection * Time.fixedDeltaTime );
}
if (!prevGrounded && grounded ) {
moveDirection.y = 0f;
prevGrounded = grounded;
}
}
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The two parameters (horizontal and vertical) represent how hard the user presses the button,
vertical and horizontal for the character’s movement in the game. W, A, S, D are represented for
movement and space for jump. The Boolean value of bool grounded determines if the usercontrolled character is on the ground or if the character is in the air. The “myTransform.forward”
and the “transform.right” uses the physics equation of the vector function(a value, and a
direction) to move the player from the position it is in, which ultimately performs the action using
the “controller.Move” function. If the user is jumping, proved by boolean value true or false, the
mathematical equation of multiplying the position of y to be a fixed value of 25 by adding 25.If
user is grounded, proved again by boolean, the movement is generated to be larger and multiplied
speed by 7 (moveDirection *= 7f ) to move faster on the ground. There are two logical
parameters, prevGrounded and grounded. If prevGrounded and now grounded, it means the user
was in the air, and the value for ground movements are added after landing. This is the overall
process of movement in one frame of the program.
public void correctChoice()
{
correct += 1;
if (correct >= 5)
{
UnityEngine.SceneManagement.SceneManager.LoadScene(NextScene);
}
questionPanels[questionNumber].SetActive(false);
questionNumber += 1;
if(questionNumber<questionPanels.Length){
questionPanels[questionNumber].SetActive(true);
}
}
This abstraction I chose is the program for true or false answers on a quiz. If the user gets one
question right, he gets 1 point. Using a loop and creating a function called “correctChoice()”
made it easier. The program also determines whether the user has picked enough correct answers
and achieved a score of at least 5 questions right. As the user passes the score, the next scene and
simulation loads, whereas if the user gets less than 5 questions correct, it starts over at question
one of the quizzes. It would be complex to have this code in multiple places, since the quiz and
questions appear multiple times after each lesson and simulation. Now, if the function is called, it
takes care of most of the quiz program and achieves the goal of counting points and transitioning
to the next scene.

4. EXPERIMENTS
To verify the effectiveness of our simulation, we performed a small-scale user study in which we
selected 20 users of very similar educational backgrounds. Group A is given booklets of
earthquake educational materials, while Group B is provided with the game system, Safety
Lifetime. Each group was given a 10-minute studying period, and were asked to take a quiz
regarding earthquake safety. The contents of the quiz are all covered in the booklets and the
simulation, and none of the questions overlap with the questions that were part of the simulation.
The Quiz taking environments are the same, and all communications or outside interference have
been monitored and deterred. The results were then compared to see if there is a distinguishable
difference between the two learning systems.
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Figure 2: Earthquake Preparedness Test of the Safety Lifetime system

The graph above shows the averaged quiz scores of Group A and B. As can be seen, there is an
8% difference in their quiz scores with the scores from Group B being slightly higher than Group
A. Though this experience cannot definitively prove the simulation’s effectiveness as slight
variations in the subjects’ inherent earthquake survival knowledge can have a noticeable impact
in a small subject pool, it does seem to suggest a correlation since a 0.8-point score difference is
quite significant for a 10-question quiz.

5. RELATED WORK
Dr. Fatimah Lateef explained that the introduction and use of simulation-based learning can be
very valuable in replacing and amplifying real experiences in medical education and that
“Teamwork training conducted in the simulated environment may also offer an additive benefit to
the traditional didactic instruction, enhance performance, and possibly also reduce errors.” [8] In
this project, we also attempted to utilize simulation-based training to enhance the quality of
earthquake survival education. Steadman, Randolph H utilized a randomized control trial to show
that full-sale simulation-based learning is more effective than problem-based learning for
teaching fourth year medical students regarding acute care assessment and management skills [9].
In this work, we also show similar improvements in the quiz score of learners using our
simulation compared to traditional style learning. Cant, Robyn P., and Simon J. Cooper reported
in their paper that their review of quantitative evidence for medium to high fidelity simulation
using manikins in nursing, in comparison to other educational strategies concluded that
simulation based learning is an effective teaching and learning method when best practice
guidelines are adhered to and may have advantages over other teaching methods [10]. Though
this report examines mostly physical simulations, the advantages of physical simulations are
comparable to the digital simulation we utilized in our project.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this project, we created a simulation which we named Safety Lifetime in hopes for finding a
more effective method to educate learners on earthquake survival. In order to test the
effectiveness of the new training system, we performed a small-scale user study in which we
asked two groups of ten users with similar educational backgrounds to study and take a 10question quiz in a similar and highly controlled environment. Group A was given traditional
earthquake survival education material while the other was given the Safety Lifetime simulation.
The result shows that the average score of Group A is 8.5/10, while the average score of Group B
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is 9.3/10. This 0.8 difference is quite significant as this is only a ten-question quiz though it
cannot definitely prove the effectiveness of the simulation as a result of the small subject pool
which could be affected by the differences between the users’ inherent earthquake survival
knowledge before the experiment.
In this project, we are limited by time and resources, the graphics of the simulation and the
control of the first-person view can be refined with more high-resolution assets from the Unity
Asset store. In the simulation itself, we also did not include different branching pathways and
different ending within the simulation due to its relative complexity. The simulation’s
compatibility with IOS platforms can also be optimized. In addition, what was stated in the
methodology section was the coding process of Unity where we figured out the variables for each
handlers and abstractions. Many algorithms were used with one following another. We also had
to use parameters to build a scene and objects in the simulation. By linking each scene from
algorithms and displays altogether, the program is created to run through a series of events.
The simulation is just a prototype. Our goal is to expand our prototype to present information
regarding other natural disaster and accident preparation for the learners in a more effective and
entertaining way to educate them about their personal safety.
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ABSTRACT
Based on neural network and machine learning, we apply the energy disaggregation for both
classification (prediction on usage time) and estimation (prediction on usage amount) on 150
AMI (Advanced Metering Infrastructure) smart meters and a small amount of HEMS (Home
Energy Management System) smart plugs in a community in New Taipei City, Taiwan. The aim
of this paper is to clarify how we lower the cost, obtain the model of appliance usage from only
a small portion of households, improve it with simple questionnaire, and generalize it for
prediction on collective households. Our investigation demonstrates the benefits and various
possibilities for power suppliers and the government, and won the Elite Award in the
Presidential Hackathon 2020, Taiwan.

KEYWORDS
Energy Disaggregation, Non-intrusive Load Monitoring, Deep Learning, Autoencoder

1. INTRODUCTION
The big data of electricity sales services will be used to provide users with more various valueadded applications and power suppliers with business opportunities. Energy disaggregation, or
so called NILM (Non-intrusive Load Monitoring), is a particular study field in the electricity
industry, and has huge potential to benefit targets mentioned above. It was developed by George
W. Hart [1] in the 80s, to infer the individual states of the appliances from the aggregated meter
measuring the voltage and the current from outside the houses. This is exactly the literal
meaning of “Non-intrusive” in NILM. Nowadays, it is not only a theoretical study, but also a
practical strategy going to start in many countries.
A recent research work of Kelly and Knottenbelt [2] have demonstrated the possibility of
utilizing deep learning, which leads successful progress in many fields, such as image
recognition, into the region of NILM. Hereafter, many researches in energy disaggregation [3]
was developed quickly. These researches, however, are not suitable for numerous households
outside the laboratory due to both the price and the privacy. Expensive meters with high
sampling rate are needed for every appliance inside the house, and hence not applicable for a
generalization to the whole city or the whole country. On the other hand, AMI, the cheap smart
meters outside the house with low-sampling rate of 1mHz (sampling period of 15min) [4][5], are
quite suitable. And more and more countries regard AMI as fundamental infrastructure. Our
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): MLNLP, BDIoT, ITCCMA, CSITY, DTMN, AIFZ, SIGPRO - 2020
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study is based on Ming-Hsuan-Huang-Cheng, a real community in New Taipei City, Taiwan.
This community is of 150 households, in which all are with AMI outside their houses. Moreover,
within this community we have collected 20 volunteer households and deployed smart plugs of
HEMS inside each of their house, for up to five appliances (air conditioner, refrigerator, washing
machine, bottle warmer, and television) and the total power. We have collected the HEMS data
of these volunteers for 1 year so far. This study focuses on the period of June 2020, for both
AMI and HEMS data, and make classification and estimation on the 150 AMI households with
their AMI meters only.
For the reference, we provided a visual example of AMI and HEMS data, as figure 1 and 2.
Total Energy

Daily

Date

Energy usage (kW-hr)

time (hour)

Figure 1: A visual example of total energy consumption in AMI data.
Air Conditioner

Daily

Date

Energy usage (kW-hr)

time (hour)

Figure 2: A visual example of energy consumption of the air conditioner in HEMS data.

2. METHOD
This study is composed of 2 parts: NILM estimation and classification.

2.1. NILM estimation
The first part, estimation, is to estimate the portion of energy consumed owing to each appliance.
The estimation strategy is inspired by our previous research “An Analysis of Semi-Supervised
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Learning Approaches in Low-Rate Energy Disaggregation” [5] and imitate a semi-supervised
learning framework similar to it. As Figure 3, we perform sparse auto-encoder for the feature
extraction on the daily time series of total power of both AMI and HEMS, and cluster these
features with K-means clustering so that each HEMS feature is correspond to some ones of AMI
nearby in the feature space. Through clustering we may naturally assume that the usage
behaviors in the same cluster are similar, so we assign appliance consumption of HEMS as
labels to the total power data of AMI in the same cluster, which lack these labels originally. This
process is the unsupervised learning stage to obtain the feature extraction models. Hereafter, the
sample range for subsequent supervised training is enlarged from 20 HEMS households to 150
AMI households. The main weakness of supervised learning on few samples is overcome.

HEMS 1
AMI 1
AMI 2
AMI 3

AMI 4
AMI 5
AMI 6
AMI 7

HEMS 2
AMI 8
AMI 9
AMI 10

AMI 11
AMI 12
HEMS 3

feature

label

HEMS 1

ac: 40%
fridge: 20%
wm: 15%
bw: 10%
tv: 5%

AMI 1
…
HEMS 2
AMI 8
…

ac: 20%
fridge: 25%
wm: 12%
bw: 18%
tv: 10%

supervised
learning
autoencoder

deep learning
model

Figure 3: training process for the estimation model. By clustering features in the feature space, we assume
features in the same cluster should have similar appliance consumption.

2.2. NILM classification
On the other hand, the second part of this study, classification, is to determine whether each
appliance is turned on in a period of time. We divide a day into 3 sections: morning 7:00~12:00,
afternoon 12:00~22:00, and night 22:00~7:00 as the classification labels. This partition is
designed to match the behavior of common households. We build a multi-label binary classifier
to classify the daily usage data. For refrigerators, which are supposed be always turned on, we
focus on the period when they are heavily used.

3. EXPERIMENTS
We divide 20 HEMS volunteer households for 5-fold cross validation. In each turn 16
households are for the training data and 4 ones are for the validation. The HEMS data of these 16
households, which is of the sampling period 3 min, is down-sampled to 15 min as the AMI data
behaves and used for model training for the 5 appliances as mentioned. The difference of total
power between HEMS meters and AMI meters have been calibrated and corrected. The model
training process is basically based on the repository ‘NeuralNILM’ composed by Kelly et al at
GitHub (https://github.com/JackKelly/neuralnilm).

3.1. Questionnaire
After the naïve model training of NILM estimation and classification, we have made a simple
questionnaire on Google Form about the usage periods. 95% of the AMI users have answered
this questionnaire sheet. We did not investigate about the refrigerators since it should be always
turned on in the public awareness.
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There are 2 issues to be concerned relating to behavioral science. First, it is impossible to know
the daily behavior via questionnaire. These answers are to consider the “conjecture” from people
toward themselves. People have their different standards on how often they use the appliances
when they mark the period as “often used.” Second, the answer may be wrong if people are
ignorant about how they use their appliances. Therefore, this questionnaire should not be used
naively as validation of the model training.
To make a sanity checking, we have compared the questionnaire with the data of HEMS to
obtain the precision, as Table 2. We have designed a threshold of days for the classification: an
appliance will be marked as “often used” in some period if it is turned on within that period in
more days than the threshold days. For example, if someone watches television in 16 nights, then
he is marked as “often uses television in the night.” We adjust the threshold so that the sum of
the precision of the prediction and the questionnaire obtains the maximum.
Table 1: An example of the questionnaire
Columns
User
Appliances
usage of air conditioners
usage of refrigerators
usage of washing machines
usage of bottle warmers
usage of televisions

Answer
cpchang@iii.org.tw
air conditioner, refrigerator, washing machine,
bottle warmer
morning night
night
afternoon, night
morning afternoon, night
none

Table 2: Comparison between the questionnaire and the prediction toward NILM classification
Appliances
television
air conditioner
bottle warmer
washing machine

Precision of model
prediction
0.73
0.62
0.61
0.89

Precision of
questionnaire
0.57
0.73
0.79
0.67

Threshold days
of “Often used”
15
10
15
6

And we may observe that the questionnaire behaves better than the model prediction for the air
conditioners and the bottle warmers. So, our next step is to tune the models for these 2
appliances.

3.2. Tune models via Questionnaire
As Figure 4, we choose to tune our model for AMI classification of the air conditioners and the
bottle warmers. First, we train the model of classification from the HEMS and the AMI features.
To make up the labels corresponding to AMI features, we impose the data of bottle warmers and
the air conditioners from the questionnaire so that these features and labels can be used to train
model as well. The obtained classifier model is used to tune the estimation percentage by
encouraging or suppressing the ratio weight if it is determined to be turned on or off in this
period, respectively. Specifically, if the television is to be determined on in some period with the
NILM classification, then we raise the percentage estimation of television by 25% in that period.
On the other hand, we lower the percentage estimation of television by 25% if it is determined to
be off in that period.
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features from HEMS total power labels from HEMS appliances
appliances

features

morning

afternoon

washing machine

1

1

refrigerator

1

night

Classification
Model
Training

1

bottle warmer

1

air conditioner

1

television

1

1

1

1

features from AMI total power labels from AMI questionnaire
appliances

features

morning

afternoon

night

bottle warmer

1

1

air conditioner

1

1

features from HEMS total power
appliances

features

Classifier
Model

labels from HEMS appliances
percentage

washing machine

12%

refrigerator

24%

bottle warmer

10%

air conditioner

30%

television

5%

Estimation
Model
Training

features from AMI total power
appliances

Estimation
Model

features

washing machine

percentage

tuned
percentage

15%

15%

refrigerator

26%

26%

bottle warmer

12%

15%

air conditioner

40%

35%

television

3%

3%

Figure 4: Questionnaire-tuned models for both classification and estimation.

Table 3 shows the prediction result tuned via questionnaire. We impose REITE (relative error in
total energy) and the precision to be the measure for estimation and classification, respectively,
𝑅𝐸𝐼𝑇𝐸 =
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

|𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛|

,

max (𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛,𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑛

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑒 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑛

.

This improved result implies this low-cost-questionnaire-tuned strategy works.
Table 3: Prediction result
Appliances
refrigerator
air conditioner
air conditioner
bottle warmer
washing
machine

Classification Precision
0.89
0.73
0.62
0.61
0.89

Estimation Relative Error in Total
Energy
0.06
0.09
0.73
0.79
0.67
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4. CONCLUSIONS
For our empirical study, as Figure 5, we have investigated the NILM estimation and the
classification on 150 AMI households in the same community by their smart meters. And we
deployed a small amount HEMS smart plugs for the supervised model training. To improve the
models, we have made free questionnaire and investigated the reliability of it. We have extracted
the reliable part of this questionnaire to modify our own models, and demonstrated this lowpriced way works. This strategy costs few compared with thoroughly deployed smart plugs, so
we believe it is an efficient way for power suppliers and the government. In September, 2020,
we promoted our research in the Presidential Hackathon 2020, Taiwan. And we have won the
elite award.
Train classifier model with HEMS, AMI and questionnaire

AMI total power

classfier model

Train estimation model with HEMS

AMI total power

AMI classification
prediction

Tune estimation model with classifier prediction

tuned estimation model

AMI estimation prediction

Figure 5: flow chart of questionnaire-tuned AMI classification and estimation
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MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF PACKAGE
DELIVERY OPTIMIZATION USING A
COMBINATION OF CARRIERS
Valentyn M. Yanchuk, Andrii G. Tkachuk, Dmitry S. Antoniuk, Tetiana
A. Vakaliuk, and Anna A. Humeniuk
Zhytomyr Polytechnic State University, Zhytomyr 10005, Ukraine

ABSTRACT
A variety of goods and services in the contemporary world requires permanent improvement of
services e-commerce platform performance. Modern society is so deeply integrated with mail
deliveries, purchasing of goods and services online, that makes competition between service and
good providers a key selection factor. As long as logistic, timely, and cost-effective delivery
plays important part authors decided to analyze possible ways of improvements in the current
field, especially for regions distantly located from popular distribution centers. Considering
both: fast and lazy delivery the factor of costs is playing an important role for each end-user.
Given work proposes a simulation that analyses the current cost of delivery for e-commerce
orders in the context of delivery by the Supplier Fleet, World-Wide delivery service fleet, and
possible vendor drop-ship and checks of the alternative ways can be used to minimize the costs.
The main object of investigation is focused around mid and small businesses living far from big
distribution centers (except edge cases like lighthouses, edge rocks with very limited
accessibility) but actively using e-commerce solutions for daily activities fulfillment. Authors
analyzed and proposed a solution for the problem of cost optimization for packages delivery for
long-distance deliveries using a combination of paths delivered by supplier fleets, worldwide
and local carriers. Data models and Add-ons of contemporary Enterprise Resource Planning
systems were used, and additional development is proposed in the perspective of the flow
selection change. The experiment is based on data sources of the United States companies using
a wide range of carriers for delivery services and uses the data sources of the real companies;
however, it applies repetitive simulations to analyze variances in obtained solutions.

KEYWORDS
Simulation, Customer Behaviour, Optimization, E-commerce.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Formulation of the Problem.
It is very hard to imagine the contemporary world without planned deliveries, goods, and services
ordered online or without scheduled charges for services, etc.
The delivery of e-commerce products has reached unexpected heights in the last few years. Most
deliveries made with e-commerce consist of parcels, small packages, and food containers.
Forrester Analytics builds the trends that the share of online retail will continue to grow steadily
in the next years in the US [1]. Deliveries may have a variety of options like collection points,
pickup locations, or direct delivery to the customer location.
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): MLNLP, BDIoT, ITCCMA, CSITY, DTMN, AIFZ, SIGPRO - 2020
pp. 45-55, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
DOI: 10.5121/csit.2020.101205
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From the perspective of distribution policy, there are two main types of deliveries from the
perspective of the full path and last-mile logistics:
Fast delivery (within the same day or next day early morning), where the deadline for delivery
passes very fast;
Lazy delivery (optional days for delivery) when the customer has to adapt to specific delivery
days which is not necessary the next day or not even the nearest day or the week. Some Lazy
deliveries can deliver on Wednesdays or Mondays and Fridays depending on the capacity of the
delivery provider.
So, the workload of the online shop team is entirely packed. Every day the web-shop or any other
online service operational employee collects items for an order then carefully packs them and
sends via delivery service to the end-users. The great ease of this brings the online rate shopping
tools that can calculate the costs precisely. With the variety of different vendor’s carriers and
modes of delivery, the end-user may choose between cost speed and flexibility.
Business to Business (B2B) E-commerce solutions have even more carriers and delivery modes
due to the fact they are making delivery of smaller and bigger parcels sometimes even renting the
place in a big car so-called Less than Truck Load (LTL) or Greater than Truck Load GTL
services. Business to Consumer (B2C) segment has standardized.
At the market of the US, there are a lot of big players like FedEx, UPS, USPS, which makes the
majority of deliveries for domestic, interstate, and international deliveries. All these carriers have
web APIs that enable quick rate shopping for many e-commerce platforms [2]. At the same time,
these big players are not picking bulky deliveries, which are greater than 65 kg, which can be an
issue for car parts deliveries, etc. All these constraints are less impacting when you have specified
add-ons that use online services helping rate-shop any basket or order and give almost an
immediate result with the delivery rate per several shipping options. Nowadays this becomes
rather standard to use online APIs that help quicker rate-shop the customers' basket and indicate
the price. For better and precise calculation, the basket composition should also keep the delivery
address, which should be validated by the delivery service to guarantee the parcel delivery.
Dimensional packaging (width × height × depth) are optional but more important for bigger
deliveries, which may be reviewed in other manuscripts, due to the different nature of the study.
Below is the simplified scheme of web-shop interaction with an online application integrated
service, outlined by authors based on the online experience with the majority of online platforms.
(Step 1) the client forms basket at the online service.
(Step 2a) the basket is getting totals and tax calculated along with the total weight of the delivery
(required).
(Step 2b) the dimensional information per product should be indicated per item for the possible
use of packaging software calculating the costs for dimensional delivery (optional).
(Step 3) the Shipping origin (the depot or warehouse address) and Delivery address (in full,
including Zip-code, city, state, country, Street, and Street 2 addresses should be provided
(required).
(Step 4) Online API returns the calculated costs that can be added to the order total and prepared
for payment with the full variety of methods and options for delivery.
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(Step 5) Online ordering service forms the order for fulfilment and further this order is going for
package. Some APIs provide reservation of the tracking number for the delivery, as long as this is
finalized and will proceed to the carrier for delivery.
(Step 6) Delivery is scheduled and final delivery time is indicated to the client.
There is specifically highlighted the delivery address and shipping origin address, as they are the
key factor for delivery costs calculation and dictate the distance or zone of delivery that plays an
important role for the carriers.
Step 3 is an important part of the e-commerce flow, as this information should be dully validated
for proper calculation. Besides, the Delivery Address should be recognized by the carrier to
validate if there is a delivery to that address. In addition, here is another problem in the
investigation: the rural addresses are hardly recognized by carriers, even if they are fully
registered addresses with appropriate geolocation. Most carriers are covering specific network
locations and points of delivery where the API can calculate the costs. Even the phone call to the
carrier does not help much if the operator is seeing the same situation in his system.
There are always debates around the rural delivery areas [3], far distant location with limited
delivery services [4] and the current research will not make the edge cases better, and however,
the rural areas will certainly be considered. Unlike B2C, which is always dealing with different
locations nowadays there are well developed rural zones and distant locations, where many
farmers, smaller businesses concentrate their main locations, as these locations real estate and the
land is cheaper. However, this does not resolve the problem of delivery, which becomes more
and more problematic.
Several works already considered this problem [5] and many times the authors tried to streamline
the delivery paths and wanted to go beyond their possibilities. For re-sellers it is important to
save on costs as much as possible and keep the very good service. One of the costs, where the reseller still loses is the transportation to the re-sellers’ depots or packing points and then a
calculation of the delivery should go further.
As known, the last-mile [6] delivery is currently regarded as one of the most expensive and least
efficient portions of the entire supply chain.
This idea was observed in detail by Reyes and Taniguchi [7-8], based on the generalized vehicle
routing problem (vendors’ truck fleet in the given case) with time windows that have been
explored. The study of Reyes, which also considered the earlier publications of urban and rural
areas [9] proved that fleet of trucks type of delivery, could reduce total distances up to 40% for an
application in the city of Atlanta. This research intends to build on the current state of the art by
integrating the notion of travel time uncertainty.
As a very simple and direct solution the fleet of trucks for vendors cruising around the United
States and delivery items, but the costs for truck maintenance and payments for the use of the
service increases annually.

1.2. Analysis of Recent Research and Publications.
The solution proposed is aimed mainly to optimize the e-commerce processes, help vendors and
customers to get their orders in the best and cost-effective way. These intentions are highlighted
in various publications directed to technical, economical sciences and a great deal of them still
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lies in the aspect of logistics optimization as well as forecasts of the upcoming infrastructural
changes.
To cover this multidisciplinary approach let us disclose the existing relationships between ecommerce investigations made for shipments deliveries [3], including domains of domestic
deliveries [4], rural areas deliveries [6-8], customer purchasing habits [11], simulation of
deliveries in e-commerce systems.
The authors highlighted the approach of integration of delivery [2] were combined with the ecommerce solution with API services provided at the existing market. Overlapping of that work
with publications of Routhier (2013) and Morganti and Dablanc (2014) uncovered the city and
outside city delivery approach covering the transportation perspective and possible ways of
further optimizations in that domain. Authors constantly suggested considering the direct and
combined approaches of using the transportation system to optimize the time of delivery,
however, the time is not always leading to a cost-effective solution.
Uwe Clausen, Christian Geiger (2016) in their hand-on testing of the last mile concept tried to
cover the problems of building the optimal logistic way for larger vehicles using creating the
Urban Consolidation Centers. However, this covers only the part of approaches that
contemporary e-commerce systems have to consider, and smaller and medium enterprises may
not arrange such centers on their own. Besides the approaches reviewed for Europe are not
always easily applicable to the US with the higher distances and wider distribution of centers.
Reichheld and Schefter (2000), Abrham et al. (2015), Zelazny (2017) or Ehrenberger et al.
(2015) observe that there is a significant relationship between long-term growth of companies’
profitability and customer purchase intention [13] however that indicated a good insight that
analyzing mid-size companies and trace the turnover and orders circulation it will be easier to
identify the dependencies between the options people usually chooses and possible shipment
options the current vendors can offer.
For testing data generators many researchers applied Monte Carlo methods, among them, are
Sakas, Vlachos, (2014) to create simulations when the mean and variances are known – for our
research we can use it to easier generate the experimental data for the current research. The
authors decided to apply the Monte Carlo method based on recent researches described in this
work as this suits best the nature of the research performed and reflects statistical inference
regarding the original sampling domain. For the first step of the simulation, we have taken the
original entries of orders accumulated in the test ERP and a very similar distribution will be
generated with the Monte Carlo method. Comparison of Monte Carlo with the “what if” method
gives better confidence intervals, that will give a better approximation.

2. THE METHOD
In a simplified view, the conceptual framework of the interaction of the re-sellers’ eCommerce
solution with vendors and delivery networks can be presented as in Figure 1.
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Figure. 1. The conceptual framework for a delivery network, from an operators’ point
of view. Adapted from [4]

So, in the current investigation, let us generate hundreds of orders based on real addresses of user
form the Web-shop database and attempt to:
-

Rate-shop those with World Wide Carriers (WW carriers) like UPS and FedEx with the
basket compositions to export from sample shops.
Select Pick-Up delivery from the nearest location (according to [10-11] it still gives a lot of
benefits from an economic point of view).
Use the truck fleet of the vendor for distant deliveries with the truck cost taken per ride.
Allocate an option to deliver via partner network, which will be the fleet of the supplier,
which anyways deliver the parcels to the online sellers. Drop-ship service is also having
costs, but these costs are covered with the Dealer Discount rate, which can be still
considered as a benefit. For the given task and simplicity let us set up the discount on
delivery costs to 5%.

For a given investigation of the products selected is not that important, as at Step 2a important is
the weight of the basket assembled. To mitigate the risk that clients will not be satisfied with
generated basket fetching their order – authors filtered out orders that are having too high prices
for delivery since that is obvious the customers may give up delivering them.
Dimensional values for products are not important, the focus is at the selection of the delivery per
weights and the range of weight will be between 60, which still falls into International deliveries
and already interested in LTL service providers and are both good for Own and Supplier’s truck
fleets.
For the experiment taken 4 US companies where the vendor provides the goods for re-seller, who
sell the products to the customer. Having statistical information on these companies the authors
can compare the results of simulations with orders that were found and compared in the system
via scanning the database and comparing the costs incurred to date. The companies are selected
in pares to investigate 2 fleets of re-sellers versus the fleet of vendors for delivery of drop-ship
orders.
The analysis of the results will be presented in the context of how much costs the customer saves
with the time window not more than 1 day longer than the vendor’s truck fleet, which is a
guaranteed way of delivery.
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3. RESULTS
Using the Monte Carlo method there were generated n orders in 4 networks located in California
and distributed across 4 networks S1, R2, R3, and S4 that have the following distribution of
clients per with urban and rural zones and percentage of network with the distant rural zone (see
the Table 1).
Table 1. Distribution of the network with rural and urban zones

210

Rural
zone
clients
380

Orders
generated
for a week
1200

% of Rural
distant zone
orders
30

Re-seller of S1 and S4

250

320

1800

25

R3

Re-seller of S4

200

180

1300

45

S4

Supplier of R1 and R2

320

260

1500

26

Netw

Classification

Urban zone
clients

S1

Supplier of R2

R2

There is no overlapping of clients between networks; however, dependencies of Supplier and Reseller are given in the column Network Dependencies and orders distributions.
It has been performed 8 simulations (by 2 runs for each type of simulation to calculate the
deviation) using Test Dynamics NAV (Enterprise Resource Planning system) custom developed
add-on feeding the system with Delivery addresses of a given distribution of Rural Distant zone
orders and called the Online and network services for the price calculation. A custom add-on is
developed based on Retail Add-on that can trace the system of discounts and particularly evaluate
the behavior of the customer. The ease of use of this Add-on got rid of behavioral model
validation, as Retail Add-on collects the customer orders in the context of basket composition and
the selected shipping method.
Method Monte-Carlo is used to check if the number of the rural distant zone is more than 10%
deviation from setting up original parameters as recommended in [11].
When the Monte-Carlo method was applied, the following distribution of the carriers was made
across networks (see Table2).
Comparison of orders generated by the Monte-Carlo method shown in the last column of the
table.
Table 2. Distribution of the selection for Far rural zone
S1

R2

R3

S4

FedEx

Average price per order
with the same weight
120 USD

219

73

41

-

% of
deviation
12

Vendor Truck

80 USD

301

523

162

400

18

Supplier Truck

75 USD

490

18

212

5

20

PickUP location

20 USD*

130

186

395

265

38

Total

-

1140

800

810

670

-

Carriers
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*The price per pick-up appeared due to the fact of overdue for taking orders from location center
Including into simulation the factor of cancellation of pick-up locations (distributors may
potentially cancel delivery to a specific location) and see how the average price impacts the
customer if they keep selecting the rest of vendors. The first run shows that customers start
selecting either Supplier truck or FedEx, especially if the weight combination comes closer to the
FedEx edge weight of 60 kg (See Table 3).
Table 3. Second simulation results overview
Carriers
FedEx
Vendor Truck
Supplier Truck
Total

Average price per order
with the same weight
100 USD
80 USD
75 USD
-

S1

R2

R3

S4

393
17
730
1140

57
48
695
800

432
65
497
810

260
24
386
670

% of
deviation
22
18
15

Results were reviewed with the descent analysis of the simulation results and, due to the fact the
ERP generation add-on is used, the dependency of the Vendor Truck, which delivers to the pickup location of Supplier organization, that chain was filtered.
To avoid gaps in the behavioral model it was decided to export data from Google Analytics
Extended (supplied by Google Tag Manager) choice preferences versus a list of available vendors
and repeat the simulation. It was found that the generation add-on is trying to mimic the webshop user’s behavior in case of absence of Pickup location following the tendency of the user’s
choice.
As an additional limitation, it was decided to exclude FedEx. At this moment of simulation, it
became easier to trace that customers’ orders became in the status of Dropped, as some users
indeed were leaving web-shops not finding the guaranteed delivery provider. According to [12]
the variety of delivery methods for the B2C segment should have a wider range of prices for
delivery, then the choice of the customer will be either in favor or cheapest or most reliable
carrier (personal user preference). However, B2B users in this simulation behaved exactly like
B2C customers, preferring to abandon the basket or order and leave, rather than select the
cheapest option. However, another tendency was noticed, that abandoned baskets were noticed
from the users, who reached to the limit of the price they are ready to pay; thus, the factor of the
economy played an important role. The last attempt of simulation taken with the assumption that
the customer may use the Vendor’s truck for the same price as the supplier, but the additional day
may be added to the total route time (see Table IV).
Table 4. Forth simulation results overview

Vendor Truck

Average price per order
with the same weight
75 USD

Supplier Truck

75 USD

519

71

261

177

Total

-

1140

800

810

670

Carriers

S1

R2

R3

S4

% of deviation

621

729

549

493

20
22

As it is seen from the results the clients behaved more reluctant to the delay in 1 day, however,
they selected the home delivery via the Vendor's truck, rather than the supplier. I assume this
happened due to the price change and most probably, no competence with the supplier appeared a
key factor for Vendors' truck network. This also proves the statements described in [12] that users
ordering bigger deliveries are usually more reluctant to have guaranteed delivery, rather than
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have it fast, but the tendency is equivalent for both: B2B and B2C segments as it is also indicated
in [13].
The current investigation is complete, however during the investigation, it was identified, that
simulation of orders creation with the only ERP data without analytical data will only indicate the
quantitative part, without the qualitative part that can be filled with additional statistical data per
customer on personal preferences of choices in different cases of orders created in the live
systems and presence or absence of the carrier in certain circumstances. Thus, adding Google
Analytics Extended data on user choice allowed us to complete the investigation.
Google Analytics covered the validation of Users Acceptance Testing (UAT) and reflection of
their behaviour for generated orders. Additionally, the use of Google Analytics given an insight
into the comparison of generated orders and directed to UAT for different groups of users during
the application testing and run-down tests performed in all 4 companies.
Table 5, indicating the coverage of orders by comparison of generated orders and directed to
UAT with orders recently submitted in the system (completed orders) will serve as the validation
baseline for the approach suggested.
Table 5. Coverage of the real orders for Far rural zones* that correspond to generated orders per simulation

FedEx

Average price per
order with the same
weight
120 USD

Vendor Truck

80 USD

90

87

95

65

Supplier Truck

75 USD

89

68

73

85

PickUP location

20 USD*

76

64

86

92

Average

-

87.65

77.75

85

79.25

Carriers

S1, %

R2, %

R3, %

S4, %

92

92

86

75

* Far Rural zones are distantly located areas having lower delivery capacities, mostly
implemented by private delivery networks and lower flows of international carriers.
As we see, generated orders have rather high coverage from the data perspective and lie in the
frame of deviations we calculated recently (Table 6.).
Table 6. Coverage of the real orders for Domestic zones that correspond to generated orders per simulation

Carriers
FedEx
Vendor Truck
Supplier Truck
PickUP location
Average

Average price per
order with the
same weight
120 USD
80 USD
75 USD
20 USD*
-

S1, %

R2, %

R3, %

S4, %

97
90
95
90
93

92
92
88
89
90.25

95
90
89
86
90

97
96
87
92
93

A higher level of coverage for orders generated for domestic zones is relatively easy to explain
from the perspective of a higher number of orders generated for domestic zones.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The series of simulations performed given a possibility to evaluate the behaviour of users in case
of absence of usual carriers and taking the decision of cheaper solution It also demonstrates
options the web-shop owner may offer to the mid and small-size businesses alternative delivery
services, where the drop-ship of vendor delivers to the final destination or drop-point with
minimal costs if the additional discount is given to keep the order fulfillment. As a continuation
of this work can be developed and on-line web-service to support delivery network visualizing
deliveries of vendors and re-sellers, where all packages can be loaded into the truck, correct the
route, and deliver goods and services with Vendor's fleet, as long as the route and discount
permits.
To apply the current solution to the real industrial case will involve the expansion of the Vendor
and Re-seller networks sharing the same data model for orders and street validation. In the case
of contemporary ERP systems use that should not be a very difficult problem, however, it may
involve additional 3-rd party services.
The paper highlighted the combination of approaches of drop-ship deliveries and selection of
different routes for total costs optimization and indicated that behaviour of the client is not
always driven by economic circumstances, but also by habits and tendencies of customers, so
well described in [7].
For future investigations, authors will involve Google Tag Manager data, collected for customers,
as the import of options for checkout selection helped discover how customers may potentially
abandon basket if they do not see the option of the habitual carrier or the price for the order
versus delivery cost exceeds a specific limit.
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ABSTRACT
As people get old, the risk of them falling increases; the fall will impact senior citizens more
negatively than younger people. My grandmother once fell and hit her when she was alone at
home, and she instantly became unconscious. Frequently, senior citizens are unable to help
themselves after they fall, even if they remain conscious. However, there isn’t a product that
senior citizens can use to notify their relatives right away if they fall, and this leads to the
question of how we can bring immediate aid to all senior citizens after they fall. This paper
brings forward the product and software that can solve this problem. The product is a small
wristband that detects any falls or collisions and notifies relatives right away. The software is
an accompanying app that shows the data recorded from those falls or collisions, specifically
designed for family members to keep track of their elders. We applied our application during
our test sessions and conducted a qualitative evaluation of the approach. The results show that
this experiment is a great solution to our problem, but with a few limitations and weaknesses.

KEYWORDS
Detection of falling, wristband, iOS, Android

1. INTRODUCTION
Falls are dangerous and costly. As people get old, the risk of falling increases; the fall will
impact senior citizens more negatively than younger people. My grandmother once fell and hit
her when she was alone at home, and she instantly became unconscious. No one in the family
knew about this until someone arrived home and found that she fainted. This was a severe
example, but senior citizens are unable to help themselves after they fall, even if they remain
conscious. For instance, they might be unable to stand back up or call out loud. According to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), millions of older people—those 65 and
older—fall every year, and one out of five falls causes a severe injury such as broken bones or a
head injury [1]. Without immediate treatment of the patient, these injuries will only get worse
and may even lead to death. For this reason, I created a small wristband that can detect an
individual's falls and notify his or her relatives on the spot.
My mission is to help senior citizens receive the aid instantly after they fall, especially when no
one is around. I designed a small, foldable wristband that can be worn around wrists or put into
the pockets. It contains an accelerometer that detects a collision and records its magnitude, a
GPS that marks the location, a clock that records the time of the fall, and a SIM card that can
send these statistics to the phone and notify family members. Accompanying the wristband is an
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): MLNLP, BDIoT, ITCCMA, CSITY, DTMN, AIFZ, SIGPRO - 2020
pp. 57-65, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
DOI: 10.5121/csit.2020.101206
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application compatible with IOS and Android devices. It contains a built-in Google Map that
shows the location of the last fall and its magnitude and time. Furthermore, aside from showing
the latest data, it stores all of the past data and presents them on a Full Statistics screen. In the
event of a fall, the accompanying app will notify the family members and show the fall data.
In this way, I strive to bring aid to senior citizens quickly after their accidents in the short run
and aspire to reduce the number of unprotected accidents in the long term. My mission is to
prevent senior citizens from being unattended after they fall by providing them immediate aid.
The market for fall detection and faster medical help is growing quickly due to the influx of new
technologies [2]. Less than ten companies are developing or researching development of this
kind of product (elderly fall sensors/help) [14][15]. According to some market research, I
discover that some of the competing companies in the elderly care industry use techniques and
systems that have been proposed to act as fall alert systems [3] [4]. These companies also sell
fall alert systems to the elderly, in the form of bracelets that act as fall detectors. In the case of a
fall, the bracelet contains a button that allows the user to call for help. Other companies offer
their product with a similar function, but it involves the user physically typing a text message to
the company’s emergency help center to receive immediate aid. However, these proposals
assume that the elderly are still conscious and able to move after they fall, which is rarely the
case in practice. Furthermore, the products competing companies offer are not very user friendly
due to their complicated user-interface, whether it is on the bracelet itself or on the
accompanying phone application. The last problem is the battery life. According to my research,
a company called LifeFone actually has very similar functions to the product I am developing
[5]. However, their device (bracelet) only has a battery life of 5 days.
We have developed innovative measures to ensure the safety of senior citizens: an alert system
that can bring aid to senior citizens in a quick and cost-saving way. The alert system has two
components: hardware and software.
The goal of the application was to help senior citizens in case they fall and are unable to help
themselves by immediately notifying family members. It should prevent the senior citizens from
suffering too long from their accidents by bringing help to them right away. Requirements or
Criteria included simplicity, user-friendliness in both APP and product (wristband), precision in
location, magnitude, and time detected by the product (wristband) and its durability. The
constraint included weak signal detection of the product (wristband) at some locations and its
durability.
Our experiment includes the following materials: Particle Electron 3G-U260; Ublox
SARAU260: GPS that pinpoints the location of the wristband with accelerometer attached to
detect collisions or any forceful physical impacts; Google Maps: a map that shows the location
of the wristband; Arduino: computing platform to program the wristband; and Thunkable:
computing platform to code mobile APP[6] [7].
In our experiment, we first attached the Ublox SARA-U260 (GPS and accelerometer) onto the
Particle Electron 3G-U260 (asset tracker), which made the hardware or wristband. Then, we
linked the hardware to the Particle Console Web IDE to program. Afterwards, we coded the
hardware in Arduino so that it showed the A, G, and Accel variables. The [A] variable shows a
forceful physical impact upon the hardware. Such impact is above the safety threshold and would
be considered a fall or collision, [G] variable shows the location of the fall. It provides the
latitude and longitude of the GPS, and the [Accel] variable shows any physical impact that is
below the safety threshold of the [A] value. Finally, we programmed the APP using Thunkable
to show the location, time, and magnitude of the collisions. It includes a map (Google Maps) on
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the top half of the screen and most recent fall statistics. The past falls are recorded into the cloud
server.
Two experiments have been conducted to verify the following two aspects of the system. In
Experiment 1, we tested the accuracy of the falling detection using different algorithms. The core
falling algorithms rely on the accelerometers embedded in the system. We have tested the
different machine learning algorithms to classify the falling status based on the sampled
accelerometers values, such as SVM, RandomForest, and Decision Trees [9][10][11]. It turns out
that RandomForest has the highest accuracy of 94.5%.
In Experiment 2, we tested the accuracy of the falling detection using different parameters. We
tested the training dataset collected using different combinations of the accelerometer values
such as (x), (y), (z), (x, y), (x,y,z). Although most of the accuracy is similar to each other, the
3value combination (x,y,z) is on average higher than the rest.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the details on the challenges that
we met during the experiment, including weak signals, the need to refresh data, and the lack of a
button; Section 3 focuses on the details of our work including screenshots of the code and
corresponding explanations; Section 4 presents the relevant details about the experiment we did,
following by presenting the related work in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 gives the conclusion
remarks, as well as pointing out the future work of this project.

2. CHALLENGES
2.1. Challenge 1: Weak Signal
Weak signals or connections have always been part of a challenge in this project. During testing
sessions of the prototype (the bracelet), the data of the prototype sometimes doesn’t show up on
our computer screens. In addition, there have sometimes been flickering green lights on the
prototype device, showing that our connection is weak. As a result, when we test the prototype
by slamming it, the magnitude, location, and time of the collision doesn’t show up on our
computer screens, suggesting that the data is not received. This problem can be especially
dangerous in the real world. If the user falls and no fall data is tracked, the user will not receive
any aid and will suffer the consequences of the fall. Therefore, it is necessary for us to improve
the signal and connection between the hardware (bracelet) and the API, which store and transfer
the data, so that the high accuracy can protect our users.

2.2. Challenge 2: Need to Refresh Data
We test our prototype by slamming it against the table to resemble the user falling to the ground
in real life. During our testing sessions, we come to realize that we cannot slam the prototype too
often. In other words, if we slam it once at 1:00, we cannot slam it again 5 seconds later. That is
because the accelerometer within the hardware is slow to record the data of the second fall. As a
result, immediately slamming the prototype again after the first slam will not yield any data.
What is even worse is that when we test it again minutes after the first test, the data still may not
show up. As a result, we have to manually press the button on the side of the Particle Electron to
refresh, and that’s when it starts picking up data from our tests again. However, the user
shouldn’t have to press the refresh button at all in real life, because the device should be able to
refresh itself and record all the necessary data.
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2.3. Challenge 3: Lack of a Button
Our prototype, most of the time, is able to record the relevant data of the fall, including the
magnitude, time, and location. Assuming that all of these features are recorded 100% of the time,
the device still hasn’t reached its full potential to help the user. It lacks a button. If the user
hasn’t fallen, but isn’t feeling well, there should be a button he or she can press to immediately
acquire help.
Standard A4 (210mm x 297mm) portrait page set-up should be used. The left, right, top and
bottom margins should be 30mm. Do not use any headers, footers or footnotes. No page
numbers. Single column. All main text paragraphs, including the abstract, must be fully (left
and right) justified. All text, including title, authors, headings, captions and body, will be Times
New Roman font.

3. SOLUTION
The alert system has two components: hardware and software. The hardware is a foldable
wristband that can be worn on the wrist or put into the pocket. Inside, there is an accelerometer
that detects a collision and records its magnitude, a GPS that marks the location of the fall, a
clock that records the time of the fall, and a transmitter that can send these statistics to the phone
and notify family members via the app. A safety threshold is programmed into the accelerometer
to ensure that not every movement is considered a collision. The safety threshold, in other words,
is an experimentally-tested number (16,000) that distinguishes the difference between a regular
movement and an accident. Any recorded magnitude below the threshold (15,700, for example)
is considered safe, and the device will report it to the app. On the contrary, any recorded
magnitude above it (18,000, for example) is a fall, and the device will record its data along with
the other relevant information. The corresponding phone app will notify family members
immediately.
The software of the system is the accompanying app, a free download application that is
compatible with IOS and Android devices. Family members can download it to track the
elderly's locations and falls. Opening its home screen, the top half of the user interface is a builtin Google Map that shows the location of the latest fall and its magnitude and time. Aside from
illustrating the latest data, it stores the past data on a Full Statistics screen.
The hardware and software work together to create an efficient system. During a collision, the
hardware detects all the information and sends it to the app. The app will send notifications to
the family members' phones through vibration and on-screen texts. We will sell our alert systems
through online sales from selling platforms, and through direct sales with senior care centers. We
believe that developing a cheap and efficient alert system will minimize the dangerous
implications of a serious fall.
In the case of a fall, the bracelet will detect the location, time, and magnitude of the fall. All
three pieces of the data will be transferred onto the app, which notifies family members and
shows all the data transferred. This app has already been published and families can download it
from both iOS and Android stores to keep track of their elders. Looking at the app, the top-half
of the screen is a built-in Google Map which shows the location, bottom-left corner is the time,
and bottom-right corner is the magnitude. For our purposes, we designed the magnitude from a
scale from 1-5. 1 being the lightest fall and 5 being the heaviest.
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Because we initialized accelThreshold, we can use it as a reference for reading accelerometer
data. We set “if” statement at the beginning so that the device will only publish data if
t.readXYZmagnitude() is greater than our defined safety threshold of 16,000. Any value greater
than that threshold will show, because it is considered a fall; any value less than the threshold
will not show, because they are regular movements the user makes, such as walking or running,
which report a safe magnitude. The “if” statement that follows checks if transmittingData is true,
and then publishes using the Particle.publish(“<readable name>”, <value>, 60, PRIVATE)
function to output the value given a readable name. Then, the “if” statements underneath check if
the GPS has a fixed point, and will proceed to transmit data if the fix is confirmed. Upon
transmitting, the process of token delimiting occurs inside of the “for” loop and “while” loop and
separates the Latitude and Longitude into two separate values for the gps_coords[] array.
Particle.publish(“<readable name>”, <value>, 60, PRIVATE) is run once again to publish the
separated gps values.

Figure 1: key code in implementation
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Figure 2: result from change in magnitude

The visual above depicts the change in magnitude with respect to time detected by the device
during test falls.

Figure 3: result from change in latitude and longitude

The two visuals above show the change in latitude and longitude detected by the device in
respect to time during a test fall. Both data are screenshots from ThingSpeak, our API.

4. EXPERIMENT
Our experiment includes the following materials: Particle Electron 3G-U260; Ublox
SARAU260: GPS that pinpoints the location of the wristband with accelerometer attached to
detect collisions or any forceful physical impacts; Google Maps: a map that shows the location
of the wristband; Arduino: computing platform to program the wristband; and Thunkable:
computing platform to code mobile APP.
In our experiment, we first attached the Ublox SARA-U260 (GPS and accelerometer) onto the
Particle Electron 3G-U260 (asset tracker), which made the hardware or wristband. Then, we
linked the hardware to the Particle Console Web IDE to program. Afterwards, we coded the
hardware in Arduino so that it showed the A, G, and Accel variables. The [A] variable shows a
forceful physical impact upon the hardware. Such impact is above the safety threshold and would
be considered a fall or collision, [G] variable shows the location of the fall. It provides the
latitude and longitude of the GPS, and the [Accel] variable shows any physical impact that is
below the safety threshold of the [A] value. Finally, we programmed the APP using Thunkable
to show the location, time, and magnitude of the collisions. It includes a map (Google Maps) on
the top half of the screen and most recent fall statistics. The past falls are recorded into the cloud
server.
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Two experiments have been conducted to verify the following two aspects of the system. In
Experiment 1, we tested the accuracy of the falling detection using different algorithms. The core
falling algorithms rely on the accelerometers embedded in the system. We have tested the
different machine learning algorithms to classify the falling status based on the sampled
accelerometers values, such as SVM, RandomForest, and DecisionTrees. It turns out that
RandomForest has the highest accuracy of 94.5%. In Experiment 2, we tested the accuracy of the
falling detection using different parameters. We tested the training dataset collected using
different combinations of the accelerometer values such as (x), (y), (z), (x, y), (x,y,z). Although
most of the accuracy is similar to each other, the 3-value combination (x,y,z) is on average
higher than the rest.

5. RELATED WORK
The first work is done by a company called Guardly [12]. It created a simple app that allows
users to communicate whether or not they require assistance. They have also created a hardware
device, but it has no fall detection. Our project differs from Guardly in that our app is more
integrated to the users’ needs. For example, our hardware alone is able to detect the fall of its
users and automatically contacts family members for assistance. Furthermore, it automatically
provides the fall statistics, including the location, time, and magnitude. Guardly, in contrast,
requires users to manually type on the app to let people know that they need help. Although they
have a good customer service center that receives users’ call for assistance, their app adds
inconvenience for the users.
Guardly is strong in that it has a clean-looking app. In other words, it has little to no bugs and
sends users’ message to their customer service every time. This is our weakness because
sometimes our app glitches, so pressing a button may not do anything; the app will not receive
the command or signal. Guardly is weak in that their concept is too simple: it contains only an
app and a simple device. The device is almost useless as it performs the same function as the
app, which is for users to call for help when they are not feeling well or when they fall. This field
is our strength because our hardware can automatically detect users’ fall and contact help (family
members) for the users.
The second project/company we researched is Kitestring [8]. The company’s concept is also very
simple, as it sends automated SMS to the user's device (also a bracelet) and checks if they
respond. If the user doesn’t, it tells personalized emergency contacts. Our work is different from
that of Kitestring in that we have both hardware and software, while Kitestring only has a
hardware. Kitestring also requires users to manually respond to texts while our work does not
require anything from the users. Compared with Kitestring, our strength is that we have both an
app and hardware; it requires no customer service center which Kitestring has. In other words,
Kitestring requires users to manually input a list of emergency contacts, and its customer service
will send automated SMS to check on the user. If the user doesn’t respond, it will notify the
user’s emergency contacts. It is so complicated. Our work, on the contrary, is very simplistic and
user friendly.
Guardly’s work has a portable fall detector that includes a GPS with Wifi, and can be worn as a
necklace [13]. It also has a button that users can press in order to contact emergency help. Out of
all works, Guardly has the most similar work to ours. However, one difference is that it also has
a customer service center, which the device calls in case the user needs emergency assistance.
For us, our device calls family members rather than the customer service. Since Guardly’s work
is very similar to ours, its strength is that it has a very strong and well functioning app and
device. Because Guardly is already an established company, they do a very good job with
minimizing glitches, so all data and messages are successfully transmitted between the user to
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the API and to the customer service. This is our weakness because our system is full of glitches
that need to be fixed in the meantime.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
To solve the problem of senior citizens being unattended in the case of a fall, we developed a
system that involved both hardware and software. The hardware was a bracelet for senior
citizens that tracks the magnitude, time, and location of the fall. These data would be recorded on
an API, which would also be transferred to the accompanying phone app that would show the
data for family members. To test the accuracy of the alert system, especially the hardware, we
ran two experiments. In the first experiment, we tested the accuracy of the falling detection using
different algorithms SVM, RandomForest, and DecisionTrees. It turned out that RandomForest
had the highest accuracy of 94.5%. In the second experiment, we tested the accuracy of the
falling detection using different parameters. We tested the training dataset collected using
different combinations of the accelerometer values. Although most of the accuracy is similar to
each other, the 3-value combination is on average higher than the rest.
Currently, we haven’t achieved the maximum amount of accuracy in our system due to weak
connections between the device and API, and a weak refreshing system. Both of these limitations
contribute to a less accurate system because data is not recorded at times.
The current practicality of the system is not very high due to the size of the prototype. Because
the prototype is very big and bulky, it will definitely be too big for anyone to wear around their
wrist once it’s incorporated into a bracelet. Therefore, it is necessary to minimize the size of the
physical components that record the data, so the bracelet will be small and convenient for all
users. To maximize the usefulness the bracelet can bring for its users, a button must be added.
Even if the user hasn’t fallen, he or she can still press the help button on the bracelet if the user
isn’t feeling well, and will receive immediate help.
In the future, we plan to improve the accuracy of the system by boosting the signal connections
between the device and API, strengthen the practicality by decreasing the size of the bracelet,
and enhance the optimization by adding a “help” button. We strongly believe that by following
these measures, our alert system will be able to reach its full potential.
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CRICTRS: EMBEDDINGS BASED STATISTICAL
AND SEMI SUPERVISED CRICKET TEAM
RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM
Prazwal Chhabra, Rizwan Ali and Vikram Pudi
International Institute of Information Technology, Hyderabad, India

ABSTRACT
Team Recommendation has always been a challenging aspect in team sports. Such systems aim
to recommend a player combination best suited against the opposition players, resulting in an
optimal outcome. In this paper, we propose a semi-supervised statistical approach to build a
team recommendation system for cricket by modelling players into embeddings. To build these
embeddings, we design a qualitative and quantitative rating system which considers the strength
of opposition also for evaluating player’s performance. The embeddings obtained, describes the
strengths and weaknesses of the players based on past performances of the player. We also
embark on a critical aspect of team composition, which includes the number of batsmen and
bowlers in the team. The team composition changes over time, depending on different factors
which are tough to predict, so we take this input from the user and use the player embeddings to
decide the best possible team combination with the given team composition.

KEYWORDS
Cricket Analytics, Data Mining and Data Analytics

1. INTRODUCTION
The advent of statistical modelling has contributed significantly to the success of teams and
players in different sports. Different methods have been developed to evaluate player
performances in different sports, but team sports pose a different challenge, as comparing two
players of same nature and getting a suitable team against an opposition, is difficult. For example,
in cricket [1], a team sport which is discrete in nature, comparing two players of same nature
(comparing a batsman with another batsman, or a bowler with another bowler) in same and
different teams is a complex task. Often, the players are compared based on their quantitative
aspects like high scores, wickets taken and career averages (number of runs scored or conceded
per dismissal) and teams are decided based on them only. The quantitative factors provide
insights but miss some important aspects: Quality of Runs Scored: Two players who played
against different oppositions (which are ranked differently) and performed similarly, will have
similar statistics. In the mentioned case, the player who scored against better opposition, should
be rated better. Quality of Dismissals: Dismissals of batsman with higher career average should
be rated more than dismissals of batsman with lower career averages.
This paper tries to keep above two important aspects in mind and build a rating system called
'Quality Index of Player (𝜙Player) which includes qualitative and quantitative aspects of player
performance. Later, using 𝜙Player, we represent players as embeddings, to build a "SemiSupervised Team Recommendation System". The embeddings obtained, describe the strengths
and weaknesses of the players based on theirpast performances. While drafting a recommender
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): MLNLP, BDIoT, ITCCMA, CSITY, DTMN, AIFZ, SIGPRO - 2020
pp. 67-77, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
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system, factors like overall complexity and set of parameters to be considered, are a major factor
and a system with high complexity won't be much useful for instantaneous results. If all the
possible valid team combinations are considered from a pool of players, the complexity of that
would still be polynomial, but very high. Proper selection of parameters along with considering
orderings following some constraints can be useful for instantaneous results and can also be used
for in-match results when match is not going as predicted. The method, although proposed for
cricket, can also be extended to other sports with some modifications.

2. RELATED WORK
In literature, the player rating methods like A. Ramalingam [2], MG Jhawar et al. [3], S. Akhtar
et al. [4], Margaret I. Johnston et al. [5] are quantitative in nature and give high weight to
batsman with more batting averages (runs scored per wicket) and bowlers with lower bowling
averages (runs conceded per wicket). Some studies include graphical representations to compare
players (A. Kimber [6] proposed a graphical method to compares bowlers). Q. Zhou et al. [7]
explains how team recommendations should work, considering the aspect of expanding teams
and substituting team members. L. Li, H. Tong et al. [8] also explains team member replacement,
considering skill and structure matching.
Also, the existing work on "Team Recommendation for Cricket" mainly rank players on
statistical measures or some techniques like clustering, etc. Prakash, C. Deep [9] ranks players
using a Clustering Algorithm based on different batting and bowling parameters. In S.B. Jayanth
et al. [10], K-Means and SVM with RBF Kernel was used to recommend teams for 2011 World
Cup. F. Ahmed et al. [11] maximizes the overall batting and bowling strength of a team by
optimizing a Multi Objective Problem. NSGA-II algorithm was used to optimize the overall
batting and bowling strength of a team and find team members in it.

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION
In this paper, we propose a qualitative and quantitative rating mechanism called ’Quality Index of
Player 𝜙Player' which is used to build player embeddings. CRICTRS, a semi supervised team
recommendation system, uses the player embeddings and recommends a team based on
opponent's strengths and weaknesses. The system utilizes the weakness of the opponent and finds
a similar player in our team to recommend against the opponent for each player in opposition.
This process is done considering every player in the opposition. For representational purpose, a
bipartite graph can be used, with opposition being on one side, and our players on the other.

3.1. Dataset
Cricsheet dataset [12] contains data of over 1400 international ODI matches, played between
2005 to 2019. For each match, ball by ball data is available, with following features: 'Inning',
'Over', 'Team Batting', 'Batsman', 'Non-Striker', 'Bowler', 'Runs-Scored', 'Extras', 'Wicket' and
'Dismissed Batsman'. Along with this, details like competing teams, date of match, venue of
match, match and toss result are also available. Cricinfo [13] was used to validate the information
across each match.

3.2. Player Rating System for Cricket
Improving upon existing methods we try to build a method that considers quality of runs and
wickets while rating the players. A brief overview of CRICTRS is shown in Fig. 1.
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3.2.1. Modelling a Match
We take the idea from [2] and model each delivery as a Bernoulli trial. The two possible
outcomes for each Bernoulli trial or a delivery are 'r' runs scored or a wicket, where 'r' is defined
as average runs scored by a batsman per ball. To evaluate a batsman's individual performance in a
team, we evaluate the performance of a team that contains 11 replicas of same player and
calculate expected score by that team with 10 wickets in hand. Thus, a team with 11 replicas of
batsman, on average, will score 300*r runs in a match, when the team does not lose any wicket in
a 50 over (300 balls) ODI Match. But if a team loses 'w' wickets, where w<10, then the team will
score (300-w) *r runs in that match. In case of an all-out, when team loses all the wickets,
average runs scored will be (b-10) *r, where b is the number of balls the team faced in that match.
Similarly, a bowler can be evaluated by replacing 'r' as average run conceded per ball and
evaluating expected runs conceded by a team of 11 replicas of the bowler. Using above, the
expected outcome of match can be written as: -

r=

𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑠
𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙

, 𝑎𝑣𝑔 =
1

𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑠
𝑤𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡

P(dismissal) = 1-p = (𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠_𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑤𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡) =

𝑟
𝑎𝑣𝑔

𝐸(𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑠)=𝐸𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑠)+𝐸𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑠)
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3.2.2. Quality of Runs and Dismissals
The approach in [2] is completely quantitative and misses an important aspect of quality of
opposition. We replace the quantity metrics of 'r' and 'avg' used in [2] with our quality and
quantity-based metric which is re-evaluated as follows: 𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑛 = Career Averarge of Batsman
𝐶𝑏𝑜𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑟 = Career Averarge of Bowler
Quality Metrics of Batsman

Quality of Dismissal (𝛟Dismisaal)=
Quality of Run Scored(𝛟run)=

𝐂𝐛𝐚𝐭𝐬𝐦𝐚𝐧
𝐂𝐛𝐨𝐰𝐥𝐞𝐫

𝐂𝐛𝐚𝐭𝐬𝐦𝐚𝐧
𝐂𝐛𝐨𝐰𝐥𝐞𝐫

Quality Metrics of Batsman

Quality of Dismissal (𝛟Dismisaal)=

𝐂𝐛𝐚𝐭𝐬𝐦𝐚𝐧
𝐂𝐛𝐨𝐰𝐥𝐞𝐫

Total runs conceded=Runs Conceded+Extras
Quality of Run Scored(𝛟run)=

𝐂𝐛𝐨𝐰𝐥𝐞𝐫
𝐂𝐛𝐚𝐭𝐬𝐦𝐚𝐧

With this method we can consider some important aspects of the match, that are difficult to
capture otherwise. These include: 1) Dismissals of top order batsman matter more and as usually top order batsman have higher
career average, thus a bowler who takes wickets of in form high average batsman is more
rewarding than a bowler who takes wickets of tail-enders.
2) Extras were completely ignored by all previous metrics. Here if a bowler bowls more extras,
then he might be under pressure, thus extras are also an important metric while considering
bowlers. A bowler who gives away more extras provides greater risk to the team by giving away
runs.
After re-evaluating the 'r' and 'avg' of players using above, we finally calculate the player rating
represented by ‘Quality Index of Player' (𝜙Player) which is evaluated as:
Quality Index of Player (𝜙 Player ) =

𝐸(𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑠)−𝜙𝑎𝑣𝑔
σruns

.

On evaluating the results, we observe the following: 1)
In [2] spinners and in general bowlers who bowled in the middle overs of the innings had
higher rating than the bowlers who bowled in the powerplay and death overs, but our method
regularises this as shown by the above examples. In above table, Harbhajan Singh and Yuvraj
Singh had significantly higher ratings as compared to others by [2], but our method regularises
the rating, and no such disparity is there.
2)
Also, there is a difference in rating by [2] and 𝜙Player and some players are given higher
rating by our method as compared to [2]. We believe that this is because these players performed
better against strong oppositions, which should be valued more and [2] did not include this aspect
of performance while rating the player.
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3)
We compared performance of different players over the years and computed the rating at
different stages of their career. Figure 2 shows rating of Virat Kohli's performance over years.
The Quality Index and rating by [2] were normalised and plotted. Our method gave higher rating
to his performance in 2012 as compared to 2016, which [2] rates as highest. On a closer look we
see that the bowlers he faced in 2012 included experienced players like Lasith Malinga, Nuwan
Kulasekara, Umar Gul, Saeed Ajmal, Clinton McKay, etc. While the bowlers he faced in 2016
included players like Jimmy Neesham, Josh Hazzlewood, Mitchell Santner, etc who were in the
early stages of their career in 2016. Thus, we believe that the performance of Virat Kohli in 2012
should be rated more than 2016, as captured by our rating method also. A similar analysis is done
for comparing Pat Cummins' performance over the years. We can see difference in ratings by [2]
and our system, which is due to his performance against different oppositions.
Table 1. Rating of Batsmen
Batsman
Virender Sehwag
Sachin Tendulkar
Gautam Gambhir
Yuvraj Singh
Mahendra Singh Dhoni
Yusuf Pathan

Rating By [2]
2.05
4.88
3.47
2.66
6.80
1.23

𝛟𝑷𝒍𝒂𝒚𝒆𝒓
8.87
11.45
12.95
7.08
9.50
3.07

Table 2. Rating of Bowlers
Bowler
Zaheer Khan
Praveen Kumar
Ashish Nehra
Harbhajan Singh
Yusuf Pathan
Yuvraj Singh

Fig 2: Performance comparison of Virat Kohli

Rating By [2]
1.94
1.75
1.49
4.90
0.68
2.36

𝛟𝑷𝒍𝒂𝒚𝒆𝒓
3.77
3.40
3.04
3.15
2.04
3.09

Fig 3: Performance comparison of Pat Cummins

3.3. Semi-Supervised Team Recommendation System
𝜙Player proposed above helps us rate batsman and bowlers in cricket. But using rating directly to
recommend a team can yield bad results as it does not capture the weaknesses and strengths of
players, which are an important factor while forming a team against any opposition. Thus, we use
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an embedding based approach where we model each player as an embedding by comparing their
performance against other players they face. The embeddings derived, capture the strengths and
weaknesses of the players.
3.3.1. Player Representation: 2 Level Embeddings
We represent all the players as vectors. Every batsman is assigned a number ∈ {1, 2…
NBatsman}, where NBatsman denotes the total number of batsmen. Similarly, every bowler is
assigned a number ∈ {1, 2… NBowler}, where NBowler denotes the total number of bowlers.
Level 1 Embeddings: For a batsman, the Level 1 embedding is a vector, where index 'i' of the
embedding gives 𝜙batsman against the bowler assigned the number i. Similarly, for a bowler, the
Level 1 embedding is also a vector, where index 'i' of the embedding gives 𝜙bowler against the
batsman assigned the number i. The
𝜙Player at each index is calculated using batsman versus bowler data corresponding to that index,
extracted from different matches in [12]. Also, all those indices in the embeddings are set to 0,
for which versus data is not available, as those players did not face each other.
Level 2 Embeddings: The Level 2 embeddings are derived from Level 1 embeddings. For every
batsman we compare 𝜙Player over his career against all the bowlers with the values at every
index in the level 1 embedding representing batsman's performance against those bowlers. If the
players have faced each other and there is a significant negative deviation in the performance of
the batsman i.e. there is a drop in 𝜙Player for batsman, then the index is set to 0, otherwise it's set
to 1. Similar process is followed for the bowlers and embeddings are constructed for bowlers also
by comparing their performance against different batsmen with their overall performance. The
level 2 embeddings, in a way, represent a batsman in terms of the bowlers he dominates, and the
bowlers in terms of the batsmen they dominate.
In cricket, batsmen have weaknesses against bowlers. For example, a batsman may struggle
against spin bowlers and play well against medium/fast bowlers. Thus, our embeddings capture
the strengths and weaknesses of the players. Both levels of embeddings provide different views
of player's strengths and weaknesses. Using the derived embeddings, we propose a 'Semi
Supervised Recommender System' to suggest a team based on the given input and the opponent.
We formulate our problem as: Suggesting a Team Given the player embeddings and team composition i.e. the number of
players of each type (Batsman, Bowler and Wicket-Keeper), along with potential list of players in
opposition, suggest a team of players best suited to face any combination of players of
opposition.

3.3.2. Getting the Right Team Combination
Every team has a critical aspect of team composition, which includes the number of batsmen and
bowlers in the team. The team composition changes over time depending upon the playing
conditions, venue, opponent team, etc. No team combination is suited for all the conditions. The
dataset [12] , only gives us ball by ball proceedings of the match, with no information regarding
playing conditions. O. Alkan et al.
[14] builds a team based on the roles required for the opportunity and assigning the right person
to fulfil it. In cricket, team composition decides the roles of different players. Thus, we propose a
'Semi Supervised' approach for our recommender system, where the coaches input desired team
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composition. The team composition comprises of the number of batsmen, bowlers, and allrounders in the team. Also, the coach inputs a set of players among which the team selection is to
be made. Thus, our semi supervised recommender system combines the experience of a coach
with our model to generate an optimum team combination.
3.3.3. Constraints on the Solution
The output is a set of (Player, Role), where Role is either batsman, bowler, all-rounder, or
wicketkeeper. If it is being used for suggesting a team, then the following conditions should be
satisfied: 



Number of elements in the set >= 11
Number of Players with the role wicketkeeper should be >= 1
Number of Players with the role bowler and all-rounder should be >= 5

4. ALGORITHM FOR TEAM RECOMMENDATION
This section explains the algorithm used for CRICTRS in detail. Team configuration is taken as
input for recommending players. Players are listed out using Level 2 embeddings against whom
the opposing players are weak, from all countries. After that, for each opposition player, we
check if there is a significant similarity in the Level 1 player embedding of a player from our
team and any player in the above list of players against whom the opposition players have
weaknesses. If so, then we can say that the player will outperform that opposition player. This
approach is derived from collaborative filtering (explained in Y. Koren et al. [15]) as it uses an
embedding based approach, although they were built without the use of supervised learning.
Rather, we use a completely statistical approach to derive the embeddings.
We first adapt our solution to satisfy the constraints. Hence, the required number of
wicketkeepers are selected first. Afterwards, the batsmen and bowlers are selected. Selection of
these players depends on the opposition. For batsmen and wicketkeepers, the bowlers in
opposition are considered, while bowlers are selected considering the batsmen in the opposition
team.

4.1. Bipartite Graph Representation
A representation in the form of a bipartite graph can be constructed, where batsman is on one
side, and bowlers are on the other, and vice versa. This representation is constructed based on the
weakness of the opposition's players. A player of our team and the opposing team is connected by
an edge, if the similarity between one of the players whom the player in the opposing team is
weak, with our player, is below a threshold. Thus, we can construct such graph for batsmen and
bowlers of our team, with bowlers and batsmen on the other side of the graph, respectively. Level
2 embeddings are used to construct the bipartite graph.

4.2. Ordering Players from Bipartite Graphs
Each edge on the bipartite graph has an edge weight equal to 𝜙Player against each other from Level
1 embeddings. For each player of our team, we compute 𝛿, which is defined as δ
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠
= 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 using the edges connected to the player node. The significance of
selecting 𝛿 as the deciding parameter is that a player with high variance would have a lot of
difference in the 𝜙Player against the player he/she dominates, thus providing greater risk to the
team. Hence, stability across the players dominated is also considered in our algorithm. We sort
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the players in decreasing order of 𝛿 and make the selection.

4.3. Selection of Players from the Orderings
We construct the orderings of batsman, bowlers, and wicketkeepers. Wicketkeepers are selected
first, as our recommendation should satisfy the constraints mentioned in section 3.3.3. While
selecting the required number of batsmen, we check if they can bowl too and if so, whether they
can bowl better than they can bat. So, we pick players with role batting all-rounder or bowling
all-rounder. Similarly, bowlers and bowling all-rounders are picked.

5. EXPERIMENTS
CRICTRS involves a comprehensive embedding-based approach, where we represent a player as
an embedding and select a team against the opposition using it. Different experiments were done
to ensure the quality of individual components and a validation of overall results was also done.

5.1. Validating the Player Embeddings
The derived embeddings were validated by analysing the clusters of formed by them. Two of the
obtained clusters from above are shown in table 3 and table 4.
Table 3. Cluster of similar Batsmen

Table 4. Cluster of similar Bowlers

Alastair Cook
Marcus Trescothik
Nathan Astle
Hashim Amla
Virat Kohli
David Warner

Saad Nasim
Ajit Agarkar
Khaled Mahmud
Rubel Hossain
Umesh Yadav
CR Braithwaite
Azhar Ali

As we can observe from the above, the players in the same cluster, either have same playing style
or they have dominated over similar kind of opposition. This validates our idea of modelling the
players as embeddings, to capture the strengths, weaknesses, and other traits of the player, which
is difficult to capture from statistics only.

5.2. Team Recommendation for Different Matches
We used CRICTRS to get teams for different matches. We obtained recommended team for
South Africa, for the Australia v/s South Africa match on Oct 2, 2016. Using the Level 1 and
Level 2 embeddings we obtained the bipartite graphs as shown in figure-4 and figure-5. The team
recommended by CRICTRS, with a team composition of 5 batsman, 4 bowlers, 1 wicketkeeper
and 1 bowling all-rounder is shown in table 5. On comparing with the team that played in the
actual match, we see that CRICTRS suggests Hashim Amla in place of Behardien, while rest of
the team is same. In the actual match, Behardien did not perform well. Also, when Hashim Amla
played in the next match on Oct 5, 2016 against Australia then he performed significantly better
than Behardien. Similarly, Indian team for the India v/s Pakistan match on 4th June 2017 was
derived. As the two cricketing nations, do not play much cricket against each other, the versus
statistical data is not available. Thus, CRICTRS provides an efficient team recommendation
mechanism in such case by identifying similarities from the players opposition has already faced.
The team recommended by CRICTRS, with a team composition of 3 batsman, 4 bowlers, 1
wicketkeeper, 1 batting all-rounder and 1 bowling all-rounder is shown in table 6.
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Table 5. Recommended Players for Australia v/s South Africa
Batsman
Hashim Amla
Faf du Plesis
David Miller
JP Duminy
Rilee Rossouw

Bowler
Imran Tahir
Kagiso Rabada
Dale Steyn
Andile Phelukwayo

Wicketkeeper
Q De Kock

Batting All-Rounder Bowling All-Rounder
None
Wayne Parnell

Table 6. Recommended Players for India v/s Pakistan
Batsman
Bowler
Rohit Sharma
Umesh Yadav
Virat Kohli
Jasprit Bumrah
Shikhar Dhawan R. Ashwin
B. Kumar

Wicketkeeper
MS Dhoni

Fig 4: Bipartite Graph Representation of Batsman
Bowler of South Africa against Australia

Batting All-Rounder Bowling All-Rounder
Kedhar Jadhav
Ravindra Jadeja
Hardik Pandya

Fig 5: Bipartite Graph Representation of
of South Africa against Australia
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5.2.1. Team Line-Up similarity for ICC CWC - 2019
Comparisons were done between CRICTRS team recommendation results and actual team lineups for ICC Cricket World Cup, 2019. The tournament had 48 matches in total, out of which 3
were abandoned due to rain, without a bowl bowled. For the other 45 matches, which had a
winner, we compared the similarity in the line-ups generated by CRICTRS and the team line-ups
in the actual match. The team composition for each team was kept similar to that in the actual
match. The results obtained are shown in table 7: Table 7. Team Line-up similarity for ICC CWC-2019

Winning Team
Losing Team

Team Line-up Similarity
82.47%
74.36

The low team line-up similarity with losing teams suggest that, CRICTRS recommends a
different line-up for losing teams. Also, high similarity with winning teams validates that
CRICTRS’s recommended team line-up have high winning chances. Thus, above statistics prove
useful in validating CRICTRS as a cricket team recommendation system.

6. CONCLUSION
CRICTRS provides a method to use historical data of different matches and recommend team
based on opposition's strengths and weaknesses. CRICTRS models players as embeddings using
the data and identifies weaknesses, strengths, and other traits of players. Cricket is an everevolving sport, with introduction of new rules, regulations, and technology. According to a new
set of rules, the ICC allows players, who suffer concussions during a match, to be replaced in
their team's playing XI [16]. However, the regulations emphasize on a 'like-for-like' replacement
for the concussed player and that part remains to be under dark clouds [17]. Our embedding
based approach can be used here, in finding and validating a ‘like-for-like’ replacement by
checking the similarity in player embedding of the injured player and the replacement. In our
analysis, we also tried to include domestic circuit players by using VORP ( Value Over
Replacement Player )[18] theory from baseball and consider a run scored by a domestic level
batsman against another bowler at domestic level, as 0.8 runs scored for the batsman and 1.2 runs
conceded for the bowler. Thus, players across various levels can be compared with this and a
uniform attribute is created.
Thus, CRICTRS can prove to be useful team recommendation tool and can help coaches and
team management to decide their team line-ups against an opposition. Also, CRICTRS can also
be extended to build a team recommendation system for other sports by modelling the sport game
as a Bernoulli trial with appropriate outcomes. The 𝜙Player can be evaluated using the data, and
the obtained rating system can be used to derive the embeddings in a similar manner.
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ABSTRACT
Online reviews now influence many purchasing decisions. However, the length and significance
of these reviews vary, especially when reviewers have different criteria for making their
assessments. In this paper, we present an efficient method for analyzing restaurant reviews on
the popular review site known as Yelp. We have created an application that uses web scraping,
natural language processing, and a blacklist to recommend customer favorite dishes from
restaurants. To test the app, we have conducted a qualitative evaluation of the approach.
Through analyzing two different ways to obtain Yelp reviews and evaluating our word filtering
process, we have concluded that an average of 51% of nonfood words are filtered out by the
blacklist we made. We provide further details of its deployment, user interface design, and
comparison to the opinion mining field, which utilizes similar tools to make financial market
predictions based on the perceived public opinion on social media.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Online user reviews provide feedback about a person’s experience with a business [1]. These
reviews are often written by customers and generally include an overall score based on a
customer’s experience and expectations with a service or product. As individual user reviews
often provide assessments based on different criteria, it is necessary to piece together a wide
range of customer preferences and impressions on different aspects of a service or product to get
a complete and accurate picture. This way, we are more well informed and aware of the
contrasting opinions regarding the business.
The internet not only provides easy access to large amounts of information but also serves as a
global forum and publishing platform [2]. With the rise of fast-paced modern technologies and
social networks, immediate satisfaction is granted to users because information can quickly be
found and read. As a result, more customers are using the internet to evaluate and comment on
services and products [3]. Online website reviews give customers the opportunity to share their
experiences and express their observations. Through the first-hand perspective of a customer,
user reviews detail the positives and negatives of an experience. Positive reviews are shown to
increase revenue, improve a company’s reputation, and boost customer loyalty. While positiv e
reviews strengthen the reliability and image of a service or product, negative reviews allow for
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improvement and strengthen credibility. When a business replies to a negative review, the
business acknowledges the complaint and shows that its values customer feedback. This
interaction provides an opportunity for a company to demonstrate its principles and reduces the
impact of negative reviews.
Online user reviews are important as they can influence purchasing decisions and determine the
reputation of a business [15]. Furthermore, these reviews encourage business and customer
relationships by allowing businesses to respond to customers and establish trust through customer
engagement. While reviews provide insight about a service or product, some reviews can be
extensive or resemble a rant. Although websites have implemented systems to filter out unhelpful
reviews, not many reviews are removed and most reviews are published onto the internet for
users to read. However, small business websites tend to lack users in the first place and therefore
have a low amount of reviews. A limited amount of reviews can mislead users as the few reviews
dominate the narrative of a service or product.
Luckily, there are websites dedicated to reviewing restaurants and businesses [14]. A popular
review site known as Yelp consolidates business information and allows customers to easily write
and read reviews. Large and small businesses alike are given a platform to gain recognition and
listen to customer feedback. An automated software finds effective reviews and recommends
highly rated restaurants and businesses. As Yelp’s automated software regularly tweaks itself and
gathers more reviews, the recommended reviews change over time. In order to simplify and ease
the task of reading tons of reviews, Yelp implements features known as “Review Highlights” and
“Popular Dishes”. The “Review Highlights” section points out popular words written in reviews
and is a quick way for users to discover the main components of a restaurant or business. While
the highlighted words usually refer to a location, item, or name, some words can be irrelevant or
unhelpful to users. Another feature is the “Popular Dishes” section. As the name suggests, this
section is a gathering of reviews and photos of popular foods. However, this feature does not
show up on all restaurant pages, and the dishes are automatically selected by Yelp’s machine
learning algorithm. Although Yelp uses algorithms to find popular words and dishes in reviews,
its sorting process is not always relevant, and the features do not apply to all businesses. To
improve their algorithms, Yelp has recently partnered with GrubHub to provide full restaurant
menus.
Since a majority of users seek restaurant information from Yelp, this project focuses on
facilitating the process of sorting information in restaurant reviews. The approach presented in
this paper focuses on recommending highly rated food dishes based on Yelp user reviews aided
by web scraping and sentiment analysis. We have developed Dishcovery, a mobile application
that allows users to discover the best tasting, most popular foods in nearby restaurants.
Dishcovery uses machine learning to compile Yelp reviews and construct a sentiment analysis
rating of food items in restaurants. Unlike Yelp which only provides an overall 5-star rating
system for reviews, Dishcovery ranks individual food dishes in restaurants on a precise decimal
scale from negative one to one. Using Yelp as a resource to provide restaurant reviews,
Dishcovery searches for food items and ranks the dishes based on the positive and negative
comments made in reviews. The mobile application is supported by a back end that collects data
from Yelp, sorts out food dishes, and creates a numerical rating for each item. The strength of
Dishcovery is that through the method of web scraping, we are able to apply our application to
find the recommended items of any customer review-based website. This includes already
popular websites such as Angie’s List, Trip Advisor, Google My Business and much more. Our
program can easily expand beyond recommending restaurants on Yelp. Without drastically
changing the code, our application can compile a list of favorite aspects from a service, trip, or
company.
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We have experimented with two different methods to extract user reviews from Yelp. First, we
tested the Yelp Fusion API that provides free access to over 50 million businesses [11]. We
initially thought this would be a good way to request the Yelp data. However, the API is
restrictive and only provides a limited amount of information. For example, API requests are
capped at 5000 calls per day and only three partial reviews of 160 characters total are provided
for each call. We contacted Yelp to increase our daily calls and get access to more Yelp reviews,
but they rejected our request for academic use. These restrictions prevented us from getting
enough information to run the machine learning algorithms necessary for finding food items. We
decided to try another method to get more data. Second, we used the Python requests library
combined with Beautiful Soup to extract all the reviews. Although the Python web scraping gave
us a plentiful amount of information from the Yelp URL pages, it was difficult to locate all the
reviews because they were in separate places in the HTML code. By using the Python library
Beautiful Soup to parse the HTML code, it simplified this process and grouped all the reviews
together in a list. The list created for each business has more information than the Yelp Fusion
API and allows for better filtering of the food items. Beautiful Soup provides the best results
because the Yelp reviews can be quickly found by the HTML tag names and organized together.
These experiments have helped us find the best way to obtain the Yelp reviews.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the four main challenges and
limitations we encountered during the making of our program. Section 3 identifies the solutions
and steps we took to combat the challenges mentioned in Section 2. Section 4 showcases the two
evaluations we conducted and an analysis of the results; Section 5 cites the relevant related works
from other authors for further reading as well as comparisons to our own work. At the end in
Section 6, we conclude the paper, restate the main ideas, and explain the future work of our
project.

2. CHALLENGES
There are a few of challenges existing in the project. They will be discussed one by one in this
section.

2.1. Challenge 1: Limited information from Yelp Fusion API
A big part of Yelp’s success stems from obtaining a large amount of user data and business
information. Since Dishcovery recommends food dishes from restaurant reviews, it also depends
on abundant data sets. We initially used the restaurant information and user reviews provided by
Yelp Fusion API through Postman. Although easy to access, the Yelp API limits the amount of
data developers can view and only provides developers three incomplete reviews for each
business. The limited reviews do not present a complete picture of a business and provide
inadequate information necessary for running the natural language processing and sentiment
analysis machine learning algorithms. As a result, few food items were identified and the
algorithm inaccurately analyzed the overall sentiment of the reviews.
For example, the restaurant review from Yelp Fusion API provides the text “This is one of my
favorite restaurants. The food here is so different in a good way. They serve good quality food.
My favorite things to get from here are…” The review is cut off and the food recommendations
are not shown. This creates a problem for the machine learning algorithms because there are not
enough words to analyze and no food items to extract. We addressed this by using the method of
web scraping to get the full user reviews from Yelp.
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Figure 1: A limited review from Yelp Fusion API that has its food recommendations cut off.

2.2. Challenge 2: Difficulty identifying food items
Reviews address many aspects of a business or restaurant and contain a lot of information.
Therefore, it can be difficult to filter out the keywords, like food items and beverages.
Additionally, slang and typos often confuse the sorting algorithm. For example, words such as
‘table’ and ‘smile’ are sometimes classified as potential dishes. Although Google Natural
Language API has a powerful model that identifies parts of speech, it has trouble with sorting out
nouns and often groups them into the other category. The other category requires more
implementation of filtering algorithms as it stores the words the natural language processing
could not identify. For our purposes, the list needs to be shortened and only contain words
relevant to items on a restaurant menu. We fixed this problem by creating a blacklist of common
words mistaken by the API to be a dish. The unrelated words in this list will be filtered out,
leaving the food dishes.

2.3. Challenge 3: Analyzing positive and negative comments
Most restaurant and business reviews have an overall positive or negative tone. Although Yelp’s
5-star rating system does give us an idea of the reviewer’s opinion, it can occasionally be an
unreliable indicator of the feelings expressed in a review. For example, every reviewer has
different criteria for rating a restaurant. One customer may express that the food was great but
give a three-star review while another customer may express that the food was okay and give the
restaurant a 5-star review. Looking at potentially inaccurate star ratings could influence the way
users initially view the restaurant. Thus, we decided to focus on the general sentiment of the
review instead of using Yelp’s rating system to give us a better understanding of the reviewer’s
intended tone. Using Google Natural Language API, we evaluated the sentiment analysis of each
review and ranked each dish on their positive or negative attribution from a precise scale of
negative one to one.

2.4. Challenge 4: Promotion of app
As a food recommendation program, we wanted Dishcovery to be accessible to the most people
and decided to make it an app. We started with building the application in Flutter to make it
available on both the Google Play Store and App Store [12]. Then, we improved the back-end
data collection to get more information and user reviews. The app has three pages: the main page,
the search page, and the about page. The main page and search page suggest nearby restaurants
and show pictures of food items. The about page gives a description of the app itself and
information about the creators of the app. To promote our app, we decided to create a website.
However, we were unsure of how to make it available online and how to build a presentable
website design. We solved this problem by finding a premade theme on Envato Market and
modifying its HTML code using Sublime Text to fit the Dishcovery app theme [13]. This allowed
us to share Dishcovery with more online users.
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3. SOLUTION
We have created Dishcovery, an app that recommends popular restaurant dishes from Yelp
reviews. When a user selects their desired restaurant or business, information such as pictures and
user reviews are collected from the Yelp website. The reviews are then filtered by machine
learning algorithms and a blacklist to find the popular dishes from positive Yelp reviews [9] . A
JSON file returns the highly recommended food items back to the app for the user to explore.
Main Page: The main page of Dishcovery uses location to recommend the top five most nearby
restaurants. Each restaurant includes the following details: restaurant name, distance to restaurant
from current location, average Yelp star rating, average cost of the food items on the menu, and a
picture of one of the dishes. The information inside each restaurant page includes the top five
most popular and highly recommended food dishes that are filtered by machine learning
algorithms addressed later in the paper.
The restaurant and business data come from the Yelp website. Yelp reviews are extracted from
the actual restaurant Yelp page using the method of web scraping aided by the Python package
Beautiful Soup [10]. Google Natural Language API and a blacklist sort out the food and drink
items and rank the sentiment of the items on a scale from negative one to one. A higher score
means that the item comes from a more positive review.
Search Page: The search page suggests hot searches that are frequently searched by Dishcovery
users. A small picture and the price of the suggested food items are shown. At the top of the page,
the search bar can be used to find restaurants.

Figure 2: Overview of Dishcovery

Mobile Application: The front end of the mobile application is developed in Dart, a fast and
object-oriented language that is used in Flutter apps. Created by Google, Flutter is a UI software
development package that can be used to make iOS and Android apps. The interface and design
of the three pages on our app are built in Flutter. The back end consists of using Beautiful Soup,
Google Natural Language API, and the blacklist we made.
In Beautiful Soup, the program parses through HTML code to find information through tags and
HTTP headers. As shown later in experiment 1, this web scraping process provides more user
reviews than using Yelp Fusion API. After the reviews are gathered, we use natural language
processing to classify food items from the Yelp reviews. We chose the syntax analysis, entity
analysis, and sentiment analysis from Google Natural Language API because of its powerful deep
learning models and variety of features. Its ease of access and inexpensive price are also added
bonuses. The syntax analysis identifies parts of speech and sorts them into different categories.
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The entity analysis labels words by type, such as person or location. This is helpful for finding
the nouns and food items in the other category. The sentiment analysis creates a score of the
feeling expressed in the reviews and determines whether a review has a positive or negative tone.
Since the purpose of our app is to recommend popular dishes, we programmed the natural
language processing to only include positive reviews that have a positive sentiment score.

Figure 3: An analyzed food item returned from Google Natural Language API.

Although the entity analysis categorizes words into different types, many words that cannot be
identified by the machine learning algorithms are sorted into the other category. Since the food
items are in this category, we had to make additional parameters to sort them out. We created a
dictionary of words called the blacklist that stores words unrelated to food dishes. This way, the
nonfood words are sorted out through the blacklist and remaining words in the other category are
limited to the food items. However, this filtering method requires a lot of time as we have to
manually write out all the words in the list. After being refined by the blacklist, the condensed list
of food words is then returned in a JSON file to the app and shown to the user.
We made a Dishcovery website (dishcovery.app) to promote the services of our app and allow
users to easily contact us. The design of the website is created with a premade Envato Market
theme. After transferring the files onto GitHub, we hosted our website on GitHub Pages,
customized the layout to fit our needs, and bought a domain name. On the main page of the
website, we have conveniently included links for people to download the iOS and Android
versions of our app.

4. EXPERIMENT
4.1. Experiment 1: testing Data Retrieval Effectiveness
We have analyzed 50 Yelp restaurant reviews from 5 different cities to evaluate the advantages of
web scraping with Beautiful Soup over Yelp Fusion API. To count the number of food items, we
ran the reviews from Beautiful Soup and Yelp Fusion API through the same machine learning
algorithms. As previously mentioned, Yelp Fusion API only provides an average of 160
characters for the reviews in each restaurant. This is not enough for the machine learning
algorithms to find food items or accurately analyze the sentiment of the reviews. The solution is
web scraping with Beautiful Soup because extracting the full reviews directly from the Yelp
restaurant website page provides the most updated and accurate results. Our results show that
Beautiful Soup consistently recommends more food items over Yelp Fusion API.
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Figure 4: test results of Beautiful soup and Fusion

As shown in Figure 4, there is a significant difference between the number of food items returned
by Beautiful Soup and Yelp Fusion API. Since Yelp API provides such limited data, the number
of food items in the reviews is consequently very low. This can be seen by the red line (Yelp
Fusion API) constantly returning numbers close to 0. The results support our conclusion that
another solution is required in which more reviews are provided. We used Beautiful Soup to
maximize the amount of reviews we could obtain from Yelp. By using the data shown in a
restaurant’s HTML page on Yelp, we were allowed to access a lot more reviews. In comparison
to Yelp Fusion API, the blue line (Beautiful Soup) constantly outputs an average of 105 food
items. This disparity shows that the web scraping method proposed fixes the limited amount of
data Yelp Fusion API provides.
Since the main goal of our app is to recommend customer favorite food dishes to users, it is
important that the recommendations are accurate. To ensure that unrelated words are not mixed in
with the recommendations, we have manually created a blacklist to filter out those unrelated
words. In our second experiment, we tested the effectiveness of the blacklist by collecting
samples from 50 different restaurants in 5 different locations to ensure the reliability of the final
food recommendations. The experiment data can also serve as a future reference for retrieval
improvement to the blacklist. The outlier, being the difference of 77.6 in ‘City 2’, shows that we
could filter out more unrelated words.

4.2. Experiment 2: Reliability of Blacklist and Retrieval Improvement
Experiment 2 focuses on measuring the effectiveness and reliability of the added blacklist. Food
items in Yelp reviews from 50 restaurants in 5 different cities are collected and averaged. The
numbers in the ‘Without Blacklist’ column signify the mean amount of dish words the algorithm
finds from the restaurant reviews in each city, including all unrelated words that the algorithm
picked up on as well. The numbers in the ‘Blacklist’ column include the mean amount of dish
words in each city NOT including the unrelated words that have been filtered by the blacklist.
Through the results of experiment 2, we have found that the blacklist is very effective in filtering
out words that are not food dishes. In some cases, the blacklist even blocks out more than half of
the original words in the retrieval sample. This can be seen in the ‘Difference’ column, which
shows how many unrelated words the blacklist has filtered out.
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The results of both experiments prove that our proposed solutions are valid and beneficial to the
application. In experiment 1, we tested the effectiveness of using Beautiful Soup and Yelp Fusion
API to output the food words found in the Yelp reviews. We concluded that the web scraping
with Beautiful Soup always produced more food words than Yelp Fusion API. The low word
count from Yelp Fusion API is attributed to the restrictions from Yelp of only providing three
review excerpts for each restaurant. By using Beautiful Soup instead, we are able to gather more
reviews and return additional food items. Another experiment analyzed the reliability of the
blacklist we created to filter out non-food words. In the results from experiment 2, the large
difference between using the blacklist and not using the blacklist was expected because the
blacklist is a very long list that encompasses most of the common unrelated food words. The data
from this experiment confirmed that the blacklist did improve the relevancy of the food items by
a large margin and the reliability of the app overall.

5. RELATED WORK
There are many methods of applying sentiment analysis in online social platforms to observe
public opinion and predict potential sways in financial markets [4] [5] [6]. Although both the
opinion mining project and Dishcovery use sentiment analysis for prediction, Dishcovery web
scrapes from Yelp while the opinion mining project scrapes from Twitter. These two platforms,
though formatted similarly in short paragraphs of user input, are functionally distinct and have
different algorithms of correlation and accuracy contributing to the final prediction. Both
programs are bound to have inaccuracies because they scrape solely from one platform. Public
sentiment on Twitter is likely to be different from public sentiment on other social media
platforms, so stock market changes cannot be determined from Twitter alone. Similarly, there are
other restaurant review websites aside from Yelp that may have different review sentiment.
This paper highlights the use of web-scraping software in searching for grey literature, referring to
any research that is either unpublished or non-commercially published [7]. Since searching for
grey literature online is often “time-consuming” and “challenging”, web scraping can be very
useful in “extracting data from multiple pages of search results.” Unlike Dishcovery, the grey
literature search is not limited to any particular website and does not use sentiment analysis to
recommend users particular literature. Instead, it finds patterns in the documents to extract.
Dishcovery is confined to scraping on Yelp and analyzes the sentiment of reviews. Although the
main purpose of these projects is dissimilar, they both use web scraping to gather the bulk of their
data.
Although similar to the first related work, this paper discusses the importance and potential for
polarity detection and gives more of a general overview of opinion mining. Like Dishcovery,
opinion mining would likely utilize both web scraping and sentiment analysis to make predictions
[8]. Though opinion mining can be extremely helpful in the financial sector, its predictions need
to be very accurate and political and social preferences cannot be determined from the internet
alone. The same hurdle applies to Dishcovery: although Yelp plays a big role
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in public sentiment for the restaurant experience, good dishes cannot be predicted from Yelp
alone. Word of mouth is still very much prevalent, which simply cannot be accounted for in
opinion mining or Yelp recommendations.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed a simple and efficient way for people to discover food dishes
from different restaurants. Our mobile app encourages users to visit local restaurants and go out of
their comfort zones to try food items from different cuisines. Aided by data from Yelp, this
application gathers reviews, analyzes the overall tone of the reviews, and filters out the popular
dishes.
Some of the challenges we faced when making our app include having access to too few Yelp
reviews and having difficulty identifying food items. To address these problems and further
elaborate on the methods we used to solve them, we performed two evaluations. Our first
evaluation of the different approaches to obtain and analyze user reviews shows that Beautiful
Soup consistently returns more food items than Yelp Fusion API. To illustrate, the average
amount of food words Beautiful Soup analyzes is 105.7 while the average amount Yelp Fusion
API analyzes is 3.6. The increased amount of data provided by Beautiful Soup allows for more
accurate sentiment analysis of user reviews. In our other evaluation, we found that the blacklist
does a good job of removing nonfood words and improves the accuracy of the output. Our results
show that the filtering process filters out an average of 51% of the unrelated words from Google
Natural Language API. Both of the results in our evaluations, as provided in Figure 5 and Table 1,
prove that using web crawling with Beautiful Soup and the blacklist we made are useful solutions
for the challenges we initially encountered.
For future work, we plan to improve our food sorting method and blacklist. We noticed that the
word sorting groups in Google Natural Language API are too broad for the purposes of our app,
so other natural language processing services can potentially be used to improve the efficiency of
sorting. Although the current approach is applying a blacklist for narrowing down the food words
from Google Natural Language API, this method is inefficient and requires us to look through the
result output. Furthermore, it is impossible for the blacklist to filter out all the nonfood items from
the Yelp reviews.
In the future, Dishcovery could be capable of identifying bots and fake negative reviews by
competing restaurants. Also, we are considering creating a machine learning algorithm that learns
to identify food items and works alongside the natural language processing service. This will
improve the accuracy of the list of food words for each restaurant and possibly eliminate the
blacklist. Thus, a more effective and adaptable solution could be implemented.
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ABSTRACT
Since the moment human step into the high technology era, the world that people live in has
changed subversively. As more and more unprecedented advancement being discovered,
modern life of today’s people is now incredibly convenience. However, when the internet has
played a pivotal role in everyday life, among the information that we are getting, countless of
them are fraudulent. This paper designs a website to filter the influence of fake comments made
to the product. We applied our application to the most commonly used shopping platform,
Amazon, and conducted a qualitative evaluation of the approach. With a large amount of
trained data, the sentiment analysis program can filter the fraudulent and odd comments and to
give a more accurate score regarding a product by reading through each comment. This will
definitely help consumers determine whether a product is fine or not.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Online shopping is grueling, picking one from a giant product that fit the most can take a lot of
time [1]. Imagine searching for a simple item and thousands of tabs emerged out, not a very
pleasant experience [2]. Among them, there are things people cannot see that are behind the
curtain. There are people making money by stealing other people’s information; there are also
people making money by posting false information. Fraudulent pieces of information are
omnipresent on the internet, it is hard to not put yourself in a jeopardizing situation when you
have no idea what your circumstance is. But people nowadays cannot really live without using an
online shopping platform once in a while. So, filtering and summarizing a product is a delirious
need on the internet. The ranking websites are now ubiquitous, there is IMDB [3] for movie and
TV show rank, there is U.S. News for best university rank, but there is not really a shopping rank
that can help customers make the right decision, so there comes The Real Shopping Ranks! There
has to be some improvement in the shopping experience. A well generated informational website
should be given to customers for them to make a better shopping decision. While making the
information on shopping platforms more transparent, it is also a step forward for making a better
cosmopolitan online community.
Some of the ranks generating techniques and systems that have been proposed to generate
information, for such as movies shows or colleges, all around the internet, which allow the user to
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see the translucent information. However, the biggest issue is that there is no rank is generated
specifically for improving the shopping experience [4]. The only rank customers can use is by the
shopping platform, which usually includes sponsors and fake promotions and is not trustworthy.
Also, their implementations are usually biased, samples with more people buying them will
increasingly get more reviews, and so on. Even if people trust the rank given by a shopping
platform, the options for people are too less to see products from different perspectives; such as
popularity, price, delivery time, are not available. Many times, customers may seek help from
other buyers, but they are no believable either. Some of them are paid to write positive comments,
or on the other way, paid to write extremely negative comments. Customers who really want to
buy often swamp while reading long comments that seem to take forever. The tools that are
available are so scarce, because of that, many people appeal that they would rather go shopping in
store without being influenced by others. Internet is like a deep and dark mire, people with their
own knowledge usually lead them to the wrong direction. A data- based rank is needed to be
invented for customers as a reference when buying goods. This can not only save customers’
time, help them make the right decision, but also, to discover the potential of sentiment analysis
when applied to real life situation[5][6][7].
In this paper, we follow the same line of research by some of the present ranks like IBDM, US
News, and Amazon’s ranking. Inspired by shopping experience in Amazon, most of the data are
extract from Amazon.com. There are some good features that can indicate some useful
information about their goods, such as the large sample scale, pictures in different sizes, and score
movements. Upon the great number of products in Amazon, we want to make it less messy than it
is right now. Our goal is to provide a detailed, trustworthy shopping ranks that can allow
customers to swiftly make the right shopping decision. Our rank can generate a non- biased rank
by collecting product information and worth trust comments after the filtering program. The score
can indicate whether a product is fine or not. This is meant to save customers time and prevent
them from doing too much research and bought the product they do not actually like. Time is
your money, efficiency is your life, it is especially important to do things fast in this modern
society. Rank show everything, without jumping over tabs, a clean table will help people find the
one they want.
In the application scenario, we demonstrate how machines can combine and generate information
for shopping usage. We show the usefulness of our approach by a comprehensive case study on
the evolution of sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis is to processing natural language and
study affective states from text. The machine has been applied sentiment analysis function and
can give a positive/negative point for texts. By using that, machine can break down each part of
the text and read through it to generate a summarizing average point. The un matching of
comment and stars will no longer exist in the view of average point system. This allows
customers to identify the quality without reading through all the comments.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 includes the challenges we faced during the
experiment and designing the sample; Section 3 on the next focuses in detail on our solution in
relation to our challenges; Section 4 presents the relevant details about the experimental structure,
following by section 5 are related works to this research. And the end of the paper is section 6,
which gives the concluding remarks, as well as pointing out the significance of our research and
future works of this project.
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2. CHALLENGES
2.1. CHALLENGE1
When trying to research in a new field, there will always be some issues that came up. Creating
program and researching a topic requires patient. And I faced many unprecedented issues
throughout the whole process. One of the issues that I struggled with was finding the crawling
information. Since I am new to web design field, it took me long time to get use to the form of
HTML. Also, as I was organizing the code, I often encounter the time when crawling fails.
Because I was not familiar with the form, I faced many emerging problems. Fortunately, I
overcome with challenges by keep trying. I can keep on doing what I was doing because I know
that Sentiment Data Analytics Can offer people in real life a doable solution, bring them
convenience and solve the present real-life problem. It is challenging to do something that are out
of our comfort zone, but being able to contribute to the computational study and discover more
potential about artificial intelligence is such a pleasure for us to do.

2.2. CHALLENGE2
When going into the real program steps, debug is a huge challenge. It happens sometimes that the
program suddenly closed when it was working properly moment before. It took us hours to figure
out different types of problems, even sometimes it could be little things like spacing in python.
And this requires us to do a tremendous amount of independent research to construct this
program. Working all the way to be able to finish the program took a lot of physical and mental
strength, but the feeling of fullness when finish building the main structure is the feeling that
cannot be told byword.

2.3. CHALLENGE3
As we go in depth to the research program, I noticed how lack my technical programming
knowledge was. Building a intact program requires the programmer to be able to switch back and
forth between different languages. So, in order to get the program on going, I spent much of time
learning new programming language that I had not get in touch with. I spent a lot more time dive
deeper into this topic and see the essence of it. It was difficult to balance school work and extra
research study, though, I eventually made it. Besides all of the hard works, I learned many
through the study. About how to do independent research and how to do a thing steadfast.
Challenge will be over but the lesson from that will remain.

3. SOLUTION
The real shopping ranks is a computer-generated sentiment analysis ranking system [13]. With
the navbar on the top, table, and detailed description on the bottom, product ranking detail will
show up once keywords were typed and loading was done.
In current phenomenon, loading may take few minutes, and once the loading is finished, table
with product details will be created along with each section Images, names, prices, and Amazon’s
ratings are utilized from the original product page. Other than that, the pivotal part of the rank is
the sentiment score. Scores are generated by processing reviews using Sentiment Analysis. AI
machine learning using the Textblob library can gives us a number range between 0 and 1
regarding to the positivity of the sentence segment [14][15]. With a large amount of trained data,
we can filter the fraudulent and odd comments, and give a more accurate score using the product
comments. Nonetheless, the score that shows on the website are not just about the sentiment score
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given by our machine. Combining partial of Amazon score and sentiment score, the final score
will be partially of both and will be a highly valued number for users. This will help consumers
determine which product is truly the best.

Figure 1: overview of TrueReview

The real shopping ranks were designed by using multiple coding languages, such as Python,
HTML, JavaScript, and CSS. Each played an important role in this program. We also imported
many different libraries to each of the programming languages which helps us more efficiently
built the program. Python was mainly used in the crawling process; data were extracted from the
Amazon shopping platform. We essentially used Textblob [8] and Beautiful soup [9] for most
parts of our python code. Beautiful soup first helped us abstract the pieces of information so that
Textblob can analyze textual information and turn it into sentiment points. The points were range
between 0 and 1, 0 being the least positive and 1 being the most positive. Python was able to go
into the website and captured any useful information for our project. HTML, on the other hand,
played the most important role in our program.
In this platform, JavaScript and CSS were able to customize the outcomes of our program and
transform it into useful work. Going into JavaScript, it can functionate all parts of the information
and made the website became “live”; Liking many logical functions with data were implementing
in here. CSS, on the other hand, format the website and display the functions and information to
each proper place. In the final display, we would not be able to create this neat website without
using many of the lovely functions from W3.CSS. On the demo picture below of our actual
website, we contained three main sections and one main ranking function. Three sections are
Home, About, how it works and Contact information. Each resemble the detail of the story behind
the program. Beside some customized website outfit, the actual ranking table is in the pivotal part
of the website page. It will be able to display once searching and loading was complete. To
overview the process, the initial data information was captured by crawler using Python,
beautifulsoup. Information were then processed by textblob library. And JavaScript connect the
imported data with HTML.
Finally, the website was displayed by CSS with the helping from W3.CSS library. By using
different sorts of methods and platforms, the real shopping ranks can only work properly and
sending useful information to more users.
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Figure 2: Interface of TrueReview

4. EXPERIMENT
The accuracy of the extracting data is extremely important. An analysis-based program can only
be trustworthy when the data are extremely accurate. In our case, we want to know the percentage
correctness of our crawling information. To do so, we hand record name, price, star rating of 10
products. We let the crawler to get those ten products’ basic information to see if it is highly
accurate. We will recode the correct number of information and report it in percentage.
After the running through the crawling process, the result was out. The data was 100% accurate
compare to the hand record data. The crawling process is highly accurate. This helps us support
the sentiment analysis process after the data collection, which make the analysis more accurate
andmoretrustworthy.Theaccuracyofthedataisextremelyimportant,iftheinformationextract from the
page is not exactly the same, then any more future analysis is not believable. Fortunately, our
product information is accurate and our rating system is very authentic.
To test the accuracy of our program, we collected product comments from total of 100 products.
Using our crawler, we were able to utilize the product information from the original shopping
platform. But in this experiment, we focused on the product review data. We trained the machine
and made it read through product comments and to compare the result with the original rating
stars.
After the collection of data and the processing of the scores, the results came out. Most of the
sentiment scores are lower than the actual score to our surprise. Because of the limitation of
Amazon’s rating system, there are only 5 stars to choose for rating a product. By using our
sentiment system, we are able to range the score more widely and make the score more accurate
and fit to what reviewers’ original thoughts.
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By doing the two experiment above, we were able to prove that our essential data and extensive
data are accurate. The accuracy of the extracting data is huge. An analysis base ranking program
cannot be trusted if the information given are fraudulent. The purpose of our program is to give
accurate information and point out right directions for customers. We would not want our data to
be inaccurate and trick the customers for second time. Although there are still space to improve,
overall, we are very satisfied about how accurate our crawling and analysis system are.

5. RELATED WORK
Pranking with Ranking is a research paper written by Koby Crammer and Yoram Singer [10]. In
the paper, they discuss about the evaluation of ranking system. They tried to find a more accurate
ranking system while we are trying to create a sentiment based ranking system with the actual
existed data. Our project focus more on generating product review rating which can give
customers a better look at the products’ quality. On the other hand, Koby and Yoram’s work
based on creating a new way of generating the ranks which covers more various field.
Adaptive ranking system for information retrieval is a research paper adapted by Shih-Chio
Chang, Anita Chow and Min-Wen Du [11]. They talked about how importing customized
weighted system and tags into ranks can make it more accurate. Our project, on the other hand set
a 3:7 rate weighted correlation between sentiment score and amazon’s score. We can easily
provide a general information while their project can give more possibility to customers and make
customers decide what kind of rank they want to see.
The team that research on Ranking products by mining comparison sentiment dive deep in the
sentiment analysis in ranking products [12], and this is actually very similar to what we are doing.
In their program, provide different ways of ranking a product instead of actually doing a program.
We, on the other hand, extract all reviews and average them. In their research, they conclude
multiple ways that sentiment analysis can be involved into ranking system. And for us, although
our program is not perfect, but we were able to actually apply sentiment analysis to ranking
system and send useful message to other people.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
To conclude, there many gruelling issues in modern shopping platforms, customers may spend
hours finding a product that fits them the most. The main reasons are that the unrelated products,
fraudulent comments, and too many buying options slow down their shopping speed. Time is
even more valuable than gold, in wanting to help others saving time and realizing how bad online
shopping experience in our daily life is, we proposed a sentiment-based ranking program. We
wanted to conclude product information from multiple websites into one single table as well as a
generated sentiment score. By using HTML, Python, JavaScript, and CSS, we were able to
construct the main structure of the rating system. After crawling data by Python and Textblob,
analysis text using beautifulsoup we turned the piece of information into an actual website by
using JavaScript, HTML, CSS, and W3.CSS library. Along with wrapping up the program, two
experiments were being done. One proof that our crawling information was accurate and other
proof our sentiment score being real and trustworthy. Since we are doing a data-based ranking
analysis program, we will need to be giving out high valued information. A shopping program
will not be successful if it cannot give accurate information and point out the right direction for
customers. By performing experience, we were able to prove experimentally that our program is
believable.
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In the current state, our program made many compromises which led to limitations of our
program. The running speed of our program is at a low level. Because of that, we can only have
two products comparison in one time, which limit many of the potential possibility of our
program. Similarly, because of the loading speed, we cannot let our program to complete reading
every single comment under one product, which made the sentiment score a little bit off of where
it should be.
Speeding up our program is the main future work we were going to try to solve in the future. The
process of crawling data, processing scores, and loading the page takes a lot of time, but we must
optimize our algorithm to speed up our program. With the speeding up of the program, we could
make the website more valuable and discovering its more potential possibilities.
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ABSTRACT
Learning from the multidimensional data has been an interesting concept in the field of machine
learning. However, such learning can be difficult, complex, expensive because of expensive data
processing, manipulations as the number of dimension increases. As a result, we have
introduced an ordered index-based data organization model as the ordered data set provides
easy and efficient access than the unordered one and finally, such organization can improve the
learning. The ordering maps the multidimensional dataset in the reduced space and ensures that
the information associated with the learning can be retrieved back and forth efficiently. We have
found that such multidimensional data storage can enhance the predictability for both the
unsupervised and supervised machine learning algorithms.

KEYWORDS
Multidimensional, Euclidean norm, cosine similarity, database, model, hash table, index, Knearest neighbour, K-means clustering.

1. INTRODUCTION
Searching, classifying, predicting the multidimensional data have been the most interesting
applications of today’s machine learning algorithms [1],[2]. As the number of dimensions, size of
data increase, so does the overall complexity of pre-processing, searching, classifying or
predicting such data sets using machine learning algorithms [3]. To overcome such complexity,
we have introduced a data organization model that can enhance overall learning outcome while
keeping the necessary information associated with the learning in a reduced dimensional space.
The multidimensional data requires high dimensional data storage, access models. There are
several high dimensional data organization models as SR-tree [4], R-tree [5], kd-tree [6]. These
are tree-based data organization models that follow the complexity of tree while inserting,
deleting multidimensional data. One of the recent patents from Google [7] has explained the
methods of searching the multidimensional dataset by mapping the data to the nodes in the
multidimensional hyperspace. However, we are interested to design a data organization model for
the multidimensional data in a reduced space that has efficient data access, manipulation schema
along with the stored information that can be used in the learning outcome of the machine
learning algorithms.
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To design such multidimensional data organization model, we have introduced a
multidimensional index-based data organization model that can be used in the machine learning
algorithm. This data organization model is ordered on the Euclidean norm and stores the original
index position along with the Euclidean norm of the datasets. This ordering allows searching in
logarithmic time and index mapping to the original database in constant time. As a result, the
overall data organization model provides a reduced space along with the original index-Euclidean
norm pair that can be reused in the machine learning computation enhancing the overall learning
outcome.
The following sections and subsections explain the overall data organization model, its
applications on the supervised, unsupervised machine learning models, implementations, results
and analysis.

2. DATA ORGANIZATION MODEL
The data organization model is a two-dimensional map (e.g. reduced space) of the original
multidimensional dataset (e.g. Fig. 1) that keeps the information (e.g. original index position and
Euclidean norm) by the increasing order of the Euclidean norm of the datasets. As a result, this
information can be accessed and reused efficiently. As for example, the Euclidean norm can be
reused in the Euclidean distance [8], cosine similarity [9] calculation etc. Additionally, such
ordered data organization model can provide the searching spaces for a point of interest that can
enhance finding its nearest neighbours, clusters etc. Thus, the ordered index-based database
provides important information that can enhance the predictability of the machine learning
algorithms. We have provided further details in the following subsections.

Figure 1. Original multidimensional datasets and ordered index-based data organization model.

2.1. Ordered Index-Based Database
The ordered database is organized from the original data source. It is ordered by the Euclidean
norm and stores both the original index position and the Euclidean norm. As a result, the
Euclidean norm can be mapped to the original index position of the data directly. This index and
Euclidean norm can be stored as a pair to a hash table that forms the ordered database (e.g. Fig.
1).
The Euclidean norm of an n dimensional vector (e.g. x) has the following formula:
Euclidean_norm(x) =

(1)
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The Euclidean distance between the two multidimensional vector (e.g. x, y) has the following
formula:
Euclidean_distance(x,y) =
(2)
=

2

[e.g. expanding

formula] (3)

=
[e.g. from (1)] (4)
Hence, the unknown part of formula (4) is the dot product of the two vectors. The rest is available
from the Euclidean norm of the database. This can be reused in calculating the cosine similarity
of the two multidimensional vectors as suggested by the following cosine formula:
(5)
The denominator part of (5) is also available from the database. Additionally, such organization
of the multidimensional data sets provides the nearest neighbour searching space for a dataset. It
means that the nearest neighbours for a data can exist within a minimum distance between two
immediate neighbours of the dataset as it is explained in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Index vs Euclidean Norm of the ordered database. The nearest neighbours of z exist in the circle
having the radius of the minimum distance of its immediate neighbour (e.g. a).

We find from the Fig. 2 is that the two immediate neighbours are one index up and down (e.g.
left and right of z in Fig. 2) respectively from the index position of the data of interest in the
ordered database. Next, the minimum Euclidean distance between these two immediate
neighbours provides the searching space (e.g. radius of the circle in Fig. 2) for the nearest
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neighbours of the dataset of interest. The index positions of the dataset in the ordered database
can be retrieved in logarithmic time by the binary search and then their original index position in
the database in constant time (e.g. Fig. 1). As a result, the ordered database can provide the
searching space information that can be used in the supervised and unsupervised machine
learning algorithms. The overall searching space for a point of interest along with the reusage of
the above computations has been listed as Algorithm 1: Nearest Neighbour Searching Algorithm
(NNSA) below.
ALGORITHM 1: Nearest Neighbor Searching Algorithm (NNSA)
Function NNSA (x, ordered_db, original_db):
Input: A point (x), ordered database (ordered_db), original database (original_db).
Output: Two immediate neighboring index (e.g. ui, di) of x.
index_pos_x, euclidean_norm_x = ordered_db[x]
index_up = index_pos_x+1
index_down = index_pos_x-1
xu, euclidean_norm_up = ordered_db[index_up]
xd, euclidean_norm_down = ordered_db[index_down]
x1 = original_db[xu]
x2 = original_db[xd]

d = min (d1, d2)
d_up = euclidean_norm_x - d
d_down = euclidean_norm_x+d
ui = ordered_db[d_down]
di = ordered_db[d_up]
return ui, di

2.2. An Organized Data Model Based Supervised Learning
The supervised learning model requires the labelled data sets for learning and predicting the
outcome. This labelling information is used during the training steps. The model executes
different types of computations (e.g searching, comparing etc.) at the training phase. We have
explained how the ordered index-based database can enhance such computations as well as
learning the outcome in this subsection.
We have used the K nearest neighbour (KNN) supervised learning model [10] as this is one of the
most fundamental supervised learning algorithms. In KNN algorithm, the neighbours for a new
point of interest in the dataset are the K closest instances. To locate such K nearest neighbours,
the algorithm must first calculate the Euclidean distance between each record of the dataset and
the point of interest. Finally, it must sort all the datasets by their distances to the point of interest
to get the K required instances. There are several attempts to optimize the KNN using a multistep query processing strategy [8], GPU computing [11]. However, we are interested to optimize
the learning outcome of the KNN using the NNSA.
The NNSA can provide the KNNs for a point of interest while searching around the point. The
searching space can be increased by the same minimum amount of the radius of the searching
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space if the required number of nearest neighbours is not found within the initial searching space.
Additionally, the ordered database can be reused again to find the KNNs for a new point of
interest. Thus, this model helps avoiding repetitive expensive sort, computation operations. The
overall KNN algorithm using the NNSA has been listed as Algorithm 2: KNN Algorithm using
NNSA below.
ALGORITHM 2: KNN Algorithm using NNSA
Function K_NNSA (x, ordered_db, original_db, k, neighbor_list):
Input: A point (x), ordered database (ordered_db), original database (original_db), number of
neighbors (k) of x, list of nearest neighbors (neighbor_list) of x.
Output: List of nearest neighbors (neighbor_list) of x.
ui, di = NNSA (x, ordered_db, original_db)
neighbor_counter = 0
neighbor_list = []
u0 = ui
d0 = di
while neighbor_counter <= k do
if u0 – k <= 0 then
u0 = u0 – k
end if
if d0 + k < length(original_db) then
d0 = d0 + k
end if
up = u0
down = d0
while up <= down do
index_pos_up = ordered_db[up]
label_pos_up = original_db[index_pos_up]
if label_pos_up == x[label_index] then
neighbor_counter = neighbor_counter + 1
neighbor_list.
add(original_db[index_pos_up])
end if
index_pos_down = ordered_db[down]
label_pos_down = original_db[index_pos_down]
if label_pos_down == x[label_index] then
neighbor_counter = neighbor_counter + 1
neighbor_list.
add(original_db[index_pos_up])
end if
up = up + 1
down = down -1
if length(neighbor_list) == k then
return neighbor_list
end while
end while
return neighbor_list
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2.3. An Organized Data Model based Unsupervised Learning
The unsupervised learning algorithm does not require labelled datasets [12], rather can learn from
the unlabelled datasets. The existing K-means clustering algorithms calculate the Euclidean
distance among the centroids of the clusters and the points until the convergence [13], [14]. As a
result, the overall computation involved here are repetitive and thus, expensive. However, we
have organized the data such that this repetitive calculation can be reduced from multiple times to
single one. Additionally, the NNSA can also determine the minimum no. of clusters and finally,
this can be used to determine the optimum no. of clusters.
The ordered database can provide the minimum number of clusters by selecting the mid index
point (e.g. centroid) of the ordered database and then determining its searching space (e.g. Fig. 3)
by the NNSA. Next, this step can be repeated for the rest of the datasets above and below the
searching space of the mid index point until it covers the ordered database. Finally, this minimum
no. of clusters can be reduced to the optimum no. of clusters by applying agglomerative [15],
divisive [16], hierarchical [17] clustering algorithms.
The optimum number of clusters can be determined where the number of clusters and within
cluster sum of squares (WCSS) [18] begins to level off (e.g. elbow method). The WCSS is
defined as the sum of the squared distance between each member of the cluster (e.g., x) and its
centroid (e.g., c) and has the following formula:
(6)

Figure 3. Cluster formation by the ordered index-based database. Cluster 1 starts from the mid indexed
vector x (e.g. mid: x in the figure). Similar vectors belong to different clusters depending on the Euclidean
distance between the centroid and the cluster

Our proposed ordered database can provide the Euclidean norms to the formula (6) and thus, can
enhance the overall computation. The overall K-means algorithm using the NNSA has been listed
as Algorithm 3: K-means Algorithm using NNSA below.
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ALGORITHM 3: K-Means Algorithm using NNSA
Function K-Means_NNSA(x, ordered_db, original_db, centroid_list):
Input: Midpoint (x), ordered database (ordered_db), original database (original_db), list of
centroids (centroid_list).
Output: List of centroids (centroid_list).
up, down = NNSA (x, ordered_db, original_db)
centroid_list = []
centroid_list.add(original_db[x])
up = up / 2
n_points = down – up
max_size = length(original_db)
while up > 0 do
l, r = NNSA (up, ordered_db, original_db)
l = l – (n_points/2)
if l < 0 then
l=0
end if
r = r + (n_points/2)
if r >= down-1 then
r = down-1
add the point at the up index along with l, r to the centroid list
centroid_list.add(original_db[up])
break
end if
up = up / 2
end while
down = down + (n_points/2)
while down < max_size do
l, r = NNSA (down, ordered_db, original_db)
l = l – (n_points/2)
if l < 0 then
l=0
end if
r = r + (n_points/2)
if r >= max_size then
r = max_size - 1
centroid_list.add(original_db[down])
break
end if
down = down + n_points / 2
end while
return centroid_list

3. IMPLEMENTATIONS
All the algorithms above have been implemented in python version 3 [19]. The ordered database
of the NNSA is a python dictionary of the pair of original index position and Euclidean norm of
the multidimensional dataset. As result, this original index position can be mapped to the position
of the dataset in the original database directly. We have used the existing python libraries to sort
the dictionary by the Euclidean norm. The above three algorithms are three different python
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subroutines where the KNN and K-Means subroutines both interact with the NNSA subroutine.
Finally, all the subroutines along with the databases have been incorporated into a python class
file.

4. RESULTS
We have introduced an index-based data organizational model for the multidimensional data in a
reduced space to improve the predictability of the learning algorithms. The reduced space is a
two-dimensional space (e.g. a pair of original index and Euclidean norm) for the
multidimensional dataset. The organization of this reduced space requires the dataset to be sorted
by the Euclidean norm. Hence, there are some computations involved in the organization of the
data model. The computations include calculating the Euclidean norm, sorting by that norm and
finally, inserting as a pair of original index and Euclidean norm of the dataset into a dictionary.
We have defined the time required for such computations as the data model organization time and
analysed the effect of increasing the no. of dimensions, sizes of the datasets (e.g. Fig. 4, 5
respectively).

Figure 4. No. of dimensions vs Execution time of the data organization model for a fixed size data (e.g. 1
million).
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Figure 5. Data size vs execution time of the model for a fixed dimension size (e.g. 200).

We have executed the NNSA on an eight-core intel i7 2.60 GHz, 16 GB main memory PC and
received the above performance. It is evident that the NNSA algorithm requires more computing
resources for large size multidimensional datasets and can be further improved while
incorporating the computing power of the graphical processor unit (e.g. GPU) [20].
Next, we have compared our model with the existing models from the scikit-learn package [21].
We have used the iris dataset [22] to compare between the models that use the NNSA and that
don’t. We have found that the KNN model that uses the NNSA show better accuracy irrespective
to the no. of neighbours than that doesn’t (e.g. Fig. 6). As we have already explained in the
previous sections that the NNSA provides the searching space of the nearest neighbours for the
point of interest enhancing the overall accuracy of the model. The higher accuracy of the KNN
with the NNSA requires some little extra time as well (e.g. Fig. 7).
Next, we have tested the above dataset in the K-means algorithms that use the NNSA and don’t
respectively. We found that the minimum no. of clusters suggested by the K-means with NNSA
are eight whereas it is four as suggested by the traditional K-means algorithm (e.g. Fig. 8). The
NNSA can determine the minimum no. of clusters by providing the minimum searching space for
a point of interest and thus, can help to predict the optimum no. of clusters by forming single
clusters following agglomerative, hierarchical approaches [23].

Figure 6. Model performance with and without the NNSA. The KNN with the NNSA shows constant
accuracy over the no. of nearest neighbours.

Figure 7. KNN with and without NNSA versus Execution Time (s). The higher accuracy of the KNN with
NNSA is responsible for some extra time
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Figure 8. Error vs no. of clusters to determine optimum no. of clusters required for the iris dataset.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced an index-based data organization model for the multidimensional dataset and
explained how this organization can enhance the predictability of both the supervised and
unsupervised machine learning algorithms. The analysis of the multidimensional data increases
as the no. of dimension increases [24]. We have explained that this complexity of analysis can be
reduced by organizing the dataset in a reduced space. Our approach is simple, easy to understand
and can be integrated with the existing machine learning algorithms. We have used the Euclidean
norm as a metric of the data sorting and next, this has been reused in the calculations involved in
the distance-based learning algorithms. Similar way, other metrics that have repeating usages in
the learning algorithms can be applicable in this data organization model to further improve the
predictability, data accessibility and overall computing efficiency of such algorithms.
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ABSTRACT
Standardized testing such as the SAT often requires students to write essays and hires a large
number of graders to evaluate these essays which can be time and cost consuming. Using
natural language processing tools such as Global Vectors for word representation (GloVe), and
various types of neural networks designed for picture classification, we developed an automatic
grading system that is more time- and cost-efficient compared to human graders. We applied
our application to a set of manually graded essays provided by a previous competition on
Kaggle in 2012 on automated essay grading and conducted a qualitative evaluation of the
approach. The result shows that the program is able to correctly score most of the essay and
give an evaluation close to that of a human grader on the rest. The system proves itself to be
effective in evaluating various essay prompts and capable of real-life application such as
assisting another grader or even used as a standalone grader.

KEYWORDS
Automated Essay Scoring System, Natural Language Processing, Multi-Model Machine
Learning.

1. INTRODUCTION
Automated essay scoring originated with work of Ellis Batten Page. Page suggested the
possibility of such a system in 1966 [1] and that such a system can match the performance of
human judges.
Page created the Project Essay Grade (PEG) in 1968 [2-5] but technology at the time would not
have allowed his system to be cost-effective [6] and he eventually sold his system, PEG, to
Measurement Inc. Other systems have been developed such as the Intellimetrics by Vantage
Learning which was first used in 1998[7] and the E-rater offered by Educational Testing Service
that was first used in 1999 [8].
More recently, the 2012 Kaggle competition, Automated Student Assessment Prize, sponsored by
Hewlett Foundation [9] saw numerous teams attempting to develop a program that is capable of
scoring an essay to the same ability that a human grader could. The winning team achieved a
kappa of 0.81407. There has been very few studies and breakthrough in this field after the Kaggle
competition, and these recent studies are mostly based on this Kaggle competition.
Previous automated essay scoring systems such as the e-rater used feature extraction to obtain
necessary information from an essay [10-12]. These systems are effective but lack the ability to
accurately evaluate the content of the essay as it measures shared vocabulary between the prompt
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): MLNLP, BDIoT, ITCCMA, CSITY, DTMN, AIFZ, SIGPRO - 2020
pp. 109-117, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
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and the essay and cannot reach the level of content-comprehension that a word vector model can
achieve. However, e-rater does have error analysis and style analysis which word vector models
cannot achieve. Despite its advantages, the feature extraction model ultimately falls short in the
content evaluation aspect which is arguably the most crucial aspect of the essay.
In this paper, we attempt to combine the approaches of feature extraction model and word vector
model. Using feature extractions to obtain word count, grammar mistakes, and part of speech
count and implementing word vectors such as GloVe, this method can measure both the
numerical features of the essay as well as the contextual feature and its relatedness to the topic.
Compared to previous methods where only either feature extraction or word vector is present, our
method combines both and takes advantage of both methods while minimizing the shortcomings
of only using one. Therefore, we believe our automated essay grading has potential to be less
vulnerable to ‘study to test’ essays.
To evaluate the result of the program, we test our data on the validation set consisting of 20
percent of the overall data and obtain a kappa score through the following function:
𝑒 2𝑧 − 1
𝜅 = 2𝑧
𝑒 +1
Where the quadratic weighted kappa is calculated, and the mean is taken across all data. A kappa
score of 1 demonstrates total agreement between the raters - machine and human - while 0
demonstrates random agreement and a kappa less than zero indicates agreement is less than that
by chance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives detail regarding the challenges
faced during data transformation, data tokenization and network evaluation; Section 3 focuses on
our methodology and solutions to the challenges offered in Section 2; Section 4 present the result
of evaluation of the program on the validation set followed by presenting related work in Section
5; Finally, Section 6 gives conclusion remarks as well as possible future works of this project.

2. CHALLENGES
There are a multitude of challenges that exist in the project. They will be discussed in this
section.

2.1. Challenge 1: Tokenizing the data
The data can be tokenized in a variety of ways. The essay can be tokenized through the use of a
GloVe embedding layers and word tokenizer with ease. However, to add to the GloVe
representation with numerical representation such as word count and grammar mistake count is a
challenge. Since using the GloVe embedding layer required the input to be solely the word index
of the individual word of the essay and convert the word indexes into a 2-dimensional array that
represents the context of the essay. Thus, adding other information proves to be impossible and
requires an overhaul of the tokenization method, either find a way to represent this additional
numerical information within the 2-dimensional array or find another method to replace the 2dimensional array.
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2.2. Challenge 2: Choosing the neural network
There are numerous ways to create a neural network and choosing the optimal network proves to
be a major challenge. There are multiple aspects to consider when choosing the network - the
type of neural network, the activation function, and the number of neurons. The type of neural
network depends heavily on the application. For example, Recurrent Neural Network is best
suited for sequential data while Convolution Neural Network works best on image data. In
addition, choosing the right activation can be crucial. Depending on the type of network,
Rectified Linear Unit, Sigmoid, or SoftMax are utilized to maximize the accuracy. Furthermore,
the number of neurons in each layer may influence the outcome as well. To optimize the neural
network, choosing the correct elements can be difficult.

2.3. Challenge 3: Training and Evaluation
When training the model, there are multiple things to consider - epoch, batch size, optimizer, and
metrics. It is imperative to find the optimal epoch and batch size combination to minimize the
training time since the training can be extremely time-consuming. The training time and accuracy
is also affected by the optimizer used. Therefore, the most efficient optimizer for this specific
application needs to be selected. The most challenging aspect of training is choosing the correct
metric to maximize the evaluation score. Since the model is being rated through quadratic
weighted kappa, it is necessary to find or create the closest metrics available to the evaluation
function and maximize the score.

3. SOLUTION
The Automated Essay consisted of two major components, the essay tokenizer and the neural
network model. The tokenizer converts the essay, a string, into two vectors, one containing the
numerical representation and another one containing the word vector representation of the essay.
The vector is then passed into the neural network which evaluates the model using the trained
model and returns a score.
In detail, the preprocessing process outputs a numerical representation for feature extraction as
well as a sequence for the word vector model. The numerical representation consists of the
following:


Grammar Counts: Counts of various parts of speech using spaCy to reflect the writer’s
ability to utilize a wide aspect of the English language. After evaluating the essay’s
grammar and spelling mistakes, those mistakes are corrected for further processing.



Numerical Counts: Total word count, character count, unique word count, average word
length, sentence count, paragraph count, and comma count of the corrected essay; Stop
words from the spaCy library are removed and total word count, character count, unique
word count, and average word length are calculated and the difference between the preremoval and post-removal are calculated as well.

The input sequence for word vector neural network consists of a sequence of fixed size from
Keras text tokenizer. The overview of our solution is represented in the figure below:
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Figure 1: Overview of the Solution

Using Keras Functional API, we created a custom multi-model neural network consisting of a
two-layer neural network to processes the numerical representation of the essay and a word
vector neural work that processes the sequence from Keras tokenizer. Then the outputs of both
neural networks are concatenated and outputted into another two layers neural network to
produce the final score. Graphical representation of the multi-model neural network with Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) as word vector neural network and a GloVe embedding dimension
of 50:

Figure 2: Graphical Representation of the Neural Network with LSTM
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We used ‘adaptive moment estimation’ (‘adam’) optimizer and in order to minimize the training
time we trained each neural network with a batch size of 50 essays, epoch of 40, and a varying
learning rate as follows:

Figure 3: Custom Learning Rate over Epoch using ‘adam’ optimizer

4. EXPERIMENTS
To maximize performance, we decided to test two parameters – type of neural network used for
GloVe embedding, and length of the GloVe embedding dimension. The types of neural network
we tested are Long Short-Term Memory, Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), and Bi-Directional
LSTM (BiLSTM). The various length of GloVe embedding dimensions are 50, 100, 200 and 300.
Various neural network has their own advantages and disadvantages. For example, LSTM
contains an input gate, an output gate, and a forget gate, whereas GRU contains a reset gate and
an update gate. This difference leads to GRU having a shorter training time but LSTM having
better performance on longer sequences. BiLSTM is LSTM with a bidirectional layer that reads
the given text from beginning to end and end to beginning, which allows the neural network to
capture more information since LSTM tend to ‘forget’ information in the beginning of the text.
However, BiLSTM is more computationally expensive. Thus, we needed to test for the best
neural network for our system.
Different sizes of GloVe word embedding can impact the neural network performance as a longer
embedding dimension would allow the input essay to be expressed more thoroughly whereas a
shorter embedding dimension allows the essay to be expressed more concisely. This difference
could impact the performance since a larger embedding dimension would allow for too much
unnecessary details, but a shorter embedding dimension may lead to crucial information being
lost. Therefore, we decided to use the embedding dimension as one of the parameters for our
experiment.

4.1. Neural Networks
To test for the most optimal neural network, we took the average kappa score across the various
sizes of GloVe embedding dimension of each network. LSTM obtained an average of 0.69479,
GRU obtained an average of 0.63776, and BiLSTM obtained an average of 0.67321.
Furthermore, the best performing model for LSTM, GRU, and BiLSTM obtained a kappa of
0.70026, 0.68525, and 0.70024, respectively, with LSTM being the best performing neural
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network overall. As the figures below demonstrate, LSTM has the highest training accuracy and
lowest training categorical cross entropy in one of the eight essay set, with other training essay
set having a similar trend.

Figure 4: Training based on LSTM Model

Figure 5: Training based on GRU Model

Figure 6: Training based on Bi-Directional LSTM Model
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The result shows LSTM being the most optimal neural network. GRU performed worse than the
other two because as stated above, it has a faster training time but is not better suited for longer
text model than LSTM. BiLSTM on the other hand may have retained more information, but the
kappa score evaluates agreements with a human reader. This poor result may be explained by
human grader reading the essay from top to bottom. Although BiLSTM is able to retain most
information, even the top of the essay since BiLSTM reads the essay in both directions, the
human grader tends to remember information later in text as people only read from top to bottom,
which is similar to LSTM. Thus, LSTM performed best on this application as it is most similar to
how a human grader read and evaluate an essay.

4.2. GloVe Embedding Dimension
To find the most optimal GloVe embedding dimension, we compared the quadratic weighted
kappa of each embedding dimension with different neural networks. The table below shows the
scores:
Table 1: Quadratic Weighted Kappa of Tested Neural Networks

Dimension\Network
50
100
200
300

LSTM
0.70003
0.68477
0.70026
0.69411

GRU
0.57328
0.68525
0.61821
0.67478

BiLSTM
0.70024
0.67184
0.68884
0.63192

Average
0.65785
0.68062
0.66910
0.66694

From the table, we can see that the embedding dimension does not greatly affect the performance
of LSTM model as much. However, the embedding dimension did affect GRU greatly and
BiLSTM to a lesser extent. The result shows GRU preferring an embedding dimension of 100
and 300, which indicates that specific categories within the 100 and 300 embedding dimension
allows for better understanding for GRU. The trend is clearer for BiLSTM with a strong
preference for shorter embedding dimensions. This may be a result of BiLSTM also retaining
much of the information and does not need for longer embedding dimensions to express the
details.
In conclusion, we used LSTM neural network with 200 embedding dimensions as our final model
since it achieved the highest quadratic weighted kappa at 0.70026.

5. RELATED WORK
Other methods have been written regarding the automated essay grading competition on Kaggle.
For example, a team from Rice University obtained a kappa score of 0.63 through extraction of
features such as word occurrence, word count, Kullback–Leibler divergence and using linear
regression [13]. Similarly, another team from Stanford also attempted the problem using machine
learning, with feature extraction and linear regression, scored a kappa of 0.72. The second used a
different approach as they included features such as bag of words and part of speech count [14].
In contrast, a team from Stanford University used word vectors and a 2 layers neural network to
achieve a score of 0.9447875. They utilized the GloVe word vector with various dimensions and
types to tokenize the essay combined with various different types of neural networks and
managed a high score [15]. However, this team does not evaluate the various features of the essay
such as word count, unique word count, grammar mistakes, etc.
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The first two teams were less effective in their method as they only accounted for the numerical
features of the essay and cannot accurately account for the context due to the lack of word
vectors. The third team can thoroughly evaluate the content and achieved a high kappa score as a
result.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In conclusion, we developed an easy grading system using machine learning and natural language
processing that achieve a quadratic weighted kappa of 0.70026. We used both feature extraction
and word vectors to represent the essay and convert the essay into its vectorized representation
and tokenized sequences. Then a LSTM neural network is utilized to evaluate the tokenized
sequences and a 2-layer neural network to evaluate the vector representation. The results are
concatenated, and another 2-layer neural network is used to predict the final score. The resulting
kappa demonstrates that the current model is capable of real-world application but still has some
shortcomings.
For example, the current model performs vastly better on certain prompts than others and
performs significantly worse on longer essays compared to shorter ones since the word vector has
a vaguer representation of longer essays and cannot accurately extract the context of the longer
essays.
We hope to combat the longer essay problem by giving more weights to certain words using
Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency. This approach allows less significant words,
which appears more frequently in longer essays, to have less weight and thus the content of
longer essays to become more expressed.
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ABSTRACT
The apparel industry is a type of textile industry. One of scheduling problems found in the
apparel industry production can be classified as Flow Shop Scheduling Problems (FSSP).
GPHH for FSSP is a genetic programming based hyper-heuristic techniques to solve FSSP[1].
The algorithm basically aims to generate new heuristics from two basic (low-level) heuristics,
namely Palmer Algorithm and Gupta Algorithm. This paper describes the implementation of the
GPHH algorithm and the results of experiments conducted to determine the performance of the
proposed algorithm. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is promising,
has better performance than Palmer Algorithm and Gupta Algorithm.

KEYWORDS
Hyper-heuristic, Genetic Programming, Palmer Algorithm, Gupta Algorithm, Flow Shop
Scheduling Problem, Apparel Industry

1. INTRODUCTION
Generally, the textile industry can be divided into two major segments, namely the textile
industry and the apparel industry [2,3]. The production of fabric from raw material is done
through a series of processes such as spinning, weaving, knitting, etc. These processes are the
focus of the textile industry. Meanwhile, the apparel industry transforms fabrics into ready-to-use
goods, in particular ready-to-wear clothes. The activities that belong to the apparel industry are
pattern making, cutting, sewing, and finishing.
Based on the flow of work activities, the production system of the apparel industry is usually
included in the flow shop production or job shop production group. Job Shop is a type of
production process flow that is used for producing goods with small production quantities but
have many models or variants. "Custom-made" products that have to follow the unique design
and special specifications of the customer at a specified time and cost usually use this type of
production process flow. Flow Shop Production is a type of production process that is used to
produce products that are assembled or produced in large quantities and successively
(continuous). All products are manufactured with the same standards and processes.
This work focuses on Flow Shop Scheduling Problems (FSSP) which is a class of scheduling
problems found in the manufacturing industry whose workflow follows the Flow Shop
Production. Given a number of jobs that must be processed in a series of stages, the goal of FSSP
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): MLNLP, BDIoT, ITCCMA, CSITY, DTMN, AIFZ, SIGPRO - 2020
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is to find a sequence of jobs that meets certain optimal criteria. There are many approaches
proposed for these problems that are based on heuristic techniques. There are three types of
heuristics. The first type is called low-level heuristics such as standard dispatching rules (First
Comes First Served, Shortest Processing Time, etc.) and several algorithms such as NEH, Palmer,
Gupta, Dannenbring, Pour, etc.[4,5,6], The second type is meta-heuristics such as Genetic
Algorithm, Simulated Annealing, Ant Colony Algorithm, etc. [7,8]. The last type is hyperheuristics such as Genetic Programming [9,10,11]. Different from the other heuristics, hyperheuristic does not work directly on the problem domains, rather on the heuristics. This is why
hyper-heuristic is usually called heuristics to choose heuristics. This characteristic enables hyperheuristic to do the searching in a more flexible way. Also, hyper-heuristics offers the ease of
application to a larger scope of problems.
In our previous work [1], we proposed a technique for solving FSSP problems which is a hyperheuristic based genetic programming. The main idea of the technique is to generate new low-level
heuristics by combining two low-level heuristics namely Palmer Algorithm and Gupta Algorithm
with the use of the Genetic Programming technique. The combination of two algorithms has been
not reported before. Continuing the work, we have developed a program that implements the
proposed technique. This paper reports the implementation as well as the results of experiments
conducted for measuring its performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the GPHH algorithm
that we proposed to solve FSSP problems. We briefly describe what FSSP is, the types of
heuristics used to solve the FSSP and the algorithm we proposed. A more complete explanation
of this can be found in [1]. Section 3 explains the implementation of GPHH. Section 4 presents
the experimental results. Last, conclusion and future work are given in Section 5.

2. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
Given m machines and n jobs to be processed on each machine, the objective of the FSSP is to
find job sequences that meet certain optimality objectives. In this study, the objective used is
makespan, which is the time needed to process the entire job starting from the first job in the first
machine to the final time of processing the last job on the last machine. It is assumed that at each
stage there is only one machine provided for processing the jobs.
Palmer's algorithm and Gupta's algorithm have very similar working principles. In order to
generate job orders, both algorithms use a value that is known as the slope index. The two
algorithms consist of two stages, namely calculating the slope index of each job and sort the jobs
according to the slope indices.
Genetic programming uses the same idea as the genetic algorithm. It is inspired by Darwin's
theory of evolution. The difference between genetic programming and genetic algorithm lies in
the role of the chromosomes. In genetic programming, a chromosome represents a computer
program (function) that can be used to find solutions to problems. The application of genetic
operators (crossover, mutation, and reproduction) generates new computer programs. Figure 1
gives two examples of computer programs represented as syntax trees (p-2 and p/1+g), as well as
the results of the crossover (p/1-2 and p+g). For mutation operation, a randomly generated subtree will replace the part of original tree based on a mutation point. Figure 2 shows an example of
mutation operation over computer program. The replacement of constant 2 by p+g resulting in a
new computer program which is (p/1 – (p + g)).
The algorithm of GPHH is given in Figure 3. Very similar to genetic algorithms, the algorithm
starts with an initial population consisting of some individuals representing a set of computer
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programs. Then, iteratively, a new population is generated by applying some genetic operations.
Given a set of inputs namely a set of operands (constants and variables), a set of operators,
population size, pool size, maximum depth of the syntax tree, the number of the run, the number
of generation, FSSP problem, crossover rate, and mutation rate, this algorithm returns the
schedule or the order of the jobs and the makespan corresponding to it.

Figure 1. An example of crossover operation.

Figure 2. An example of mutation operation.

function GPHH (ops, oprs, popSize, poolSize, depth, maxRun, maxGen, problem, COrate,
Mrate)  (schedule, makespan)
1. Generate a pool of computer programs based on ops and oprs which are a set of
operands and a set of operators, respectively. Two parameters are used in this stage,
namely depth representing the depth of programs’ syntax trees and poolSize
representing the size of the pool or the number of generated programs.
2. for i = 1 to maxRun do
a. Create the initial population with the size of the population is popSize by randomly
picking computer programs in the program pool.
b. for j = 1 to maxGen do
i. Generate a new population by applying genetic operations over computer programs in
the current population and using the COrate and Mrate as the rate of cross over and
mutation operation, respectively.
ii. Apply fitness measure to individuals in the new population.
iii. Record the best individual so far as well as the schedule and the makespan
corresponding to it.
iv. j = j +1
c. i = i + 1
3.

return the schedule and the makespan of best individual.
Figure 3. GPHH Algorithm.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
We have developed a computer program implementing the algorithm of GPHH as described
above. In the implementation we assumed that the set of the operands and the operators, ops and
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oprs, are fixed, which are {p, g, 1, 2} and {+, -, *, /}, respectively. The symbol p is used to
represent the slope index of Palmer Algorithm and the symbol g is used to represent the slope
index of Gupta Algorithm.
The user interface of the programs is given in Figure 4. The InputFile button is used for choosing
a file representing the problem to be solved. There are two tabs, namely Problem Tab and
Solution Tab. The Problems tab displays the problem in a tabular form which describes the time
required for each machine to process each job. The Solution Tab is used for displaying the
schedule and makespan resulted by Palmer Algorithm, Gupta Algorithm, and GPHH as shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. The problem tab for displaying the problem.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to measure the performance of the heuristics generated by GPHH, a number of
experiments were carried out. In carrying out the experiments, a benchmark proposed by Taillard
et al. [12]. This benchmark provides a number of scheduling problems grouped by the number of
jobs and machines as shown in Table 1. Each group consists of 10 problem instances. So in total
there are 120 problem instances.
Experiments were carried out with different crossover rate COrate, namely 75%, 80%, and 85%.
The rate of the mutation operation Mrate is set 5%. For each COrate we have used three depth
values of syntax tree which are 2, 3, and 4. Meanwhile, the values for the other parameters are
fixed, namely: maxRun = 50, maxGen = 10, poolSize = 250, and popSize = 200. The objective of
the experiments is to compare the makespan generated by the GPHH algorithm with the
makespan from Taillard’s benchmarks, the makespans produced by the Palmer Algorithm and the
makespans produced by Gupta Algorithm. Besides, the experiments also aim to know the effect
of the crossover rate and the depth of syntax tree on the resulting makespan.
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Figure 5. The solution tab for displaying the schedule and makespan of each algorithm.
Table 1. Problem group of Taillard Benchmark.
Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

The number of
the jobs
20
20
20
50
50
50
100
100
100
200
200
500

The number of
the machine
5
10
20
5
10
20
5
10
20
10
20
20

Figures 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8 compare the average makespans resulted from GPHH
Algorithm with the corresponding makespans produced by other algorithms for each COrate
value. For each syntax depth tree, depth, Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the comparison of average
makespans of each instance problem group and the total average makespan.
From the experimental results, it can be concluded that although the performance of GPHH is still
below the benchmark, in general, GPHH produces better makespan compared to Palmer
Algorithm and Gupta Algorithm. The worst performance of GPHH occurs in the case of 500 jobs
20 machines. It can be seen that for the three experiments (Figure 6, 7, and 8), GPHH takes the
last position. It can be observed, for the case of 500 job 20 machines, the benchmarks are also
worse than Palmer and Gupta. Whether cases with many very large jobs will reduce the
performance of GPHH still needs to be further analyzed and tested.
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Figure 6. Experimental Results for Cross Over Rate 0.75.
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Figure 7. Experimental Results for Cross Over Rate 0.80.
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Figure 8. Experimental Results for Cross Over Rate 0.85.

In terms of the depth of the syntax tree, from Figure 9 it can be seen that the three tree depth
values show results that are not too different from one another for each problem instance group.
However, from the total average makespan, the value 3 yields the best result compared to values
2 and 4 as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 9. Average Makespans for each problem instance group.

Figure 10. Total average for each syntax tree depth.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Scheduling problems in the textile industry in general belong to the Flow Shop Scheduling
Problem (FSSP). Given a set of machines and a set of jobs, the objective of FSSP is to find a job
order that meets some optimization criteria. In this work, a computer program that can be used to
solve FSSP has been developed. This program implements the GPHH Algorithm which is genetic
programming based hyper-heuristic for solving FSSP proposed in [1]. The experimental results
show that the GPHH algorithm is promising. Even though it has not outperformed the
benchmarks that are used as reference, this algorithm has better performance than the two basic
heuristics, namely Palmer Algorithm and Gupta Algorithm.
Currently, we are working on the application of genetic programming hyper-heuristics for multiobjective FSSP. Not only makespan, but we also consider the lateness (tardiness and earliness) of
completing the total jobs.
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ABSTRACT
This system provides a method of automatically keeping water bowls full and refilling every
time it is detected that they are not. This is highly useful for anyone who owns a pet, as it
decreases the amount of work the owner will need to do. The system uses an AI model, trained
with over a thousand images of water bowls. This allows it to accurately determine when a bowl
needs filling. When an empty bowl is spotted, a subsystem consisting of a valve and other
electronic parts releases stored water into the bowl. Through experimentation it has been shown
the accuracy of the system is about 97% under optimal lighting conditions. Without a light
source, the system does not function. Currently, the components are not of the highest quality
and the system only works with the bowl used in testing. There are future plans to train the
model with new pictures featuring an assortment of bowls. Additionally, an LED could be added
to the system to solve the issue of it not working without external light.

KEYWORDS
Artificial Intelligence, image detection, RPI system processor

1. INTRODUCTION
Pet owners face a variety of difficulties on a daily basis, which is expected, as they are
responsible for maintaining the life of another organism. For the most part, these difficulties are
specific to what type of animal you own, although there are a few that are universal. One of the
more problematic of these is providing your pet drinking water while you are not physically
present. Whether it be a vacation or business trip, for a week or for a month, your pet still needs
fresh water to drink. Some animals, namely rodents, have specialized bottles which do not require
constant attention, but most use water bowls. Keeping these bowls full may be a matter of life or
death. Even if the situation is not so grave, needing to regularly complete this task is tedious and
unenjoyable.
There are a few systems currently available that can accomplish a similar purpose, though all
have limitations [1-5]. As mentioned earlier, an existing method is a rodent water bottle [6]. This
involves a bottle held upside down with a short metal tube leading towards the rodent. The tube’s
width decreases as it moves downward. Normally, the end of the tube is sealed with a small
rubber ball, held in place by gravity. When the rodent is thirsty, it can use its snout to push up the
rubber ball into the wider section of the tube, leading to the flow of water around it as the seal is
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): MLNLP, BDIoT, ITCCMA, CSITY, DTMN, AIFZ, SIGPRO - 2020
pp. 129-136, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
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broken. While simplistic yet efficient, the problem lies in the fact that it cannot be used by other
animals. It dispenses water at an extremely slow rate, making it useless for larger animals.
Additionally, many animals cannot push up the ball, or even comprehend how the system
functions. The other solution in existence is a larger water bowl with a button that when pressed,
pumps out water from a tank nearby [7]. This solution is limited by the strength required to push
the button. Only larger animals, like dogs or cats can utilize this tool. Another assumption made
is that the animal in question can even equate an action like pushing a button with being able to
drink water. For most reptiles, this is nearly impossible.
My tool involves a raised platform supported by legs and a base. A water bowl can be placed
under the platform. The base serves two purposes: firstly, it provides stability to the platform and
prevents it from falling over. The second purpose is that it provides a clearly defined location to
place the bowl, so that it is within the view of the camera. The platform uses a camera to firstly
identify the bowl, then decide whether the bowl is empty or full of water. If the bowl is empty, a
valve residing on the platform will open, and water from a nearby tank will flow through it. The
water is then channeled into the bowl. The process occurs every 30 minutes, thus autonomously
filling the bowl and satisfying whatever animal depends on it without human intervention. An
additional feature is that it shuts off at night and turns back on in the morning. This provides a
multitude of advantages. Firstly, the tool doesn’t work under low light conditions, so being active
at the specified times brings no advantages. Additionally, without sunlight, the water will not
evaporate at a noticeable rate, so refilling the bowl isn’t necessary at night. Finally, by shutting it
off energy can be saved.
Two experiments were done to prove the effectiveness of the solution. In the first experiment, the
AI was subjected to 60 pictures, broken down into the 3 categories “Filled” “Partially Filled” and
“Empty”. It sorted the images and accuracy was recorded. These three categories are important,
as the AI will most likely encounter all 3 during usage. The second experiment tested accuracy in
different light levels with a constant water level. The bowl remained completely filled while the
brightness of the room’s light was adjusted. Once again, 60 pictures were tested this time under 3
light levels. Results showed that darkness and empty bowls caused the most confusion, but
accuracy was still acceptably high in all cases.
The rest of the paper is ordered in this fashion: Section 2 describes a number of obstacles met
when attempting to design a solution to the problem; Section 3 provides a detailed overview on
how the solution works and what components are in play, along with how the challenges noted in
Section 2 were overcome; Section 4 provides information regarding experiments done to prove
the solution’s effectiveness, while Section 5 presents some related works. Section 6 concludes the
paper and predicts the project’s future. It also provides a few examples regarding how to solve
issues listed earlier in the paper.

2. CHALLENGES
Throughout the system development, we ran into several challenges that needed overcoming.
Here is a brief overview of some of the most difficult challenges that we faced when developing
this application.

2.1. Challenge 1: Differentiate between Filled and Empty Bowls
When the light levels are too low, the AI has trouble differentiating between filled and empty
bowls. This was due to a variety of causes. Initially, when training the AI, all pictures used were
taken during midday in a brightly illuminated room. The model was therefore unable to recognize
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objects in a different environment. An attempt was made to remedy this by taking pictures during
the morning and using those for training. There was very limited success to this though, since the
camera equipment was not of the highest quality and therefore look blurrier photos in the absence
of light. The final aspect to this issue was that filled and empty bowls looked very similar from
above. Even when a bowl is empty, the small amount of water lining the bottom reflects light just
like a full bowl would. Since the camera is directly above the bowl looking down into it, the two
were hard to differentiate. Darkness only made this harder.

2.2. Challenge 2: Proper Camera Position
Positioning the camera correctly was a challenge. In the initial design, there was no raised
platform and the camera was haphazardly taped to a table. This was obviously an issue, since the
camera was not secure and instead wobbled around. Additionally, the height of the table meant
that the bowl would be far away from the camera, leaving an undesirable amount of space around
the bowl. These issues were fixed when the platform was implemented. Now the camera was
fixed to a specific spot and could no longer move. The platform was not too high, so the bowl
was more clearly visible. Finally, the base helped keep the bowl position consistent, so it would
always remain the pictures center. The only remaining challenge would be to remove the
extraneous space around the bowl. This was done by zooming in slightly.

2.3. Challenge 3: Water Control System
While the AI posed the most difficulty, the water control system was no easy feat either. The
setup was simple initially, involving a tube, a tank and a valve. Unfortunately, one important
aspect was overlooked: water doesn’t just flow on its own. There was no force to propel the water
out of the tank and through the tubing, so even when the valve was open water would not flow. A
solution was devised where a tire pump would be used to pressurize the water, and it worked
somewhat, but with limited success. The other more obvious solution would be to use gravity.
This led to more consistent results, but the water pressure was still unfavorably low.

3. SOLUTION
My project is a system whose purpose is to refill a bowl of water once it is detected that the bowl
is no longer full. It is made up of multiple components that work in conjunction towards this goal.
The first is the software. The system uses an AI model trained on a vast amount of bowl pictures
with varying water levels. When an image, captured with an RPI camera, is sent to the AI, it
returns whether the bowl is considered full or empty, along with a confidence level. Both of these
values are key in determining the next action. If the AI’s confidence exceeds 0.65, the result
returned will be used. However, if the AI’s confidence is below the previously specified number,
the system considers the bowl’s state to be the one not returned by the AI, e.i., if the AI returns
“Full” the rest of the system will run as if the bowl was empty. The rest of the software side of
the system contains some code which activates a pin on the RPI if the bowl is believed to be
empty. A series of hardware components open a valve once a signal from the pin is received,
which eventually results in water pouring into the bowl from a nearby storage tank. A general list
of components involved in the completion of goals are:







A trained AI model to determine water level in bowls
Additional software to take pictures and take actions in accordance with the AI’s decision
Multiple pieces of hardware that control the valve.
Water tank in the form of a milk jug.
RPI camera to capture bowl photos.
A wood and plastic stand which acts as a base for all the components.
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Figure 1: Overview of the components

The first component to be noted is the trained AI model. This was created using Google Cloud’s
Vision API and was trained with over 1500 images. These images were an assortment of filled,
partially filled and empty bowls with varying light levels. To collect these photos, a short
program was written that would continuously take pictures of a bowl throughout an entire day.
As the day progressed, the movement of the sun would slightly change the light level of each
picture in order to make the pictures unique. This was done over multiple days, each day using a
different water level. The completed model was then downloaded onto an RPI. An RPI camera
attachment was purchased online and also added to the RPI. The code works rather simply. First,
a picture is captured. Next, the AI determines whether the bowl is filled or empty and the
confidence level. Finally, a function is used to activate a pin on the RPI if the bowl is empty. The
next component to be addressed is the valve control system. The electrical components for it are
pictured below. The pins on the RPI are linked with a MOSFET switch.
Before further information on the switch, it must be noted that the solenoid valve requires 15V to
function correctly. More specifically, it remains closed as long as it receives a constant 15V. The
RPI cannot supply 15V, as its maximum is 5V, so the power supply is used to that end. When the
RPI sends 5V to the switch, it breaks the connection between power supply and valve, resulting
in the valve opening to allow water flow. The water is stored in a milk jug at higher elevation
than the rest of the system. This is important, because otherwise the water does not have enough
pressure to flow. The water is transported through plastic tubing, eventually emptying into the
water bowl. The above-mentioned steps occur multiple times per day at 30 second intervals. The
system is deactivated at night since the camera does not operate without light. It should be noted
that for each cycle, only a small amount of water is released. To fill an entire bowl the system
must be left on for close to an hour.
A four-legged platform is the body of the project, and on it sits all the electrical components. It is
made of a flat board filled with holes, 4 PVC pipe legs and 4 white wooden 1 x 2 in planks that
surround the bottom of the legs, forming a base. The top wooden platform provides a surface for
the RPI and other components, but its other purpose is to elevate the camera to the optimal
height. In order for the AI to best make decisions regarding the bowl, it must take a picture with
only the bowl within view. The camera is attached to the bottom on the wooden platform, and
points straight down at the bowl. At a height of 18 in, the camera perfectly captures the bowl with
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few spaces around it. The wood planks around the legs provide stability and also wall off a
square area directly under the platform for the bowl.

Figure 2: Details of the components

4. EXPERIMENT
The first experiment’s goal is to test the AI model’s accuracy under 3 different conditions (Table
1). The three conditions are “Completely Full”, “Half Full” and “Empty”. For each condition, 30
trials were done in order to obtain statistically significant results. All other factors were held
constant. This testing was done in a brightly lit room during the day, so the bowl was exposed to
both natural and artificial light. The bowl was positioned directly under the camera to avoid
interference from other factors. On the results table, T shows that the AI’s deduction was correct,
or true, while F shows it was incorrect, or false.
Table 1: AI model’s accuracy under 3 different conditions
Condition

Results

Accuracy

Completely
Full

T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T,
T, T, T, T, T

100%

Half Full

T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, F, T, T, T, F,
T, T, T, T, T

93%

Empty

F, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T,
T, T, T, F, T

93%
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Figure 3: Label Accuracy in bright room

Accuracy appears to be higher for full bowls than empty bowls. This is further made clear by the
confidence intervals for each result. On average, the AI had a confidence of about 0.7 for full
bowls, only 0.6 for empty bowls and half full bowls.
This experiment’s goal is to test the AI’s accuracy under multiple light levels (Table 2). There are
three levels tested in the experiment, one with light in the room completely off, one with the light
at half brightness and one with the light at full brightness. The lights in question are LED lamps
and the curtains are closed, making sunlight negligible. Water level was held at a constant level
of completely filled. 30 trials were done for each light level. T shows that the deduction was
correct, while F shows it was incorrect.
Table 2: AI’s accuracy under multiple light levels
Condition

Results

Accuracy

Light at Full
Strength

T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, F, T, T, T, T, T, T, F, T, T,
F, T, T, F, T

84%

Light at Half
Strength

T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T,
T, T, T, T, T, T

100%

Dark

F, F, T, F, T, F, F, T, F, F, T, F, T, F, F, F, T, T, F, T, T, F, T, F, T,
T, T, T, F, T, T, F, F

47%

The results in this experiment were slightly unexpected. While a dark room showed a great
decrease in accuracy, a brightly lit room led to a drop in accuracy as well. The reasoning behind
this could be that most of the training pictures were done in a room with natural lighting from the
outside, as opposed to a bright artificial light, hence the AI better classifies a dimmer room more
similar to a naturally lit one.
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Figure 4: Label Accuracy in dark room

The experiments confirmed a few notions that were previously held. Firstly, having the system
deactivated during night hours is a good idea, since it clearly does not work without light.
Conversely, however, too much light has a negative impact on accuracy as well. The optimal
place for the system would likely be outdoors in a shaded area or indoors but only exposed to
ambient light. The expectation is that this system would be able to be used with most animals,
indoors or outdoors. To this end it seems operational, and just requires careful positioning when
initially set up. On the subject of water level, it appears to perform decently well at all water
levels, even though confidence might be lower when the bowl is not full. The lack of confidence,
however, does not appear to greatly impact performance.

5. RELATED WORK
Automatic water dispenser for pets is an automatically refilling pet bowl that flushes the water
and refills it daily in accordance with a timer. My tool is similar as it is used for an identical
purpose, refilling water bowls. Norris’ tool [9] is superior in the aspect that it not only refills but
also drains existing water to always maintain fresh, clean water in the bowl. The downside with
Norris’ tool is that it will refill water at each time interval even if there is water still in the bowl.
This leads to water being wasted.
A Cloud Image Classification for Thrash Collecting LEGO Mindstorms EV3 Robot that uses
Google Cloud’s Vision API [10-11] to identify plastic waste. Additionally, it is able to identify
trash bins and differentiate between trash bin types to correctly dispose of collected trash. Both
my project and this one-use Vision to train our AI models, though the difference lies in that this
project utilizes it for two functions: identifying waste and identifying trash cans. The prototype
shown in the report appears to mainly use color to easily identify trash cans, rather than the
symbols that are used in public areas. Compared to my own project, this one’s AI is most likely
simpler and possesses fewer images, as color identification is far easier than identifying water
level.
International Journal of Landscape Architecture Research uses Google Vision API to detect
landmarks and capture the visual character of landscapes. For example, the model would be able
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to determine whether a picture of a landscape contains forests, or the ocean, or a city etc. This
project’s similarity with mine lies that it also uses Google Vision API to derive data from a
picture. The difference lies in that this AI uses 320 labels compared to my 2 labels. Additionally,
because of the number of labels, along with the complexity of the pictures entered, the number of
training images far exceeds mine. Overall, this project shows the potential of Google Vision.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
My project utilizes AutoML Vision to train an AI model that can identify the water level of a
bowl. This is combined with a system that opens and closes a valve, which is able to then fill said
bowl when the water level is detected to be low. Together these components provide a method for
refilling water bowls for pets autonomously.
Currently the method, while functional, is not the most efficient way to accomplish the task. Its
accuracy decreases heavily when there is not sufficient lighting. The completed project is bulky
and difficult to transport. It takes up a fair amount of space, making it unsuitable for smaller
animal enclosures. However, its supports also prevent larger animals from accessing the bowl.
Additionally, the supports may encourage animals to climb on it, which would damage it or the
animal. Finally, it depends heavily on the bowl being the same in all aspects except for the water.
If the bowl is moved off center, or if something is placed within the bowl, the AI will cease to
function correctly. Using a different bowl leads to similar issues.
A few solutions have been thought up to combat the current issues. An LED could be installed
onto the raised platform, so that it illuminates the bowl, solving the lighting issue. A plastic shell
could be used to cover the sensitive components, so climbing animals will not damage it. The
legs and base of the platform could be altered to allow animals to access the bowl more easily. A
possible solution could be to remove the base and configure the legs to be at an angle.
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ABSTRACT
Running is one of the most important and simple sports spanning various ages, which can train
throughout body and muscle. For running, proper shoes not only improve runners’ performance
but also protect them from injury to some extent. However, runners have difficulty in finding a
pair of shoes which fit runners’ gait patterns and feet shape very well. The process of selection
of shoes is not effective and necessarily accurate. In this paper, we propose a new tool which
facilitates the process by employing electronic sensors to the insoles of shoes and collecting feet
information for runner accurately. It is helpful for runners to find the best fit shoes.

KEYWORDS
Machine learning, Firebase, Mobile application, Model fitting

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The Importance of Shoes
Many say that running is a sport that little to no requirement for equipment: all that one needs is a
pair of shoes [1][2]. However, this one pair of shoes can have an immense long-term impact to
the runner. Shoes that don’t fit the runner can cause injuries varied from average shin splints to
achilles tendonitis and insertional achilles tendinopathy. Other than preventing health risks, a
fitting pair of training shoes can also increase the speed of a runner. Different models of shoes
targets to support different kinds of feet, and the right kind of support can provide the runner
better balances and lighter strides [3][4]. Competitive athletes, even in middle schools, are
suggested to buy a new pair of shoes every year to avoid the disadvantages from overused,
unbalanced shoe sole. Professionals always have multiple pairs of customized shoes to maximize
the result of both their training and competing.

1.2. Current Ways of Shoe Picking
Currently, a lot of non-competitive runners simply go to sports stores such as Dicks and purchase
whatever shoes that has appealing appearance. Often, these runners get shoes that don’t actually
fit with their gait patterns and feet shape. They either suffer from injuries previously mentioned
or simply can’t reach their full potential. Competitive runners usually go to stores like marathon
sports and consults the staff there to get the right shoe model. However, the process is time
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): MLNLP, BDIoT, ITCCMA, CSITY, DTMN, AIFZ, SIGPRO - 2020
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consuming and not necessarily accurate. The staff looks at the runner’s feet with different shoes
on, asks about the runner’s events or distances, and then suggest the runner several models for
their subjective opinion on the comfort level. The shoe-picking process is good but can be betterthe staff can’t really see the foot or feel the pressure applied to the shoes directly.

1.3. Goals of This Project
This project aims to improve the shoe selecting process by employing electronic sensors to the
insoles of shoes to collect all the data needed to judge the fitting model for a runner. The shoes
picked according to these data can be the best fits for the runners and maximizes both their
comfort and their performance during practices and competitions.
The project has 4 main components: The Raspberry Pi, the Firebase [5][6], the Repl server and
the mobile app.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the details on the challenges that we
met during the experiment and designing the sample; Section 3 focuses on the details of our
solutions corresponding to the challenges that we mentioned in Section 2; Section 4 presents the
related work. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusion remarks, as well as pointing out the future
work of this project.

2. CHALLENGES
2.1. The Hardware
The shoe insoles are going to take the full weight of the user’s body, therefore where to put what
kind of sensors is the first question. Currently, the project contains a Raspberry Pi and the
breadboard full of circuits. Both the Pi and the breadboard are too big to be in a shoe. The size of
the wire can be solved by making customized chips, but the alternative for the Raspberry Pi is not
yet find.

2.2. The Software
There are a few requirements for the current software to function properly: 1, The Raspberry Pi
[7][8] has to be connected to the WIFI for it to be able to send data to the Firebase. 2, The
Firebase has to be checked and free of excessive data. 3, The Repl server has to be on and
running (if the browser tab is closed, the server can’t run). These requirements are easy to satisfy
when the product is used by only one person. When the number of users increases, parts such as
the Firebase and the Repl server needs better alternatives to support large quantity of access.
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3. SOLUTIONS
3.1. Overview of the Solution

Figure 1: Overview of the solution

3.2. The Raspberry PI
The Raspberry Pi is the main hardware of this project. Currently, 3 pressure sensors are
connected to the Pi via breadboard. The more pressure that are applied to the sensors, the more
frequently the sensors send signals to the Pi. The Pi is programmed to calculate the timespan
between each signal and therefore judge the pressure that is applied to the sensors. Then, the Pi
sends the calculated pressure to the Firebase, an online Database.

Figure 2: Hardware of Raspberry Pi
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Figure 3: Code to get reading from one sensor

3.3. The REPL Server
The Repl is the online server, and most of the calculation happens here. The raw data in the
Firebase are extracted and converted to average pressure and stride lengths. These data can be
used to determine where the pressure point of the foot is, and which model is to the most suitable
for the foot shape. After the calculations, Repl sends this information back to Firebase to store.

Figure 4: Overview of Repl Server running

3.4. The Mobile Application
The Mobile App [9][10] is the direct connection between this system and the users. The users,
after uploading their data from the smart insole, can access their data by imputing the serial
number of the insole. Then the mobile app extracts all the information calculated by Repl from
the Firebase and presents the information to the user. The information includes and not limited to:
the average pressure on each sensor, the stride frequency and the suggested model.
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Figure 5: Screenshot of Mobile App

4. RELATED WORK
Smart sole [11] designed its product for a wide range of uses and people. The shoes include
health analytics, smart connectivity, and sneaker design. The shoes have movement sensors to
analyze pronation, supination, propulsion levels, impact force, fatigue, posture, steps, calories,
and more creating precise data that prevents injuries and improves the user’s health. The shoes
can be connected via Bluetooth and a multi-function mobile app. The shoes have auto-lacing,
temperature regulation with heating, and more. The Smartshoe is designed into an “ultra-light,
premium leather and Neotech EVA shoe”.
The shoes have pressure sensors in the soles that sense when to put the foot inside and triggers an
algorithm that allows an automatic lacing. With integrated LEDs, the shoes can alert a user of
low battery or a tight fit. Moreover, these shoes do not need charging every day, and the charge
can last up to two weeks.
HOVR Phantom and HOVR Sonic [12] shoes released in February 2018 by Under Armour have
inbuilt sensors to record a number of metrics important for runners. These include pace, distance,
steps, stride, and cadence. These chip-laden shoes can be easily synced to the Map My Run app
and are compatible with iOS [9] and Android [8] phones. The users can experience zero gravity
and a great energy run with the shoes’ excellent cushioning properties and comfort.
These designs are advanced smart shoes. They are created by big company with professional
scientists and designers. However, most of these products are not for athletic uses. And each of
these shoes still has just one model. They just can’t possibly fit everyone’s feet. The Smart Sole
project aims not to create the best pair of shoes but the best way for the users to find their own
best fit shoes. As for shoe picking, nobody has yet to make a successful and popular product.

5. CONCLUSION
Currently, the Smart Sole project is nothing but an experiment and a prototype. The size of the
hardware needs to be shrunk down and the software needs to be upgraded for public use.
However, the potential of this project is immense. People don’t need to create the perfect shoe.
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There are so many models or running shoes in the world that hardly anyone don’t have a fit. The
tricky part is to find that right fit for everyone. Smart Sole aim to solve this problem and link the
runners to the best shoes they never had. If Smart Sole is proved to be successful, it can benefit
all the runners in the world. While, this project has a lot of space for improvement. I plan to take
some steps forward in the following fields:





Find a replacement for the Repl server.
Shrink down the size of the hardware, definitely replacing the breadboard with chip and
potentially replacing the Raspberry Pi.
Make shoes in a pair, measure and separate the data from both feet.
Make the pairing of the shoe and Wi-Fi connecting easier for none-coders.
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ABSTRACT
This paper conducts some experiments with forex trading data. The data being used is from
kaggle.com, a website that provides datasets for machine learning and data scientists. The goal
of the experiments is to know how to design many parameters in a forex trading robot. Some
questions that want to be investigated are: How far the robot must set the stop loss or target
profit level from the open position? When is the best time to apply for a forex robot that works
only in a trending market? Which one is better: a forex trading robot that waits for a trending
market or a robot that works during a sideways market? To answer these questions, some data
visualizations are plotted in many types of graphs. The data representations are built using
Weka, an open-source machine learning software. The data visualization helps the trader to
design the strategy to trade the forex market.

KEYWORDS
forex trading data, forex data experiments, forex data analysis, forex data visualization, weka

1. INTRODUCTION
When planning a forex trading system, a trader needs to carefully design the system and
extensively test it. Besides the help of some technical indicators and fundamental analysis [1][2],
a trading system needs to set many risk management parameters, such as stop loss and take profit
[3]. These parameters play an important rule to determine the trader’s target profit and limit the
loss risk of each open trade.
To investigate the ideal level for risk management parameters and the trading system, this
research tries to find the answer to those questions. Some experiments are conducted in the H1
timeframe, which updates the price hourly. Two main currency pairs with different time ranges
are used in this paper: EUR/USD (1 year) and USD/JPY (20 years). The experiments use the
dataset from Kaggle, a website that provides many kinds of datasets for machine learning and
data scientists [4]. Some data visualization techniques are used to represent the result of these
data using Weka. Weka is open-source software that provides many machine learning techniques
and data visualization tools [5].

2. RELATED WORKS
Some previous researches have been conducted. In [1], we developed some forex robot with
technical analysis. Then in [2], we tried to compare the technical robot performance with a
fundamental robot that extract fundamental news that affect forex prices from a website. The
fundamental robot makes decisions based on the updated news. In [3], we compared some
techniques of money managements in forex trading. In this paper, we further investigate the
characteristics of some major pairs in forex trading. The result can then be the basis for the next
robot algorithms.
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): MLNLP, BDIoT, ITCCMA, CSITY, DTMN, AIFZ, SIGPRO - 2020
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3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS
This section describes the problem domain and data that want to be investigated in this research.

3.1. Forex Trading
Forex (foreign exchange) is a global marketplace where the banks, corporations, investors, and
individual traders exchange foreign currencies for a variety of reasons. The fluctuations of these
currencies are the target for traders for making some profit. But at the same time, a trader risks
their account when the market moves against his open position. The currencies are traded in
pairs. The four major currency pairs are EUR/USD, USD/JPY, GBP/USD, and USD/CHF. Figure
1 shows the approximate volume breakdown per currency pair [6].

Figure 1. Estimated Trading Volume by Currency Pair

The forex market works 24 hours a day, 5 days a week. Table 1 shows the opening and closing
times [6].
Table 1. Global Trading Hour Schedule
Time Zone
Tokyo Open
Tokyo Close
London Open
London Close
New York Open
New York Close

New York
7:00 p.m.
4:00 a.m.
3:00 a.m.
12:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.

GMT
00:00
09:00
08:00
17:00
13:00
22:00

3.2. Forex Risk Management
When a trader opens a position in the forex market, two actions can be taken: buy or sell. If the
trader thinks that the price will go upward, he is supposed to open a buy position. On the
contrary, if the trader considers that the price will go downward, he is supposed to open a sell
position. After a trader chooses one of that action, but unluckily the market moves against its
open position, the trader will lose. In this case, he must protect his account by limiting the loss
he’s suffered. There are many types of risk management strategies [3]. Some parameters that can
be set to limit the loss of any open trade are stop loss and target profit. In this paper, some
experiments are conducted to investigate the ideal level to set these parameters.
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3.3. Data Preparation and Mining
This research uses past forex data that is gained from Kaggle, a website that provides many kinds
of datasets for machine learning and data scientists [4]. We choose the H1 timeframe of the two
top biggest volume currencies traded in the global market: EUR/USD & USD/JPY [6]. This raw
data is then cleaned, transformed, and represented in some visualizations charts by using Weka.
Weka is an open-source data mining and visualization framework. Weka was developed at the
University of Waikato, New Zealand. Figure 2 shows the user interface of Weka. This paper uses
Weka as a tool for data visualization and mining.

Figure 2. Weka Interface

4. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RESULT
Experiments are conducted to the top two biggest volume traded currency pairs: EUR/USD and
USD/JPY. The H1 timeframe for 1 year is used for all the experiments. As mention before, the
datasets that are used in these experiments are from Kaggle.com [3], a website that provides
many kinds of datasets for machine learning and data science purposes. These datasets use pip
(price in percentage), which is the smallest value by which a currency may fluctuate in the forex
market [5]. The goals of these experiments are explained in the following sections.

4.1. Experiment with Information Gain
The goal of this experiment is to sort the most important attributes to the price change above 10
pips. Table 2 shows the experimental result.
Table 2. Information Gain Experiment.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Attribute
Date
Volume
Low
Close
High
Open
Hour

Information Gain
0.1438
0.125
0.0661
0.0661
0.0657
0.0656
0.0599

Two top attributes are date and volume. This shows that in some certain times, the forex market
is trending (the price change above 10 pips) and the number of volumes influences this trend.
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4.2. Experiment With 10 Pips of Currency Fluctuation
Based on the first experiment, the dataset is categorized based on the pip change that shows
whether the market is on the condition of trending or sideways. So, in this experiment, a new
attribute, Class 10 Pip Change, was added based on the open price of the next candle minus the
close price of the previous candle. This attribute has three possibilities of value:




-10pips: the price decrease above 10 pips
ranging: the price change below 10 pips
+10pips: the price increase above 10 pips

Table 3 and Figure 3 show the result of this experiment.
Table 3. Experiment Data based on10 Pips Change Class
No.
1
2
3
Total

Attribute Value for Class 10
Pip Change
-10pips
ranging
+10pips

Number of Records
955
4722
841
6518

Figure 3. Experiment Data based on 10 Pips Change Class

From the data distribution, it can be concluded that most of the time EUR/USD is fluctuated
below 10 pips, which shows the condition of sideways or ranging. From 6,518 different records,
4,722 records of it (72%) is the change below 10 pips. This data can be used to determine the
algorithm of how to trade the forex currency pair. The algorithm must be dealt with ranging
market. From this experiment, the trader can decide how many percent of winning chance if he
set the forex parameters such as stop loss or target profit level at a certain position. The chance of
uptrend or downtrend can be calculated as (955+841) / 6518 =0.275=27.5%.

4.3. Experiment Data Based on 25 Pips of Currency Fluctuation
Similar with the previous experiment, the dataset is categorized based on the 25-pip change that
shows whether the market is on the condition of trending or sideways. So, in this experiment, a
new attribute, Class 25 Pip Change, was added based on the open price of the next candle minus
the close price of the previous candle. This attribute has three possibilities of value:




-25pips: the price decrease above 25 pips
ranging: the price change below 25 pips
+25pips: the price increase above 25 pips
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Table 4 and Figure 4 show the result of this experiment. From the data distribution, it can be
concluded that most of the time EUR/USD fluctuates below 25 pips, which shows the condition
of sideways or ranging. From 6,518 different records, 6,081 records of it (93%) is the change
below 25 pips. This data can be used to determine the algorithm of how to trade the forex
currency pair. The algorithm must be dealt with the ranging market. From this experiment, the
trader can decide how many percent of winning chance if he set the forex parameters such as stop
loss or target profit level at a certain position. The chance of uptrend or downtrend can be
calculated as (235+202)/ 6518=0.067=6.7%.
Table 4. Experiment Data based on 25 Pips Change Class
No.
1
2
3
Total

Attribute Value for Class
25 Pip Change
-25pips
ranging
+25pips

Number of Records
235
6081
202
6518

Figure 4. Experiment Data based on 25 Pips Change Class

4.4. Experiment Comparison of Uptrend to Downtrend EUR/USD
The goal of this experiment is to know the comparison of the up prices to the down prices in
EUR/USD pairs. A new attribute Class Price Up was added in this experiment, with two
possibilities of value: TRUE or FALSE. TRUE means the next close price is higher than the
previous close price. FALSE means the contrary. Table 5 and Figure 5 show the result of this
experiment.
Table 5. Data Experiment based on Price Up Class
No.
1
2
Total

Attribute Value for Price
Up Class
FALSE
TRUE

Number of Record
3362
3156
6518
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Figure 5. Experiment Data based on Price Up Class

This experiment shows that the number of up prices almost comparable with the number of down
prices. From this experiment, the trader has a 50:50 percent chance to buy or sell decisions.

4.5. Experiment of EUR/USD Trending Market Time
The goal of this experiment is to know the tendency of the time when the EUR/USD is trending
during a day. The price of each transaction to the time of a day is plotted in the chart below (see
Figure 6).

Figure 6. Market price to the time chart

The X-axis shows the time of the days and the Y-axis shows the attribute value of Class 25 Pips
Change: -25pips, ranging, or +25pips. The red dots show the ranging market that happens most of
the time of any day. The green dots represent the up-trending market that moves above 25 pips.
From the chart, most of the trending market happened during office hours (7a.m. to 5 p.m.).
Outside that time, the trend rarely happened.
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Figure 7. EUR/USD Fluctuation Range (in pips)

From this experiment, if the trader’s used the trending algorithm, it would be better to apply it
during office hours. On the other hand, if the trader uses an algorithm that can be dealt with
ranging markets, it can be applied most of the time of the day. The trader can set the forex
parameters, such as stop loss and take profit below 25 pips to gain more profit or reduce the risks.
Figure 7 shows the pip change range to time in the EUR/USD forex market. From this figure, the
most trending market happened at about 14:00 - 15.00. If some of this data is selected (see Figure
8), when the market starts to open, the possibility of the downtrend is more often than the
uptrend.

Figure 8. The Possibility of the Downtrend When the Market Starts to Open

4.6. Experiment Time of EUR/USD Trending Market
The goal of this experiment is to know the characteristics of another major currency pair in forex:
USD/JPY. In this experiment, we used a large dataset (H1 timeframe, for 20 years from 1999 to
2019), that consists of 128,800 records of transactions. This data is categorized into groups of
attribute Class 10 Pip Change:
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-10pips: the price decrease above 10 pips
ranging: the price change below 10 pips
+10pips: the price increase above 10 pips

Table 6 and Figure 9 show the result of this experiment. From the data distribution, 69.6% of all
the transactions fluctuated below 10 pips, which shows the condition of sideways or ranging.
While the other 15.3% and 15.1% each is the up and down trend (more than 10 pip change). This
shows that the opportunity to buy and sale is comparable for each new open position.
Table 6. Experiment with Class 10 Pips Change.
No.
1
2
3
Total

Attribute Value for Class 10
Pip Change
-10pips
ranging
+10pips

Number of Records
19, 494
89, 618
19, 688
128, 800

Figure 9. Experiment with Class 10 Pips Change in USD/JPY

4.7. Experiment With 25 Pips of Currency Fluctuation
Like the previous experiment, the dataset is categorized based on the 25-pip change that shows
whether the market is on the condition of trending or sideways. So, in this experiment, a new
attribute, Class 25 Pip Change, was added based on the open price of the next candle minus the
close price of the previous candle. This attribute has three possibilities of value:




-25pips: the price decrease above 25 pips
ranging: the price change below 25 pips
+25pips: the price increase above 25 pips

Table 7 and Figure 10 show the result of this experiment. From the data distribution, 93.8% of all
the USD/ JPY transaction records fluctuated below 25 pips, which shows the condition of
sideways or ranging. This data can be used to determine the forex risk management parameter
such as stop loss and take profit. If they are set above 25 pips, the winning possibility is below
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6.1%. It also can be concluded that if the trader uses an algorithm or strategy that can work when
the market is ranging/ sideways, the profit gain will be bigger than an algorithm that only works
in a trending market. This is because 93.8% of all the last 20 years transactions are ranging below
25 pips.
Table 7. Experiment with Class 25 Pips Change.
No.
1
2
3
Total

Attribute Value for Class 25
Pip Change
-25pips
ranging
+25pips

Number of Record
4,125
120,865
3,810
128,800

Figure 10. Experiment with Class 25 Pips Change in USD/JPY

4.8. Experiment with USD/JPY Trending Time
The goal of this experiment is to know the best time to trend USD/JPY if a trader uses an
algorithm that counts on-trend. Figure 11 shows the transactions plotted against time. The red
dots show the upward trend above 25 pips. The green dots show downward trends of more than
25 pips. The blue dots represent the ranging market. The trend not only happened during the
office hours (7 a.m. - 5 p.m.) but also during midnights (11 p.m. - 3 a.m.).
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Figure 11. Experiment with Class 25 Pips Change in USD/JPY

If we decrease the threshold to 10 pips, the chart will look like Figure 12. This data can be used
to determine the level of stop loss and take profit. Most of the time, the market fluctuates between
-10 pips to +10 pips.

Figure 12. Price movement (in pip) plotted to time

Figure 13. Price Movement (in pip) Plotted to Time (USD/JPY)
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Figure 14. Choose only TheGray Area of this Data

Figure 13 shows the pip change plotted to the time of a day. From this plot, it can be seen that
most of the trending market happened at about 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. If we ignore the outliers of Figure
13 (see Figure 14), we get the chart that is shown in Figure 15. The red dots show the upward
trend above 25 pips, while the green dots show the downward trend.
Figure 16 shows the uptrend fluctuation range and Figure 17 shows the downtrend fluctuation
range (both in pip).

Figure 15. The Data without The Outliers
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Figure 16. Range of the Uptrends of USD/JPY Pair (in Pip)

Figure 17. Range of the Downtrend of USD/JPY Pair (in Pip)

5. CONCLUSIONS
From the experiments, it can be concluded that most of the time, the forex market is ranging
below 10 pips. This can be used to determine how a trading algorithm works. A forex trading
robot that can deal with ranging markets is preferable than the one which only waits for the
trending market. Most of the market trends happened during office hours (7 a.m. to 5 p.m.) for
EUR/USD, but almost all the time for USD/JPY. The possibilities of winning between buy and
sell actions are comparable for both major currencies pairs.
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ABSTRACT
Recent years have seen a large increase in the number of programmers, especially as more
online resources to learn became available. Many beginner coders struggle with bugs in their
code, mostly as a result of a lack of knowledge and experience. The common approach is to
have plenty of online resources that can address these issues. However, this is inconvenient to
the coder, who may not have the time or patience to look for a solution. In this project, we
address this problem by integrating the coding and error resolving environment. A website has
been developed that examines code and provides simpler error messages that give a more
comprehensive understanding of the bug. Once an error has been added to the database, the
program can display the error more understandably. Experiments show that given several
sample programs, our tool can extract the errors and report a more easily understandable
solution.

KEYWORDS
Programming Environment, Python, Server, Database

1. INTRODUCTION
Programming is the act of writing instructions for a computer [1][2]. This often includes several
processes, such as writing code and fixing errors (debugging). With the increasing popularity of
programming, especially as more online resources become available that teaches beginners how
to code, the necessity of making coding a simpler process becomes more apparent. Whereas
many resources give help on the writing code aspect of programming, few exist that work on
making errors easier to fix. However, fixing bugs is difficult even for the experienced
programmer, and therefore this process must be simplified further for beginner programmers.
When a beginner coder writes their first programs, there are several large challenges that they
face [4]. One of these is that code must be error-free. When a program is run, if there are errors or
bugs, the program will not function as expected. Often, this results in the program failing to
complete its task. However, a beginner programmer will often not know how to fix these errors.
They lack the knowledge and experience necessary to resolve the bugs.
As another of the challenges that a beginner coder faces are that they lack the motivation to create
programs, a simple bug could cause enough frustration for them to quit programming [12][13].
This is not ideal, as programming is an essential skill as more and more jobs become mechanized.
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): MLNLP, BDIoT, ITCCMA, CSITY, DTMN, AIFZ, SIGPRO - 2020
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Without more programmers learning how to code, many will be left behind by those who have
studied some computer science. Thus, it is important to improve the simplicity of errors and make
them easier to understand.
Several resources attempt to create simpler errors. Some websites allow a user to ask questions
and receive answers from other experienced coders [3][11]. These allow people who need help
to reach other people who may have experienced similar issues and were able to solve them.
However, this is not a convenient method. If the programmer cannot find another person with the
same issue, then they must ask the question themselves. This can result in their question taking
time to answer as few have the same problem and fewer have a solution. In the case that a
solution exists, they often are not tailored to fit the programmers' needs, which can lead to
confusion when trying to implement this fix into their own code.
Another system that creates simpler to understand errors is the programming environment [5][6].
They often have built-in software that checks for errors as you write code, and create error
messages that are given to the user. The error messages are usually short and often highlight the
location necessary to fix. However, they don’t usually describe how to fix the error, and just
notify the user that a problem exists. They must go to another resource to find out how to truly fix
the error. Additionally, these error messages are often too short to be very descriptive, such as not
including the definition of the error. Some error messages have extraneous information that does
not help resolve the issue, such as error codes that wouldn’t make sense to a beginner
programmer.
In this paper, we present ReCodeZ, an online tool to improve the experience of beginner
programmers in resolving errors. Similar to the programming environment, both the code and the
output areas are part of the same application. This allows for more convenience as the
programmer does not have to switch tabs or open another application to see the results of the
code. However, our method of making debugging easier for beginners is to reword every error
message into a more understandable form. Instead of having extra error codes that do not inform
the programmer on what the problem is, we give a better response including pointing out where
the bug is and several ideas on how to fix it. This is different from the standard programming
environment because instead of keeping error messages in a hard to understand way, ReCodeZ
outputs an improved version that helps the beginner programmer understand why they have that
bug and what they can do to resolve the issue. Compared to other online resources that allow
programmers to ask questions to other experienced programmers, our tool is more convenient.
Instead of having to search online for help, a beginner programmer can stay on one site and find
out how to debug their code.
We demonstrate how the above usage of both the coding and debugging environment on the same
website can be both convenient and useful to the beginner programmer. To do so, we conducted a
case study on several beginner programmers. We created several sample Python programs that all
had an error. These were simple errors that a beginner would be expected to make. Then, by
putting these errors into our tool, we determined whether our tool worked as expected.
Additionally, we gave the ReCodeZ output to the beginners to see if they were more able to
understand what the error was, comparing it to several of the other methods discussed previously.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives the details on the challenges that we met
in designing and testing our tool. Section 3 focuses on the details of our solution corresponding to
the challenges stated in Section 2. Section 4 presents relevant details in the experimentation to
analyze our solution. Section 5 gives an analysis of related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes
and provides insight into future work related to this project.
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2. CHALLENGES
2.1 Challenge 1: Detecting Errors
There are several types of errors that can be present in a piece of code, such as syntax errors and
arithmetic errors. With all these different kinds of errors, detection becomes more difficult. In
order to detect an error, we had to figure out what can cause that error. We then have to create an
algorithm that can determine if the code has a certain piece that causes an error. We also have to
determine other details about the bug, such as the specific location of the error. This process had
to be repeated for every type of error that the Python programming language could possibly give.

2.2. Challenge 2: Describing Errors
For our tool to reach its goal of making error messages more understandable, the errors have to
be described in a way that makes sense to a beginner. Some beginners may understand more
about coding than others, and creating a one-size-fits-all description of the error is difficult. One
person may be able to understand a certain description, but others may not. We had to find the
balance between a long explanation and a summary of the error, creating an error message that is
clear to any beginner who uses our tool.
For example, using the same error in Figure 1, we had to figure out how to describe that
parentheses were missing. Some beginners may not understand that parentheses have to be
balanced, so we had to explain what was missing from the code. However, we had to keep the
messages short to appease the more experienced programmers, who would not want to read
through a long error message.

2.3. Challenge 3: Possible Solutions to the Error
While there are a few errors that only have one solution, the vast majority of them are determined
by the programmer’s intent. Depending on what the user wanted to happen, the method to fix the
error changes. This is a task that is difficult for humans, which means that many algorithms on a
computer would not be able to predict what the user wants to happen. Because there can be many
solutions to each error, a certain fix of the error may not be the one that results in their code
behaving as they expected.
For example, continuing with Figure 1, there are several possible solutions to making the
parentheses balanced. However, the possible solution displayed in the error message may not be
the exact one that the programmer wanted. While this example is simple, in a more complex
piece of code, such as an equation, the correct placement of parentheses depends on the desired
function. In such cases, it may be best to leave it to the programmer to figure out what they need,
but helping them understand the error as much as possible.

3. SOLUTION
ReCodeZ is an online Python programming environment that clarifies errors for beginner
programmers [7]. ReCodeZ was designed to be flexible enough to handle all types of errors.
Many Python errors can be handled by ReCodeZ, which has a modular method of implementing
additional error messages. Error messages may be added, removed, or edited, allowing ReCodeZ
to keep up with the improvement of programming languages. Additionally, other programming
languages can be added to our tool. Therefore, it can be used for learning a variety of different
programming languages and determining how to fix bugs in each language.
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ReCodeZ implements many of the features of a standard programming environment while being
online. Users can edit code, run programs, and see the outputs on one page. This allows more
people to learn to program and improves convenience for people who do not have access to a
computer.
An overview of the entire system is given in Figure 1. Our tool consists of four main parts: the
website, the server, the interpreter, and the database. The website handles the user input and
displays the output. The server is the main controller of ReCodeZ and combines the functions of
the other components. The interpreter runs the code and gives output and an error message. The
database holds all of the errors and can retrieve them. When a user runs a program on our
website, it sends their code to our server. The server then runs that code using a Python
interpreter and returns the output. However, if there is an error, the output is intercepted and an
error message from our database is retrieved to replace it.

Figure 1. An overview of the system

Figure 2. ReCodeZ interface

Our website is where the user can write code, submit it, and see the results. This is done through
a text box located on the page that allows the user to type in their code or copy and paste it in.
When the user clicks the run button, a JavaScript script submits the code to the server to check
and run [15]. Once the server finishes processing the code and returns the output, the website
updates the page and displays the output or error message.
The server takes the code passed to it by the website and passes it to the interpreter. After
receiving the output, it creates a chain of error handlers. These error handlers are pulled from the
database and linked together in a way that allows any errors to be handled in sequence.
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As seen in Figure 3, there are three errors checked as a proof of concept. While more errors could
be handled, ReCodeZ in the example checks if the code contains unbalanced parentheses, missing
colons, or an undeclared variable. These error checkers traverse the code and return if they find
an error or pass the code on to the next error checker. Finally, after all errors have been checked,
the program gives the output back to the website. The server passes the user’s code to the
algorithm displayed. This runs another Python file, displayed that will compile and run the user’s
code. Finally, it splits the error messages into a separate output, allowing our program to capture
and replace the errors.

Figure 3. ReCodeZ error check

The database of ReCodeZ consists of several classes that each handle a different error. This
allows for a modular design, as more classes can be added without needing to change the other
classes. When the server constructs the chain of error handlers, each class can be added to the
chain either on its own or with a reference to the next handler. When the error from running does
not match the error ReCodeZ is checking, it moves on to the next error. This allows for the
abstraction of how errors are checked. Each of the errors is a different class that takes in the
output from running the code and checks it against a general form of the error. If the error
matches, the program then gives the ReCodeZ error message back to the server to update the
website for the user.

4. EXPERIMENT
To test ReCodeZ, we created 20 sample pieces of code. All of these samples were short with only
a couple lines, and each had an error. This is so that we could test our tool in creating error
messages. We submitted them through our website to get the 20 error messages corresponding to
each error. To compare our solution to other programming environments, we also ran each piece
of code in a different programming environment, PyCharm, to get 20 more error messages [14].
We used a small sample of 10 beginner programmers in the Southern Californian area. These are
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programmers who have only been learning coding for less than a year. While this may not
represent all beginner programmers, due to a lack of funding and access to these beginners, this
small sample space was all of the volunteers for the study. Each of the participants received all of
the pieces of code along with their corresponding error messages from ReCodeZ and PyCharm.
However, the order of their list of the pieces was randomized, resulting in that any specific
ordering would largely not affect the result. There were 81 total votes for PyCharm error
messages and 119 total votes for ReCodeZ error messages. This results in a significant difference
of 38 votes. Of the 20 samples, 12 had more people vote for ReCodeZ than for PyCharm error
messages, with four being tied and four with the opposite.
The experiment results show that ReCodeZ probably creates better error messages than PyCharm
for those 20 samples of code. With 16 of them having at least as good if not better error messages
in ReCodeZ, it is likely that ReCodeZ is better for beginner programmers, in terms of errors. We
did try to create representative code samples, many taken from common online questions, so the
results may be applied to a more general population of errors often experienced by beginner
programmers. Our research can also be generalized to beginner programmers similar to those in
our study, with less than a year of experience.

5. RELATED WORK
PyLint is a Python helper tool that analyzes code [8]. The main features of PyLint include
improving coding quality and error detection. This means that our work and PyLint are relatively
similar. PyLint is robust and can handle most errors. However, ReCodeZ is a programming
environment, while PyLint is a tool that can only be used on existing code. PyLint cannot be used
to create new programs. Additionally, ReCodeZ is more convenient as it is online, while PyLint
must be downloaded. However, a strength of PyLint is that it can improve the quality of code. It
can format the code to fit programming standards.
Another related work is a StackOverflow integration called Seahawk [9]. StackOverflow is an
online resource that allows programmers to submit questions and get answers from other
programmers. Seahawk imports this into a Java programming environment. This combines the
power of the online resource and the programming environment, making it useful for getting
specific answers for beginners. However, it is somewhat not as convenient as ReCodeZ as it is
not online. Additionally, Seahawk takes some time to receive answers, as it is based on having
other people respond to a user’s question. ReCodeZ does not have this issue as all of the error
messages are preloaded.
Repl.it, an online programming environment, which allows users to program in many different
programming languages [10]. Both ReCodeZ and Repl.it are online environments, making
programming more convenient. However, Repl.it has the ability to save code and share files
online, which ReCodeZ is currently incapable of doing. However, it does not change error
messages like ReCodeZ. ReCodeZ is slightly more convenient as the error messages better
explain the errors from a user’s code. Users of Repl.it may still have to use another online
resource to understand errors, while ReCodeZ has error explanations on the same site.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this project, we proposed a method to improve the experience of debugging for beginner
programmers through the use of explanatory error messages. A website has been developed for
users to submit Python code and see the output as well as any errors that their code receives.
Instead of having error messages that have little information or possible misinformation,
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ReCodeZ clarifies error messages and gives possible solutions to help the beginner to debug their
code. To test our solution, we conducted a study of 10 beginner programmers. We gave them
each 20 pieces of code, along with error messages from ReCodeZ and PyCharm, and asked them
to vote on which one they thought had a better description. The results showed that ReCodeZ had
more pieces of code with the majority vote and more votes than PyCharm. This means that
ReCodeZ was able to give clear error messages that allowed the beginner programmer to
understand how to debug their code. Regarding the aforementioned challenges, ReCodeZ solves
all three. ReCodeZ is able to detect errors using the Python interpreter in conjunction with our
server. ReCodeZ can describe the errors using our database of error handlers. Additionally, while
fixing errors to make the program do what the user wants it to do is impossible without knowing
what the user wants to happen, ReCodeZ gives possible solutions that may help the user to fix
their error themselves.
The limitations of ReCodeZ lie in error detection. There are many different errors even for one
programming language. Implementing all of the errors would take a large number of resources.
Each error has to have an algorithm to detect it and a template to describe the error. The error
may also require another algorithm to create possible solutions. Additionally, handling all of the
errors in a chain will result in slow response times and lead to the programmer using a different
resource. Our solution would lose its convenience if we added more error handling linked by a
chain structure.
Another limitation is that many programming languages, including Python, allow users to create
errors. ReCodeZ currently does not have the capability to fix these user-created errors as it does
not know what the error was made to do. Similarly, as mentioned in Challenge 3, ReCodeZ
cannot always predict the correct solution as there are often multiple solutions that each result in
different outputs.
In future works, these limitations can be solved. A possible way to implement all of the errors is
to use machine learning to generate text to describe errors. Another method is to use online
resource integration, like Seahawk with StackOverflow, but with preset questions and answers.
The chain structure of error handling can be replaced with a lookup table that can access errors
that would be farther down the chain with higher efficiency. Additionally, default error messages
can be added so that user-created errors can still be described. Finally, with machine learning, a
solution that fits the user may be more likely to be predicted.
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ABSTRACT
Many people today suffer from the negative effects of procrastination and poor time
management which includes lower productivity, missing opportunities, lower self-esteem and
increased levels of guilt, stress, frustration, and anxiety. Although people can often recognize
their tendency to procrastinate and the need to change this bad habit, the majority of them still
do not take meaningful actions to prevent themselves from procrastinating. To help people fix
this problem, we created a goal tracking mobile application called iProgress that aims to assist
and motivate people to better manage their time by allowing them to create short-term and
long-term goals that they want to achieve, and encouraging them to complete those goals
through a rank/reward system that provides them with the opportunity to compete with other
users by completing more goals.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Procrastination is the intentional avoidance or delay of completing a certain task that is often
stressful and unpleasant but also important. Although being a common experience for most
people and not a mental health diagnosis by itself, procrastination can cause many negative
emotions such as guilt, frustration, and anxiety, and is associated with some serious mental
disorders such as attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), depression, and anxiety
disorders according to various psychological research studies [1] [2][3]. In one of the first studies
conducted on the effects of procrastination published in 1997, the researchers at Case Western
Reserve University found that among the participants, students from the university, those who
procrastinated generally displayed poorer performance at school, earned lower grades, and
reported higher levels of stress than those who did not procrastinate [13]. Procrastination is also
very prevalent today as shown in another study conducted in 2004, from which about 70% of
university students reported that they would consider themselves to be procrastinators.
Interestingly, the tendency to procrastinate is not only limited to humans. According to one study
conducted on the behavioral patterns of pigeons, the researchers have found pigeons also display
clear evidence of procrastination [4]. While most people may not experience some of the most
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severe impacts of procrastinating and may sometimes even benefit from it as procrastination can
act as a coping mechanism for stressful situations and mood regulations, chronic procrastinators
can have their lives persistently disrupted and their success severely limited due to
procrastination. To individuals that have the issue of chronic procrastination, the effect may
include poor performance at school or work, financial difficulties, increasing levels of stress and
anxiety, and poor physical health resulted from lack of exercise and nutrition.
In order to address the problem of procrastination, researchers have been trying to determine the
causes of such behavior. Although earlier research has attributed procrastination to an
individual’s lack of self-regulation and time management skills, recent studies suggest another
factor at play that is more important than the other factors: the emotional component of
procrastination [5][6]. Studies have shown that people choose to delay or entirely avoid doing
certain tasks despite knowing full well the deadline and the consequences of not completing the
tasks because they tend to seek the immediate emotional improvements associated with delaying
the task at hand. So instead of completing the task way ahead of the deadline, people who tend to
procrastinate would choose to put it off for some time because they have the false belief that they
will be better and more emotionally equipped at finishing the task in the future. Therefore, along
with the lack of self-regulation, the immediate pleasure-seeking temptation causes people to
procrastinate. There are some useful intervention methods that reduce procrastination [11][12].
This includes setting up a schedule for the deadlines, breaking down the goal into smaller tasks,
and practice to be mindful of certain negative feelings associated with doing the task. Some of
these techniques are certainly very helpful to people who tend to procrastinate. For example,
setting up a timer for when everything needs to be done is a simple but also very effective way of
keeping people on track. However, most of these techniques by themselves cannot actually
effectively prevent people from procrastinating. While a simple timer might help a person be
aware of what needs to be done before a certain time, the emotional aspect of the problem
remains unanswered. Breaking down tasks into smaller pieces is certainly a good technique, but
without any external demands and requirements of the procrastinator, it would still be difficult for
that person to commit to finishing the entire task without being distracted by temporary pleasure
temptations.
In this project, we aim to address the problem of procrastination by combining all the useful
strategies in dealing with procrastination into a mobile application called iProgress. Although
iProgress is also a habit/goal tracking app that is common on the app market, it has several unique
features that can effectively reduce people’s tendency to procrastinate, making it overall a better
productivity tool than most of the other existing apps. First, an entirely customizable schedule is
put in place for the users to set and keep track of their daily tasks and long-term goals. Second, by
allowing users to consciously point out the benefit of not putting off a certain goal, the app targets
the user’s emotions and reward seeking behaviour, encouraging them to avoid temporary
distractions. And lastly, inspired by various rank systems in video games, we added a similar rank
system to the app that will further motivate its users to complete more goals on time as they
compete with each other by completing more goals without procrastinating. Therefore, we
believe that with the efficient methods incorporated into the app, iProgress can help people to
effectively deal with the problem of procrastination and form a better and more productive
lifestyle by developing good work ethics and more healthy habits.
To prove our results, we recruited 20 participants who are interested in using the app and
conducted a close interview with each of the participants both before and after 30 days of using
the app. Through the interview process, we were able to compare the participant’s initial
experience in procrastination with their experience after using the app for some time. Then we
analyzed the changes in their experiences and determined whether or not the app has an overall
positive effect on the participants in helping them avoid procrastination. Moreover, we also
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collected evaluation of the app from the participants as well as any suggestions for potential
changes for the app in the future.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 displays the details of the challenges we
had in designing the app and implementing the methods and functions; Section 3 gives the details
of our solutions regarding each challenge we faced as mentioned in Section 2; Following that,
Section 4 presents the relevant details about the user experiences and evaluations; Section 5 lists
out some of the related applications on the market, followed by Section 6 which provides the
conclusion remarks as well as an overview on the potential future improvements of the
application.

2. CHALLENGES
Building a mobile application for the first time with a new programming language is not an easy
task. Throughout the course of the development, we ran into several challenges that needed
overcoming. Here is a brief overview of some of the most difficult challenges that we faced when
developing this app.

2.1. Challenge 1: Coming up with a Solution that Addresses All Aspects of the
Problem is Not an Easy Task.
After doing some research on the issue of procrastination, we noticed that there are many
different aspects of the problem that needed to be taken into consideration when we were
designing the app. We found that there is no one single method that can effectively address the
problem of procrastination. For example, a schedule system that allows users to set and complete
goals is not sufficient as the only source of motivation to keep people on track. Therefore, coming
up with a comprehensive solution that addresses both the time management aspect and the
emotional aspect of procrastination was critical to the effectiveness and the success of the app.
Moreover, the details of the rank system also needed to be carefully designed as we wanted to
ensure that the system is both fair and rewarding.

2.2. Challenge 2: Implementing the Design Ideas can be Hard Because the Rank
System Requires a Database Server.
Unlike other goal tracking apps, our design of the app includes a rank system that requires us to
have a functional database server to store all the necessary information of the users including
points, completed goals, rank position, and username, etc. Without a server, the app would not
offer the opportunity for the users to compete with each other, which is an important motivation
factor in reducing the tendency of procrastination. Besides implementing a functional server,
other design ideas such as separating long-term and short-term goals, implementing a
remind/notification system, and making the motivational statement associated with each goal set
by the user useful in targeting the emotional aspect of procrastination were all challenges that
needed us to address throughout the course of the development.

2.3. Challenge 3: Building a Cool User Interface and Adding New Functions and
Modules are Necessary in Attracting More Users.
After finishing implementing the basic functions of the app, we began to focus all our attention
on building a beautiful user interface with smooth transitions from modules to modules. We knew
that having an UI that is both easy to view and easy to understand is crucial in attracting new
users as well as keeping the current user base because no one wants to use an app every day that
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is hard to look at and way too complicated to understand. However, connecting different modules
and building a cool user interface with flutter for the first time was not easy. Since every page’s
design had to be written in code, building a good UI required us to learn the new language more
thoroughly before knowing how to format each page, connecting them together, and making sure
that the app runs smoothly on the user device.

3. SOLUTION
The goal of our application is to help the users reduce their tendency to procrastinate. An
overview of the app is shown in the diagram below. To use the app, the user is first asked to
create an account by providing a username, email and password. Once an account has been
created, a new user id will be generated and all the user’s information will be initialized in the
firebase server, which is the server that we use to store the relevant user information. Then the
user can login to his/her account and gain access to the main functions of the app. As seen from
the diagram, the app consists of three main functions.

3.1. Overview of iProgress System

Figure 1: Overview of iProgress system

It allows the user to create a list of small goals and one big goal and helps them to keep track of
those goals. This function aims to solve one aspect of procrastination, which is one’s inability to
efficiently manage schedule and time. The goals are clearly displayed on the homepage of the app
with a big goal on top and a list of small goals at the bottom. A check box can be found next to
each small task that the user has set to complete. The user has the ability to customize the
schedule by adding, removing, and completing goals. Once a small goal/task is completed, the
check box will automatically be checked that tells the user that the task has already been
completed. When adding new small goals or changing the big goal, the user has the option to
either choose from a list of predefined goals on the add goal page or customize a new goal by
pressing the customize button on the top of the page. To customize a goal, the user can simply
input the name and the perceived difficulty of the goal. After clicking confirm, the user will then
be asked to set a reminder time for the goal and also provide a brief statement to why it is
necessary to complete the goal on time. Then hit confirm again, the user will return to the
homepage and the goal will be changed or added to the list.
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When entering each goal, the user is asked to offer a reason why he/she must complete that goal
on time. This message is then displayed as a notification on the user’s device at the specific
reminder time that the user has set for the goal. By requiring the user to consciously give a reason
to not procrastinate and reminding the user of that reason, the app aims to address the emotional
aspect of procrastination as the user is reminded that he/she will ultimately feel better if the goal
is completed on time.
The rank system is the last major function of the app. To the left of the homepage is the social
page where the rankings of all users of the app are located. Inspired by common rank systems in
video games, the rank system of this app consists of six different divisions ranging from bronze
to master and each division has four tiers. Ranks are represented by different rank badges with
different colors that are located on the left side of each user. In order to earn points, the user must
complete goals on time without procrastinating. Points are rewarded based on the difficulty of the
goal and more points are rewarded for long-term goals than small goals. We hope that with the
incorporation of a rank system, the users will have more incentives to keep themselves on track
of their work and schedule and avoid being distracted by things that will delay the completion of
the goals.

3.2. The Implementation of iProgress System
To implement the app, we used flutter, an open-source UI software development kit made by
Google [6]. Since flutter allows developers to write apps for both IOS and Android using the
same language and code, we were able to write everything once in Android Studio and
successfully published the app to both iTunes and Google Play store. For the server we used a
firebase real-time database, which is a cloud database that stores and syncs data across all clients
in real time. Using the firebase database ultimately helped us overcome the challenge of
implementing more complicated functions into the app such as the rank system that required a
cloud server that can store and distribute information across different devices [7]. Another
challenge was building the user interface after we finished implementing the basic functions of
the app. To make sure that we have a clean and smooth UI for the app, we built widgets and put
them together using flutter material design, which has a bunch of tools for app developers to
decorate their apps. The adaptability of the UI also creates a consistent user experience not only
across different platforms, but also different devices. Moreover, because flutter supports both IOS
and Android, it is very easy for us to make changes to the code and update the app in stores,
which means that we can constantly add new functions and make improvements to the app. There
were several new features that were added to the app after the initial publication, including an
achievement tab that allows the user to see all of his past completed big goals, a streak system
that keeps track of how many days in a row a person has been completing goals, and an user
details page that displays the points, streak, and the last achievement of the user.
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Figure 2: Interface of iProgress system (a) Log in (b) set a target (c) overall ranks (d) user details (e)
summary of a user’s goal (f) user rank
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Figure 3: Firebase of iProgress system

4. EXPERIMENT
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach in helping people to deal with procrastination, we
collected user evaluation and feedback from 20 participants who used the app for 30 days in the
form of close interviews both before and after they began using the app.
In order to determine if the app did actually help reduce people’s tendency to procrastinate, the
first thing that we did was to compare the initial experience of the participants in dealing with
procrastination with their experience of procrastination after using the app. The participants were
mainly high schoolers who have all experienced procrastination at some point in their high school
career. This is shown clearly during the initial interview as a majority of the participants reported
to have a tendency to procrastinate when doing assignments for school or studying for exams.
However, when we compared the participants’ post-experience with procrastination to their initial
experience, the result was overall very positive: out of the 20 participants, 16 of them reported
that they are less likely to procrastinate when they have entered the task to the small goal list in
the app, while 4 of them reported no changes to their experience with procrastination, which
suggests that a majority of the user base tend to benefit from app in terms of reducing
procrastination.
We then collected evaluations from the participants by asking them to list out the things that they
liked and/or disliked about the app. Some things that the participants liked about the app were
features such as the rank system, the clear display of small goals along with the notification
system, and the message that you can write to yourself when entering each goal. Some
participants reported that the rank system really motivated them to finish the assignments that
they set off to do since they could all see each other on the leaderboard and wanted to have a
higher rank than the other participants. The clean display of small goals was also a favorable
feature as many of the participants reported that they could easily create and manage a schedule
using the app. Some things that people disliked about the app were features like the restriction of
having only one big goal at a time and the predefined goals being too limited. Some of the
participants reported that the app only allows them to create one big goal at a time, which really
limits their aspiration to complete more goals. Some also complained that the list of predefined
goals were far too limited and suggested more variations of small goals should be added to the
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list. However, the dissatisfaction with other functions of the app was still very minimal,
suggesting that the app was overall a very effective tool to help reduce procrastination.
Lastly, we asked the participants to give any feedback or suggestions for the app in terms of
improvements of certain parts and the implementation of other features in the future. One of the
most important feedback that we received was that the social feature of the app can be further
expanded to include other forms of social interactions between the users. For example, some of
the participants felt that it would be more exciting if they could make friends with each other and
check on each other’s progress by chatting with them while using the app. Moreover, some
people also suggested that we should implement a calendar system as a better form of
visualization for the user’s schedule. We believe that all of these suggestions are extremely
valuable to the future improvements of the app, and we are currently planning on implementing
these features while addressing the complaints by making changes to some of the existing parts of
the app.

5. RELATED WORK
Forest is a popular productivity app made by SEEKRTECH CO., LTD. that helps people manage
their time and stay focused on the tasks at hand by letting them plant trees in the app when they
need to complete a task for a certain time without being distracted by the phone [10]. Similar to
iProgress, Forest also has a reward system in which users can spend the coins they obtained to
unlock new types of trees and bushes, or even plant real trees on Earth. This is an incredibly
interesting feature as it creates a sense of responsibility and achievement for the users as they can
protect the environment while becoming more productive. However, unlike iProgress, Forest
does not have a rank feature or a customizable schedule.
Another related app is Momentum Habit Tracker developed by Mathias Maehlum [9].
Momentum is an ideal app for keeping track of habits and routines as it offers a calendar feature
that allows users to create weekly targets and take notes on their progress, making it very easy to
build new habits. Although the app is similar to iProgress in that they both let users create goals
and keep track of them, Momentum is more like a calendar that helps people with developing
new habits, while iProgress focuses more on addressing the problem of procrastination by
providing incentive.
Habitica is another interesting app that helps people track and maintain good habits [8]. Similar to
iProgress, Habitica also has a creative way to give people extra incentive to stay motivated.
Inspired by RPG video games, the users of Habitica can rank up their characters as they complete
more tasks, which makes habit building more fun and exciting. Compared to Habitica, iProgress
does not have a complex RPG game reward system, but it does have a more goal oriented system
that targets the emotions of the users, making it more effective in helping people beat
procrastination.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
To summarize, procrastination is a common issue that many people face today, and it can often
have many negative effects on a person such as increased guilt and frustration, poor performance
at work or school, and lower productivity. While most people do not experience the most severe
consequences of procrastination, this issue is still prevalent as it can often limit the success of
those who do procrastinate. Therefore, in this project, our goal is to address the problem of
procrastination by creating a mobile application that combines all the tools and strategies that are
effective dealing with this issue. With unique features such as a rank system that will motivate
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users to complete more goals without procrastinating by creating a competitive environment, and
a customizable message attached to each goal that allows the users to consciously note the
importance of avoiding procrastination, iProgress can help people to effectively deal with the
problem of procrastination and form a better and more productive lifestyle by developing good
work ethics and more healthy habits. Through the evaluations and feedback from some of the
users, we were able to determine that the app has an overall positive effect on people who
struggle with procrastination. We found that the majority of people who use the app tend to
benefit from it in terms of reducing their tendency to procrastinate. As for the app’s limitation,
there are definitely a few changes that need to be made in order to improve the overall user
experience. One of the limitations is that iProgress’s social feature is not very comprehensive as it
does not allow users to interact with each other in the forms of chatting or making friends.
However, we are currently planning on expanding the social feature in the near future. The first
step would be to add a message system where the users can leave each other messages as
reminders of the goals that they need to complete. Other changes and features that we heard from
user suggestions are also going to be implemented. For example, we will add a calendar page to
the app so that the user can create and manage schedules more easily. We will also expand the
restriction on the number of big goals so that people can have multiple big goals at a time. In the
meantime, we will continue to collect feedback and suggestions from users and make changes to
the app so that more people will benefit from it by being more productive and freer of
procrastination.
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AUTOMATION OF POLITICAL BIASES
DETECTION USING MACHINE LEARNING
Bill Zheng
Webb School of California, USA

ABSTRACT
In the current political climate, mass media was depicted as highly divisive and inaccurate
while many cannot efficiently identify its bias presented in the news. Using research regarding
keywords in the current political environment, we have designed an algorithm that detects and
quantifies political, opinion, and satirical biases present in current day articles. Our algorithm
makes use of scipy’ssklearn linear regression model and multiple regression model to
automatically identify the bias of a news article based on a scale of 0 to 3 (-3 to 3 in political
bias detection) to automatically detect the bias presented in a news source. The usage of this
algorithm on all three segments, politics, opinion, and satire has been proven effective, and it
enables an average reader to accurately evaluate the bias in a news source.

1. INTRODUCTION
Media-processed news has become the predominant means in which Americans consume current
information. Despite its presence in almost every facet of American life, many Americans today
have expressed their discontent with the contemporary news service. With more than 62% of the
Americans expressing that the mainstream media is biased and more than 80% of the Americans
expressing that their news sources are biased, many set out to combat this polarization of news
media in politics. Biases within a news source can be extremely harmful to the audience as
misformation can produce harm at both a physical and a mental level. Millions of dollars have
been spent on keeping the news impartial or detect any possible bias within the news, and this
topic became more significant as we entered the present due to the polarization of news
resources. An automated bias detection algorithm can not only save time for an average reader to
identify the underlying biases of a news source, but it can also benefit the public by giving them
more clarity in acquiring information and making rational decisions in the future.
While the issue of bias within the mainstream media was pervasive, many of the times readers
were asked to identify the biases themselves as the media does not provide any insights on its
own biases. Sometimes third-party fact-checkers such as Associated Press will conduct factchecking by themselves, but that method was limited in its usage. One study done by Budak,
Goel, and Rao [1] indicates that the bias of each news source can be classified as an ndimensional vector and the computer can learn the bias of the vector by checking the attitude of
the article on a certain topic. However, this study did not conclusively determine how an
individual article presents its bias, instead, it gives us a holistic perspective on what biased is a
news source. In the study, each of the data points gathered by the researchers was used to
calculate the overall bias of a company instead of the bias of a given article, and that could be
proven ineffective. Another practical problem is that this application does not provide a causal or
correlational relationship between individual articles and its publishers and its context, which, if
not used accurately, could produce misinformation and cannot be more complex than just
indicating the general direction of the research.
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): MLNLP, BDIoT, ITCCMA, CSITY, DTMN, AIFZ, SIGPRO - 2020
pp. 175-181, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
DOI: 10.5121/csit.2020.101218
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In this paper, we follow the same line of research by Hamborg, Donnay, and Gipp [2]. Our goal
is to use the semantics given in the news article to formulate the bias of each article. Our method
is inspired by Hamborg, Donnay, and Gipp as they introduced both the source of the news and
the semantics of the news together. First, we analyzed the source of the news through the means
of identifying each keyword -- that is both a topic revolving around politics and adjectives in a
specific manner in which positively and negatively describing things in one manner would result
in a specific result from the multiplier. Using linear regression, one would get the results of
bias/opinion bias/satire bias in the form of the slope of the best-fit regression, which will then be
compared with the consensus to adjust the final value. This training will be iterated through many
samples, and this ensures the accuracy of detecting biases that are subtle or satirical contents.
Both the source of the news and the semantics will be combined in this method, which will also
provide a holistic perspective on the biases presented in the news.
We have tested three distinct scenarios using a total of 8 different articles from 8 distinct news
sources that are known to have a certain bias, opinion, and satirical tone. We dissect them into
two segments with one of them being less opinionated/ biased/ satirical tone than the other. We
have done this method two times, one with 100 pieces of 15-word segments and one with 200
pieces of 15-word segments in training. Both of these experiments have shown varying degrees
of success in detecting various forms of biases in news reports compared to the consensus. After
training with 200 pieces of 15-word segments, our accuracy in terms of convergence of a specific
piece of text has improved by 15% in evaluating the total range of the articles compared to the
consensus.
Section 2 presents the challenges met in the processing of experimenting with the algorithm and
ways of circumventing around it. Section 3 focuses on the solution and walks through its process
of creating it while corresponding to each section with section 2. Section 4 presents details,
results, and analysis of the experiment in section three, which is followed by presenting works
that helped the creation of this paper in section 5. The section concludes the paper while giving
future insights into similar projects.

2. CHALLENGES
The biggest challenge of working on this project entails the inclusion of internal biases. The
politics involved within the media culture is tremendous, and it is completely subjective and it is
up to the interpretation of the audience. One of the more significant examples is the difference
between the worldview between European politics and American politics. In general, Americans
are more right-leaning than Europeans given the same ideological tenets of a politician. It should
also be noted that defining biases is purely subjective as a right-winger is more tolerant towards
right-wing content than a left-winger. Therefore, it is hard to find the consensus and to check the
accuracy of a given article based on the information produced.
The second challenge regards dealing with the erratic nature of news reporting. Given that there
are multiple news reporters and journalists with a wide range of ideological beliefs, it is hard to
keep a track of everything that they are reporting. For example, the Wall Street Journal has a
wide variety of reporters and journalists with some leaning to the right and some leaning to the
left, and it has a high discrepancy within the own firm. Therefore, one of the major challenges
will be to classify the distribution of the biases within a single firm and to make it as accurate as
possible.
The final challenge regarding this paper is finding the appropriate sources. While there were
some papers automating the process of political bias detection, they are mostly limited to finding
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the biases of a certain keyword of a certain news source. It should also be noted that not many
would attempt to write a thesis based on the two challenges presented above. Therefore, it would
be harder than expected to find any credible resources to prove the effectiveness of this thesis and
its experiment.

3. METHODOLOGY/SOLUTION

The system will first break the word segment into smaller samples based on the keyword
dictionary provided. It will then use the dictionary to identify a numerical value for all of the
word samples by giving a left-wing word a negative value and a right-wing word a positive value
to correspond with their respective positions on a cartesian plane. It will then find any adjectives
associated with such keywords, and it will multiply it with the adjective given with a positive
value for a positive adjective and a negative value for a negative adjective. Using that, it will use
regularized least square regression to check the apparent biases of the news by inserting the
keywords into their original position as indicated by the numerical value, then it will compare
itself with the sample already learned by the computer that has undergone the same procedure
and has been given a numerical value for its biases to ensure its accuracy.
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The code follows the same patterns as the steps discussed above: the computer will first detect
relevant keywords and use a method of least regularized square regression to calculate the
theoretical biases as described above, then it will match with the texts that have a similar set of
keywords and compare their values. Data will be saved through pickle, and the real value will be
sent out through methods of count vectorizer transforms. The final results will be printed and
displayed in the dials below.

The first part of the algorithm attempts to quantify the biases using the linear regression model,
then the linear regression will give an output and correlate it to the given value in the list. They
will be fitted together and used in machine learning through a count vectorizer.
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4. EXPERIMENTS/EVALUATION
My solution strives to automate the detection of political bias within a piece of text, and the
algorithm has guaranteed that it will generate an accurate result. My experiment includes using
eight different articles with varying degrees of political, opinion, and satirical biases from 4
different sources. It totals up to around 2000 words, which will be fitting for the learning process.

Numerical Average:
Fox News: 1.92
The Atlantic: -1.52
Washington Post: -0.98
The Onion: 0.22

Numerical Average:
Fox News: 2.02
The Atlantic: 1.88
Washington Post: 1.51
The Onion: 1.44
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Numerical Average:
Fox News: 0.42
The Atlantic: 0.88
Washington Post: 0.30
The Onion: 1.88
The second experiment is designed to test the algorithm’s susceptibility to change, and more
specifically the susceptibility of change in keywords. In each of the 30 words segment, we had 5
keywords change throughout the entire passage randomly, and we tested the susceptibility to
keyword change without changing the general meaning of the article.

Compared to the general consensus, my results have shown that the twenty pieces gathered at
random have shown great accuracy with each of them having less than 15% error. As of the
changing keywords, despite it causing some major change in the results of the algorithm,
calculations have shown that the standard deviation is around 4%, which shows that this
algorithm while facing some changes in the keywords section, are in fact less susceptible to the
changes in them.

5. RELATED WORK & REFERENCES
Related work 1
https://www8.gsb.columbia.edu/media/sites/media/files/JustinRaoMediaBias.pdf
This work is used to identify political biases within each news source by analyzing the semantics
of each news source. My work expanded on this work by using the semantics and given values of
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a text to fit the biases of each text instead of each news source. I improved the ways this study
went as I used a more holistic way to approach this issue and provided a more stable and accurate
result.

Related work 2
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00799-018-0261-y
This source discussed the potential role that the news publisher could have on emanating biases,
and it also discussed how to use machine learning to detect biases by giving each way of using
different semantics a fixed value. I believe this is a great foundation for my work as it also
provided much of the materials needed for constructing my machine learning algorithm. My
algorithm focuses less on the source, and it is more efficient as it simply combines two
algorithms which have been laid foundations on.

Related work 3
Hainmueller, J., & Hazlett, C. (2014). Kernel Regularized Least Squares:
Reducing Misspecification Bias with a Flexible and Interpretable
Machine Learning Approach.
Political Analysis, 22 (2), 143 168.
doi:10.1093/pan/mpt019
Compared to the two algorithms discussed above, the algorithm introduced in this study focuses
on a specific way of regression: Kernel regularized least squares. It helped me to provide a more
accurate reading on the regression, and I used his work as a part of my algorithm. However, with
the combined algorithm, I can create more applications for this mean of regression and put it into
great use with great accuracy.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK (400+ WORDS)
In this paper, we develop a system which uses the semantics given in the news article to

detect and quantify political, opinion, and satirical biases present in current day articles.
Firstly, the system will first break the word segment into smaller samples based on the
keyword dictionary provided. Then, it will identify a numerical value for all of the word
samples by giving a left- wing word a negative value and a right-wing word a positive
value to correspond with their respective positions. The results of bias/opinion bias/satire
bias will be obtained in the form of the slope of the best-fit regression through linear regression.
For the data training, it will be iterated through many samples, and this ensures the accuracy of
detecting biases that are subtle or satirical contents. Both the source of the news and the
semantics will be combined in this method, which will also provide a holistic perspective on the
biases presented in the news.
In future, we will improve our model and make sure that the bias/opinion bias/satire bias can
reflect the real case precisely.

© 2020 By AIRCC Publishing Corporation. This article is published under the Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY) license.
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ABSTRACT
In the recent decades, an increasing number of people become overweight, ranging from
children to elders. Consequently, a series of diseases come along with obesity. How to control
weight effectively is a big concern for most people. In order to improve the awareness of
people’s diets and calorie intake, this paper develops an application–Fitable, which can help
users by calculating calories burned in a particular workout. The foods that Fitable
recommends are all based on the lifestyle the user is aiming to achieve. Until now, the app is
accessible to Android users.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1995, only 28% of the adult population was considered obese [1]. In 2016, roughly two-thirds
of adults and nearly 20% of children were overweight [2]. Today, approximately 160 million
people are obese [3]. That means roughly one-in-forty people on Earth are overweight.
Numerous people know that not exercising and genetics correlate to obesity, however, dieting is
by far the most crucial aspect in maintaining a healthy lifestyle. Many people exercise and do not
know what to eat to supplement their exercise routine. Some eat unhealthy foods after a heavy
workout. After a few weeks, they do not see any improvement and thus give up, therefore,
becoming overweight. Obesity tends to lead to Type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure, strokes, and
other heart and health issues [4][5]. The Fitable team set out to reduce these issues by spreading
awareness using a dieting app, thus creating Fitable. Today, people recommend playing sports,
having a daily exercise routine, and counting their calorie intake. This app takes all of these into
account and recommends healthy foods to encourage a healthy lifestyle. Our app combines the
convenience of popular products, such as Fitbit and Apple watches with the nutritional benefits
of calorie calculators to give users the best experience.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we provide our challenges for
the app development, and in Section III, we present the app and our solution to these challenges.
We introduce the app and describe how it works. In Section IV, we provide insight into future
features for Fitable and conclude our paper with a summary.
Exercise and dieting are essential aspects of human life. Many people are suffering from obesity,
sparking the development of Fitable. The popular products, Fitbit and Apple Watch, calculate
the steps and the time spent on a workout. However, these products do not calculate the foods
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people should eat to support their exercise, intensity, and the specific type of workout [6][7].
Fitable provides users with what they should be consuming to reach their goal (i.e., general,
bulking, slimming) based on their workout and exercises. Fitable’s competition, Fitbit and Apple
Watch, are considered luxuries, and not everyone can afford these luxuries. However, Fitable is
free, which increases the potential number of users. Technology has been incorporated into the
world more rapidly, and thus, we wanted to create an app that uses technology to help others.
There are few, if any, apps that calculate the calories burned in a particular workout, and they do
not suit the needs of potential users as accurately as Fitable. Additionally, the foods
recommended by some websites and apps are absurdly high in sodium, cholesterol, and
carbohydrates. The foods that Fitable recommends are all based on the lifestyle the user is
aiming to achieve, no matter the goal. Fitable does not recommend foods that are high in sodium,
cholesterol, or carbohydrates to any of their users.
The following map is a graph of obesity [8]. This graph shows the obesity population as recent
as 2017. Since then, this number has gone up and is at an all-time high in 2019 [9].

Table 1. Fitable vs. Competitors
Benefits

Apple Watch

Fitbit Calorie Calculators [10] Fitable

Recommended Calories Intake

✓

✓

Food Recommendation

✓

✓

Convenient

✓

Specific Exercises

✓

✓

✓

✓

Cheap
Private

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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In the customization of Fitable, the color scheme and aesthetics were an essential part of the
process. We wanted a color scheme that would be suitable for all users, regardless of gender or
race. The logo is an integral part of the development of any app, along with something that
immediately catches the user’s eye. It also has to relate to the primary purpose and intertwine
with the color scheme; so, therefore, we designed a logo with a character running.

2. CHALLENGES
2.1. Challenge 1
Through the development of the app, we collected nutrition information on food items. Nutrition
information is recorded per serving size, and serving size does not have universal metrics for all
foods, which created the tedious job of determining the next most common metric. For example,
the NLEA serving size -- or the amount of food that is generally consumed in a sitting -- for
apples was present, whereas in some other foods (coconut, steak, etc.,) the NLEA serving size
was absent, thus creating the challenge of determining the next most common metric [11]. This
made the nutrition calculation, and therefore, food recommendation, very difficult.

2.2. Challenge 2
Calculating the number of calories burned depends on the time played and the intensity of the
sport. Playing golf at an intensity of five for one hour would burn fewer calories than if you
played soccer at an intensity of five for one hour. For each sport, a different formula had to be
created, dependent on the intensity of that sport.

2.3. Challenge 3
Author names are to be written in 13 pt. Times New Roman format, centered and followed by a
12pt. paragraph spacing. If necessary, use superscripts to link individual authors with
institutions as shown above. Author affiliations are to be written in 12 pt. Times New Roman,
centered, with email addresses, in 10 pt. Courier New, on the line following. The last email
address will have an 18 pt. (paragraph) spacing following.
Deciding which foods to recommend in which categories. Along with the nutrition information
already collected, we also needed to collect vitamin content, protein content, and carbohydrate
content. These factors contributed to placing the foods in their respective categories. For
example, a lot of meat and eggs were put in bulking, since meat is full of protein, which is
crucial to the bulking process. However, foods with fewer calories and protein content were
placed in slimming.

3. SOLUTIONS
These are the solutions to the previous challenges, respectively. The solution of not having a
universal metric was to find the next most common metric (i.e., 100 grams, or 1 cup). This
works fine now as a placeholder, but ideally, there will become an NLEA for all foods, so that
Fitable can become consistent throughout. We solved the challenge of normalizing calories
dependent on the sport. We recorded calories burned dependent on each sport; for example, we
found that athletes burn more calories in tennis than in golf. Using this data, we calculated the
number of calories burned per minute, which we would then be able to convert into the amount
of time the user inputs into the app. In the diagram below, you can see we rated each sport based
on the intensity and difficulty of the sport.
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Table 2. Sports Intensity, as referenced in the Fitable app.

To place foods in the correct categories, we looked at their nutrition information. As stated
earlier, foods with higher calories, carbohydrates, and protein content were placed into the
bulking category. On the other hand, foods with fewer calories and carbohydrates were placed
into the slimming category.
On the screen on the left, is the logo.
The screen on the right is where users enter their exercise information, including time played,
sport, and intensity. Intensity is on a scale of one to five, where one is the weakest, and five is
the strongest. The intensity of the exercises factor into the food’s users receive. Users click
calculate to collect their results. *The screen on the right has been updated, and more sports have
been added.
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The screen on the left is where users receive recommended foods based on the information they
enter. There are three categories, general, bulking, and slimming. The recommended calorie
intake is the number of calories we suggest that users consume to reach the desired results. Once
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they click a food, they are shown the screen on the right, where there is an image of the food,
and its respective nutrition, such as average serving size, calories, protein, and carbohydrates.
*These screens are scrollable, meaning you cannot see the bottom half of the screen. On the left,
along with the categories general and bulk, there is the slimming category. On the right, along
with average serving size and calories, protein and carbohydrates are included.
Example:
Jimmy is a user. He has a slim body type and wants to start bulking. He just finished a workout
of weightlifting for sixty minutes without stopping, thus achieving an intensity of five. He wants
to know what type of foods and meals he should eat to achieve his goal of bulking. Jimmy opens
Fitable and enters his information and receives a number and some suggested foods. The figure
represents the recommended amount of calorie intake for him to achieve his goal.

We made a ‘Foods to Avoid Page,’ where no matter what goal users might have, they want to
avoid these foods. This is a screenshot of what users might see. The foods listed here are high in
sugar, cholesterol, such as soda, fast food, and donuts [12].
This formula was used to calculate the calories burned for a particular intensity, time, and
difficulty of the sport. For example, if a user played soccer for sixty minutes and at an intensity
of four, they would want to consume 271 calories (0.3533*4*60*4*0.8) to reach their slimming
goal. Fitable then uses this number to recommend foods to the user.
cal = 0.35330.8intetimediff
 inte = intensity played at
 time = time played
 diff = difficulty of the sport
 cal = recommended number of calories to consume
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4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have outlined and shown the purposes of Fitable. We have also displayed some
features of our app and how potential users would use the app. Our app is motivated by the
increasing number of people in the nation that are obese, a number that is close to 30% of the
nation today [17]. The solutions to some of the challenges listed above have been implemented
into our app. As future work, we hope to add more features, and hopefully, Fitable can be used
to reduce the number of people who are obese in the nation.
The app’s objective is to improve the awareness of people’s diets and calorie intake. For this app
to be more successful, we would like to add many aspects, some of which are recorded here.
As of now, the app is accessible to Android users but not Apple users. The goal is to publish the
app into the Apple App Store, so both Android and Apple users can use it [11]. It will be free to
the public, increasing the potential number of users. As of right now, we have it on Google,
found here:
Personalize the user information, such as adding gender, height, weight, and body mass index or
BMI, along with the sport played and intensity [15]. These features will allow our calculations to
be more accurate, and therefore, recommend the best food suited for the user. This will also
create the best rate of success for the user, regardless of their goals.
Another future feature is to add whole meals, rather than individual foods. This will allow the
app to be much more user-friendly, giving users recommendations for easy to prepare meals,
rather than forcing the user to think of meals by themselves. However, there are a variety of
ways to make a specific meal, such as spaghetti, it is hard to track the number of calories in the
meal [16]. Certain noodles will be healthier than others, and each noodle has different nutrition
values.
Adding more sports, exercise routines, and food/meal options. This will allow a more diverse
customer base, helping more people reach their exercise and weight goals.
In the future, we would recommend drinks, such as smoothies as another way to give users an
idea of how to consume the recommended foods.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of multi-focus image fusion is to integrate images with different objects in focus so that
we obtained a single image with all objects in focus. In this paper, we present a novel multifocus image fusion method based on neighbour local variability (NLV). This method takes into
consideration the information in the surrounding region of pixels. Indeed, at each pixel, the
method exploits the local variability calculated from quadratic difference between the value of
pixel and the value of all pixels that belong to its neighbourhood. It expresses the behaviour of
pixel relative to all pixels belonging to its neighbourhood. The variability preserves edge
feature because it detects the abrupt image intensity. The fusion of each pixel is performed by
weighting each pixel by the exponential of the local variability. The precision of this fusion
depends on the largenumberof the neighbourhood where the largenumber depends on the
blurring characterized by the variance and its size of blurring filter. We constructed a model
that gives the value of the large….. from the variance and the size of blurring filter. Comparing
our method with other methods, it shows the best result.

KEYWORDS
Neighbour Local Variability; Multi-focus image fusion; Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the limited depth-of-focus of optical lenses, it is often difficult to capture an image that
contains all relevant objects in focus. Only the objects within the depth-of-field are in focus,
while other objects are blurred. Multi-focus image fusion is developed to solve this problem.
There are various approaches that have been performed in literature. These approaches can be
divided into two types: the spatial domain method and the multi-scale fusion method. The spatial
domain fusion method is performed directly on the source images. In spatial domain techniques,
we directly deal with the image pixels. The pixel values are manipulated to achieve the desired
result. The fusion methods such as averaging, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [1],
maximum selection rule, bilateral gradient-based methods [2] and Guided Image Filter (GIF)based method [3] and maximum selection rule fall under spatial domain approaches. The
disadvantage of spatial domain approaches is that they produce spatial distortion in the fused
image. Spatial distortion can be very well- handled by multi-scale approaches on image fusion. In
multi-scale fusion methods, the fusion process is performed on the source images after
decomposing them into multiple-scales. The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [4]-[9], Laplacian
pyramid image fusion [10]-[17], Discrete cosine transform with variance calculation (DCT+var)
[18], saliency detection based method (SD)[19] are examples of image fusion techniques under
transformdomain.
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): MLNLP, BDIoT, ITCCMA, CSITY, DTMN, AIFZ, SIGPRO - 2020
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In this paper, we propose pixel level multi-focus image fusion based on the neighbour local
variability (NLV). This method takes into consideration the information of the surrounding
region of pixels. Indeed, at each pixel, the method exploits the local variability calculated from
quadratic difference between the value of pixel and the value of all pixels that belong to its
neighbourhood. It expresses the behaviour of pixel relative to all pixels belonging to its
neighbourhood. The variability preserves edge feature because it detects the abrupt image
intensity. The fusion of each pixel is performed by weighting each pixel by the exponential of the
local variability. The precision of this fusion is depending on the width of region of pixels
considered in the neighbourhood. Firstly, we studied the optimal width of region for having the
minimum error. Hence, we showed that the width of region depends on the blurring characterized
by the variance and its size of blurring filter. We constructed a model that gives the value of the
large from the variance and the size of the blurring filter.
While comparing our method with other methods existed in literature (DWT and LP-DWT), it
was shown that our method gave the best result by using Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). In
this work, the experimental for fusion image and compare to other methods.
This paper is organized as follows: The first section reveals the steps of the fusion process of the
proposed method and a model giving the size of neighbourhood. In section 3, we studied the
experimental resultsand compared our method to some recent methods. Section 4 gives
conclusion of this work. In section 5, we give mathematical details for showing a propriety of the
local variability.

2. THE PROPOSED METHOD
Consider the fusion of two images, I1 and I2 that have respectively blurred parts B1 and B2. These
images have the same size:N1 x N2. We study the case where B1 and B2 are disjoint. The idea of
the NLV fusion method consists of summing the pixel values of the two images weighted by
local variability in each picture. This local variability at (x, y) is calculated from the exponential
of average of the square difference between the value of the pixel (x, y) and the value of its
neighbors. The NLV at ( x, y ) is defined as follows:
𝑎
1

𝑣𝑎,𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦) = √𝑅 ∑

𝑎

∑
𝑛=−𝑎

𝑚=−𝑎

|𝐼𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐼𝑘′ (𝑥 + 𝑚, 𝑦 + 𝑛)|

2

(1)

where k is the index of kth source image (k = 1, 2), a is the size of neighborhood

 I k ( x  m, y  n), if 1  x  m  N1 and 1  y  n  N 2
I k'  x  m, y  n   
 I k ( x, y), otherwise
,
𝑅 = (2𝑎 + 1)2 − 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑆),









S   m, n    a, a   {(0,0)} I k'  x  m, y  n   I k ( x, y ) .
2

In the annex 1,it is shown that this local variability is small enoughwherethe location is on
theblurred area (B1 or B2).
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In this paper, we develop a novel fusion method that consists of weighting each pixel of each
image by exponential of neighbour local variability. This neighbour local variability is calculated
from the quadratic difference between the value of the pixel and the all pixel values of its
neighbours. The idea came from the fact that the variation of the value in blurred region is
smaller than the variation of the value in focused region. We used the neighbour, with the size
"a", of a pixel defined as follows:

( x  i, y  j ) where i  a, a  1,

, a  1, a and j  a, a  1,

, a  1, a .

For example, the neighbor with the small size ("a" = 1) contains: ( x  1, y  1) , ( x  1, y ) ,

( x  1, y  1) , ( x, y  1) , ( x, y  1) , ( x  1, y  1) , ( x  1, y ) , ( x  1, y  1) .

(x-1, y-1)

(x-1,y)

(x-1,y+1)

(x,y-1)

(x,y)

(x,y+1)

(x+1,y-1)

(x+1,y)

(x+1,y+1)

Fig. 2. Pixel at (x,y) within its neighborhood, a = 1.

Then, the steps of image fusion with size "a" are as follows:
Suppose there are M original source images, I1, ..., IM, with different focus to be fused. The
images here have the same size (𝑁1 x𝑁2 ). The general principle of making fusion rules are:
Step 1:For each pixel of each image, we calculated the neighbor local variability (NLV) of every
source image, va,k(x,y) defined in (1).
Step 2: The fused image proposed, F is calculated in the following model:
𝑀

𝐹 (𝑥, 𝑦) =

∑

𝑘=1

exp(𝑣𝑎,𝑘 (𝑥,𝑦))𝐼𝑘 (𝑥,𝑦)
𝑀

∑

𝑖=1

(17)
exp(𝑣𝑎,𝑘(𝑥,𝑦))

Obviously, this method depends on the size "a". First, we tried with a small size (a = 1). Hence,
the NLV method is better than DWT method. To improve this method and to compare it with all
other methods, we optimized the value of "a"for having the minimum Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE), where RMSE is defined in section 4. For that, we showed that the value of "a" depends
on the blurred area.
The choice of the size of the neighborhood "a" used in NLV method depends on variance (v) and
the size(s) of the blurring filter. Our problem is to have a model that gives the value of the "a"
according to the "v" and "s"; we take a sample of 1000 images that we blurred using Gaussian
filter with different values of v and s (v=1,2,3,...,35 and s=1,2,3,...,20).
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After that, for each image we blurred with parameters "v" and "s", we applied our fusion method
with different values of "a"("a=1,2,...,17")and determined the value of "a" that gives the
minimum RMSE, denoted by
denoted

a  v, s 

aI  v, s 

. Then, we took the mean of the

aI  v, s 

for 1000 images,

, because the coefficient of variation is smaller than 0.1.

To propose a model, firstly, we have studied the variation of "a" in according to variance "v" for
each fixed size of blurring filter "s". We noted that this variation is logarithmic.For example,
"s=8" on Fig. 4.By using nonlinear regression, we obtained the model:
a= 2.1096ln v  2.8689 .

Fig. 4. Graph between "a" and variance of blurring filter where "s"=8.

In general, the model is:

a  c1 (s) ln v  c2 (s)

(18)

where the c1 and c2 are functions that depend on "s". The graphs that describe c1 and c2 ,
respectively, are revealed in Fig. 5. and Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. graph of

c1 ( s ) Fig. 6. graph of c2 ( s ) .

By giving a model of c1 and a model of c2 and introducing these models in (19), we get the
general following model:
2
 log  s   2.655551  
3.0348761
 75.062269  
a ( v, s ) 
ln(v)  0.434 
 
 exp 0.5 
1  29.0909139exp  0.5324955s 
1.225175
 1.225175s  

 

(19)
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As "a" is integer, we have two choices of a. It is either the floor of
or the ceiling of a(v,s) , denoted by
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a  v, s  , denoted by a(v, s) 

 a(v, s)  where  x   min n  | n  x and

 x   max m  | m  x . Since the RMSE values of both "a" are very slightlydifferent, then
we can choose any "a" of them. We use "a" =  a(v, s)  in the remaining part of this paper.
We validated our model by applying it to 100 images (we generated 100 pairs multi-focus images
with various values of variance and size of blurring filter) and the result is as good as it was
expected. Thus, our method is better than DWT and LP-DWT methods. To use this NLV method,
we must firstly estimate the variance and the size of blurring filter. For that,there exists some
papers giving the methods to estimate variance of blurring filter and the blur detection as in [23][27].We also proposed another method wherein we combined Laplacian pyramid method and
NLV method. Indeed, we used Laplacian pyramid with NLV as a selection rule, denoted by LPNLV.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
The NLV method is performed on a datasets of images [26] using Matlab2013a. We blur these
images using Gaussian filter with many values of variance and size. To lighten the reading of the
paper, we presented only two examples with the size 256x256 (N1 = N2 = 256). The first, image
'bird' Fig.1 and the second image 'bottle' Fig.2, all images consist of two images with different
focus and one reference image.
For comparison purposes, we performed fusion using methods: PCA method [1], Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) method [6], Laplacian Pyramid LP_PCA [15], LP_DWT [17] and
Bilateral gradient (BG) [2].
In order to compare these methods, we used the following four evaluation criteria frequently
used:
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
RMSE finds out the difference between the reference image R and the fused image F. It gives the
information how the pixel values of fused image deviate from the reference image. RMSE
between the reference image and the fused image is computed as:
RMSE 

1 c c
2
 R ( x, y )  F ( x, y ) 

rc i 1 j 1

(20)

whereR is a reference image, F is a fused image,rx c is the size of the input image, and x, y
represents to the pixel locations. A smaller value of RMSE shows a good fusion result. If the
value of RMSE is 0 then it means the fused image is as exactly the same as the reference image.
For two images that are presented in this paper and blurred with variance = 10 and size of
blurring filter = 5, the model (20) gives the neighbour size "a" = 5 and "a" = 6. Here, we use "a" =
6 because it results the smaller RMSE compared to "a" = 5 however the RMSE values of "a" = 5
and "a" = 6 are very slightly different.
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Blurred image 1

Blurred image 2

Figure1. Fusion by proposed method NLV

We have found that the NLV method better fusion compared to other methods, see Fig.1.
Table 1. Performance evaluation of image 'bird'

RMSE

PCA

DWT

6.9205

3.5678

LPDWT
1.5190

LPPCA
1.4681

DCT+var
2.6860

Bilateral
gradient
8.8378

GIF

SD

NLV

2.2792

10.4547

0.5466

LPNLV
0.8431

From the value of RMSE calculated for ten methods on Table 1, for image'bird': the smallest is
NLV method, the second smallest is LP-NLV, the third is LP-PCA, as we can see on the Table 1.
NLV method is the best method among the above methods and LP-NLV is better than LP-PCA
and LP-DWT.

Blurred image 1

Blurred image 2
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Figure2. Fusion by proposed method (NLV)

We have found that the NLV method performs better compared to other methods, see Fig.2.
To confirm our visually result, we calculated the evaluation metrics: RMSEsee Table 2. From the
value of RMSE calculated for ten methods in Table 2, we can classify these methods from the
smaller value of RMSE. The smallest value is NLV, the second smallest is LP-NLV, the third
smallest is LP-PCA.
Table 2. Performance evaluation of images of ‘the bottle'

RMSE

PCA

DWT

LPDWT

LPPCA

DCT+var

Bilateral
gradient

GIF

SD

NLV

LP-NLV

15.00
5

5.384

2.528

2.485

2.642

20.380

3.6
81

16.91
9

0.902

1.584

According to the evaluation measure RMSE, the Table 3 gives the mean and standard deviation
of RMSE for the considered methods applied on 150 images.
Table 3. Statistic parameters of the sample (150 images)
Methods
Mean
Standard
deviation
Time of
execution
by image

PC
A
8,71
3
3,86
6

DWT

LP_PCA

4,194

LP_DW
T
2,049

7s

BG

NLV

LP_NLV

1,995

DCT_va
r
2,839

11,044

0,591

1,344

1,381

0,756

0,743

1,308

4,859

0,204

0,697

5s

7s

7s

6s

6s

5s

7s

The results show that the proposed method (NLV) has a smaller mean of the RMSE. The
histograms of RMSE for 150 images by different methods (Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9) show for
almost all methods that the values of RMSE are almost symmetrically centred around the mean
value.
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Figure 3. Histogram of PCA method

Figure 5. The Histogram of DWT method

Figure 4. Histogram of LP_PCA method

Figure 6. Histogram of LP_DWT method

Figure 7. Histogram of Bilateral gradient method

Figure 8. Histogram of NLV method

Figure 9. Histogram of LP_NLV method

To compare analytically the proposed method to other methods, we used the Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with dependent samples (dependence by image). The software R gives the following
Anova table:
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Table 4. Anova table with one factor: method
Df
Method
9
Residuals 1341

Sum Sq
25467
5114

Mean Sq
2829.6
3.8

F value Pr(>F)
742 <2e-16 ***

As Pr(>F) is smaller than 1% , in table 4., the methods are signiﬁcantly different. We used
thenthe Newman Keuls test to compare the methods two-by-two and made groups having
signiﬁcantly the same mean. The software R shows the results of the test as follows:
Table 5. Test of Newman Keuls
$groups
RMSE

groups

SD

12.6072900

a

BG

11.0447767

b

PCA

8.7139600

c

DWT

4.1941660

d

DCT_var

2.8395233

e

GIF

2.5146353

e

LP_DWT

2.0496413

f

LP_PCA

1.9954953

f

LP_NLV

1.3446913

g

NLV

0.5921593h

From table 5., we have the means of RMSE of methods which are significantly different except
the methods DCT_var and GIF form the group “e” and the methods LP_DWT and LP_PCA form
the group “f”.
The proposed method NLV has a smaller mean and significantly different of the all methods. We
conclude that the proposed method is better than other methods.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the image fusion method based on neighbour local variability (NLV). The
principal method of fusion is described in details. The result of the experiment shows that the
NLV method gives a significant improvement result in both visual and quantitative image fusion
comparing to other fusion methods which are respectively DWT and LP-DWT. Laplacian
pyramid with NLV as a selection rule was also applied, LP-NLV. Based on the experiment result,
LP-NLV is better than LP-DWT and DWT.
The advantage of the proposed method lies in the fact that it takes into account the variability
between each pixel and its neighbours. This gives a power to the coefficient of the pixel located
in the focus part.This method can be extended to multimodal images used in particular in
medicine (scanner, echography, X-ray, etc.) to give the presence of certain cancer cells seen in
one image and not visible in another image.
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The method proposed can be used inmany applications such as:
1) Drone: it is a new technology in digital imaging, it hasopened up unlimited possibilities for
enhancingphotography. Drone can capture images on the samescene that zooms in on
different objects, and at variousaltitudes. It produces several images on the samescene but
with different objects in-focus.
2) For quality control of food industry: cameras areused to take pictures. Each camera targets
one ofseveral objects to detect an anomaly. The objects are on atreadmill. To have a photo
containing all the objectsclearly, we can use the proposed method of fusion whichgives
more details.
The perspectives of this work:


As many work on image fusion, implementing grayscale images, all proposedmethods in
this paper are performed on the grayscale image.However, these proposed methods can be
extendedto color images as color conveys significantinformation.



We are also encouraged to fuse more than twoimages by taking into account the local
variabilityin each image (intra-variability) and variabilitybetween image (inter-variability).
Inter-variability can detect the ’abnormal pixels’ amongthe images.
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5. ANNEX 1
Consider, without loss the generality that we have a focus pixel (x, y) in image I1 and blurred
in image I2 as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Two multi-focus images, the yellow part is blurred area and the white part is clear (focus) area.

The neighbor local variability of images I1 and I2, respectively is defined in (1) by:
1

1

𝑅

𝑅

𝑣𝑎,1 (𝑥, 𝑦) = exp (√ 𝑟1 (𝑥, 𝑦))and 𝑣𝑎,2 (𝑥, 𝑦) = exp (√ 𝑟2 (𝑥, 𝑦)) where𝑟1 (𝑥, 𝑦)and 𝑟2 (𝑥, 𝑦)
can be written as follows:
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2𝑎

2𝑎

|𝐼1 (𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐼1 (𝑥 + (𝑚 − 𝑎), 𝑦 + (𝑛 − 𝑎))|

∑

𝑟1 (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑

(2)

𝑛=0

𝑚=0
2𝑎

2𝑎

2

|𝐼2 (𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐼2 (𝑥 + (𝑚 − 𝑎), 𝑦 + (𝑛 − 𝑎))|

∑

𝑟2 (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑

2

(3)

𝑛=0

𝑚=0

Let IR is the reference image of multi-focus images I1 and I2. Moreover, it is shown in [20] and
[21] that the blurred image can be seen as the product convolution between the reference image
and Gaussian filter:

w * I ( x, y ), ( x, y )  B1
w * I ( x, y), ( x, y)  B2
I1 ( x, y )   1 R
I 2 ( x, y)   2 R
( x, y )  B1
( x, y)  B2
 I R ( x, y ),
 I R ( x, y),
,

(4)

where w1 and w2 are Gaussian filter defined by:
𝑘 2+𝑙 2

exp (− 2𝜎

𝑤1 (𝑘, 𝑙 ) = 𝑤1 (𝑘, 𝑙 ) =

1

𝑠1

∑

∑

𝑠1

𝑘 2+𝑙 2

exp (− 2𝜎

𝑤2 (𝑘, 𝑙) =

2

𝑠2

∑

∑
𝑘=−𝑠2

𝑠2

)

, (k ,l) ∈ [−𝑠1 , 𝑠1 ]2 ,
𝑘 2+𝑙 2

𝑙=−𝑠1

𝑘=−𝑠1

2

2

exp (− 2𝜎

)

)

, (𝑘, 𝑙 ) ∈ [−𝑠2 , 𝑠2 ]2
𝑘 2 +𝑙 2

𝑙=−𝑠2

2

1

exp (− 2𝜎

2

2

)

The product convolution is defined as follows:
w1 * I R ( x, y ) 

s1

s1

  w (k , l ) I

k  s1 l  s1

2a

1

R

( x  k , y  l ), w2 * I R ( x, y ) 

2a

r1 ( x, y )   D
m 0 n 0

Put
where

1
( m,n )

( x, y )

s2

s2

  w (k , l ) I

k  s2 l  s2

2a

2

R

2a

( x  k , y  l ),

r2 ( x, y )   D(2m ,n ) ( x, y )

2

and

m 0 n 0

(5)

D(1m,n ) ( x, y )  I1 ( x, y )  I1  x   m  a  , y   n  a  

D(2m,n ) ( x, y )  I 2 ( x, y )  I 2  x   m  a  , y   n  a  

2

(6)

(7)

Proposition:
The local variability on blurred part is smaller than the local variability on focused part. Let

( x, y)  B2

(the blurred part of I2) and

Proof:
For that, we use Plancherel theorem:

( x, y)  B1

(focus par of I1 ), then  r2 ( x, y)  r1 ( x, y)  .
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2𝑎

∑
𝑚=0

2𝑎

2𝑎

2
1
∑ |𝐷(𝑚,𝑛)
(𝑥, 𝑦)|
𝑛=0

=

1
∑
(2𝑎+1)2

2𝑎

∑
𝑚=0
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2
1
̂(𝑛,𝑚)
|𝐷
(𝑥, 𝑦)| (8)

𝑛=0

1
1
̂(𝑛,𝑚)
(𝑥, 𝑦)is Fourier transform of𝐷(𝑚,𝑛)
where 𝐷
(𝑥, 𝑦).
1
1
̂(𝑛,𝑚)
(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐹𝑇[𝐷(𝑚,𝑛)
(𝑥, 𝑦)] = 𝐹𝑇[𝐼1 (𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐼1 (𝑥 + (𝑚 − 𝑎), 𝑦 + (𝑛 − 𝑎))]
𝐷

As

(9)

( x, y)  B2 therefore ( x, y)  B1 , from (4), equation (9) can be written as follows:

1
̂(𝑛,𝑚)
𝐷
(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐹𝑇[𝐼𝑅 (𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐼𝑅 (𝑥 + (𝑚 − 𝑎 ), 𝑦 + (𝑛 − 𝑎))]

I 2 ( x, y ) 

and

s2

s2

  w (k , l )* I

k  s2 l  s2

2

R

(10)

(x  k, y  l)

(11)

By using the definition of convolution, equation (11) can be written as:
∞

∞

∑

𝐼2 (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑

𝑙=−∞

𝑘=−∞

𝑤2 (𝑘, 𝑙)1[−𝑠2 ,𝑠2]2 𝐼𝑅 (𝑥 − 𝑘, 𝑦 − 𝑙)(12)

and
𝐼2 (𝑥, 𝑦) = (𝑤2 1[−𝑠2,𝑠2]2 ) ∗ 𝐼𝑅 (𝑥, 𝑦)(13)
Where
𝑖𝑓 (k, l) ∈ [−𝑠2 , 𝑠2 ]2
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

1,
1[−𝑠2 ,𝑠2]2 (𝑘, 𝑙 ) = {
0,
.
The Fourier transform of

D(2m,n) ( x, y)

is

2
̂(𝑛,𝑚)
(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐹𝑇[𝑤2 1[𝑠2,𝑠2]2 ∗ 𝐼𝑅 (𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑤2 1[𝑠2,𝑠2 ]2 ∗ 𝐼𝑅 (𝑥 + (𝑚 − 𝑎), 𝑦 + (𝑛 − 𝑎))]
𝐷

= 𝐹𝑇 [𝑤2 1[𝑠2 ,𝑠2]2 ∗ (𝐼𝑅 (𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐼𝑅 (𝑥 + (𝑚 − 𝑎), 𝑦 + (𝑛 − 𝑎)))]
= 𝐹𝑇[𝑤2 1[𝑠2 ,𝑠2]2 ]𝐹𝑇[𝐼𝑅 (𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐼𝑅 (𝑥 + (𝑚 − 𝑎), 𝑦 + (𝑛 − 𝑎))]
Substitute (10) into (14), we get

(14)
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2
1
̂(𝑛,𝑚)
̂(𝑝,𝑞)
(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐹𝑇[𝑤2 1[𝑠2,𝑠2 ]2 ]𝐷
(𝑥, 𝑦)
𝐷

∞

∞

1
̂(𝑛,𝑚)
(𝑥, 𝑦)
= (∑ ∑ 𝑤2 (𝑘, 𝑙 )1[𝑠2,𝑠2]2 (𝑘, 𝑙 )𝑒 −𝑖2(𝑘𝑝+𝑙𝑞) ) 𝐷
𝑘=−∞

(15)

𝑙=−∞

Hence, from equation (15), we can obtain
𝑠2

𝑠2

|

2
̂(𝑛,𝑚)
(𝑥, 𝑦)| = ∑
|𝐷
|

𝑒

∑

𝑘=−𝑠2

𝑠2

𝑙=−𝑠2

∑

𝑘2 +𝑙2
−(
)
2𝜎2 2
𝑠2

∑
𝑘′ =−𝑠2

=

𝑠2

𝑠2

|
≤∑

𝑒

∑
|

𝑘=−𝑠2

𝑙=−𝑠2

𝑠2

∑

𝑘2 +𝑙2
−(
)
2𝜎2 2
𝑠2

∑

𝑘′=−𝑠2

𝑒

|
−𝑖2(𝑘𝑛+𝑙𝑚) ̂1
(𝑥,
𝑒
𝐷
𝑦)
(𝑛,𝑚)
𝑘′2 +𝑙′2
−(
)
|
2𝜎2 2

𝑙′ =−𝑠2

|
𝑘′2 +𝑙′2
−(
2)
𝑒 2𝜎2

|

1
1
̂(𝑛,𝑚)
̂(𝑛,𝑚)
|𝐷
(𝑥, 𝑦)| ≤ |𝐷
(𝑥, 𝑦)|

𝑙′=−𝑠2

(16)
On the other hand, from equation (5) and Plancherel-Parseval's theorem, we have
2𝑎

2𝑎
2𝑎

𝑟2 (𝑥, 𝑦) =

2𝑎

2
2
∑ ∑|𝐷(𝑚,𝑛)
(𝑥, 𝑦)|
𝑛=0

1
2
2
̂(𝑛,𝑚)
=
∑ ∑|𝐷
(𝑥, 𝑦)|
2
(2𝑎 + 1)

𝑚=0

𝑛=0

𝑚=0

From (16), we get
2𝑎

2𝑎
2𝑎

2𝑎

𝑛=0

𝑛=0

1
2
2
1
1
̂(𝑝,𝑞)
̂(𝑚,𝑛)
(𝑥, 𝑦)| ≤ ∑ ∑|𝐷
(𝑥, 𝑦)|
𝑟2 (𝑥, 𝑦) ≤
∑ ∑|𝐷
2
(2𝑎 + 1)
𝑚=0

𝑚=0

𝑟2 (𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 𝑟1 (𝑥, 𝑦)
This proves that the local variability in blurred part is smaller than local variability in focused
part.
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